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ABSTRACT 
Brisbane of the 1950s and 1960s saw the emergence and 
dissemination of aesthetic modernism in the theories and 
practice of twentieth century European art movements which 
began infiltrating some Melbourne and Sydney art groups 
before the 1920s and again in the late 1930s. One result was 
the 1938 foundation of the Contemporary Art Society in 
Melbourne followed by the NSW Branch in Sydney in 1940, then 
branches in Adelaide and Hobart. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the hypothesis 
that aesthetic modernism had emerged in artistic enclaves in 
Brisbane before 1960, culminating in the formation of the 
Contemporary Art Society in 1961. In that year the 
Contemporary Art Society assumed a major role in furthering 
the rise and synthesis of modernism and disseminating its 
concepts and practice to other artists and to the public of 
Brisbane. 
The initiative to form a Queensland Branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society arose from interaction between 
diverse modernist forces which had converged on Brisbane by 
1961. The influx of artistic and academic people to Brisbane 
by that time had Increased the need for a forum for 
intellectual and social involvement in the arts. The 
Contemporary Art Society, along with several other community 
groups, fulfilled the role of providing a forum for informed 
debate, promotion and dissemination of aesthetic modernism. 
Of the artists who converged on Brisbane at this time, 
Jon Molvig and Roy Churcher became the nuclei of two 
temperamentally different art groups that enriched the local 
art milieu in the late 1950s and early 1960s. It was during 
this period that art reached its zenith in the Brisbane 
community. Group exhibitions of contemporary modernist work 
became a continuous and visible feature of the 1960s when the 
public was exposed to the experiments by Queensland artists. 
New galleries opened and new art competitions were 
introduced. The culmination of artistic achievements during 
the early 1960s was responsible for certain cultural changes 
in Brisbane from the mid-1960s. 
Through the Contemporary Art Society, communication with 
southern artistic movements had resulted in a more immediate 
awareness in Brisbane of recent trends elsewhere. By 1967, 
influences from America were again changing not only the 
concept of aesthetic modernism but Australian culture. It was 
coincidental that this emergence and dissemination of 
aesthetic modernism was occurring in Brisbane during a period 
of major social change internationally. Vietnam 
demonstrations and the associated counter-culture had 
repercussions which manifested themselves throughout 
Austil-alia by 1970. Although the visual arts were not 
thematically dominated by these social upheavals, the spirit 
of daring did challenge all conventions including the 
practice of painting on canvas. By the 1970s, these social 
changes and their impact on aesthetic modernism had 
transformed the character of Queensland Branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society. 
As this social revolution was agitating the reactionary 
ruling elite in Queensland, inroads into the Establishment 
were being made through the creative arts. Simultaneously the 
economy flourished from the mid-1960s in Queensland. The 
State Government responded by appointing its first Director 
of Cultural Activities, by proceeding with the new Art 
Gallery and Cultural Centre on the south bank and by closing 
the Central Technical College art school which re-opened in a 
more enlightened atmosphere at Seven Hills. The University of 
Queensland bent to pressure and introduced its first course 
in Fine Arts. 
The CAS fell on more difficult times, its role being 
usurped by the flurry of cultural activity within the 
Establishment. The Society had successfully contributed to 
the modernist movement which instigated cultural change in 
Brisbane but, troubled by internal uncertainty and diversity, 
the Queensland branch ceased to operate in 1973. 
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PREFACE 
The Arts have not been regarded by most Australians as a 
mainstream influence on the cultural changes witnessed during 
Australia's two hundred years of European settlement. 
Queensland's contribution to national cultural change 
has been minimal. This is not to be ridiculed but recognized 
as a characteristic of provincialism which geography and 
history have endowed on this State. The topic here will not 
pretend to credit Queensland with any Innovations but with an 
'awakening'; not an 'awakening' which converted its 
provincial status, but one which demonstrated a positive 
local response to some imported Innovative concepts and 
methods widely referred to as ' nuDdernism' . ^  
Within this context, Brisbane of the 1950s and 1960s saw 
the emergence and dissemination of aesthetic modernism in 
the theories and practice of twentieth century European art 
movements which began infiltrating some Melbourne and Sydney 
art groups before the 1920s. A second wave of modernism was 
identified in the south by the late 1930s. One result was the 
1938 formation of the Contemporary Art Society in Melbourne 
followed by the NSW Branch in Sydney in 1940, then branches 
in Adelaide and Hobart. Elements of American abstract 
expressionism were recognized in Sydney and Brisbane during 
the 1950s, not long before the formation of the Queensland 
Branch which functioned in Brisbane from 1961 to 1973. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the hypothesis 
that aesthetic modernism had emerged in artistic enclaves in 
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Brisbane before 1960, culminating in the formation of the 
Contemporary Art Society in 1961. In that year the 
Contemporary Art Society assumed a major role in furthering 
the rise and synthesis of modernism and disseminating its 
concepts and practice to other artists and to the public of 
Brisbane, 
To establish this thesis it has been necessary firstly 
to survey the emergence of aesthetic modernism in the 
southern States and secondly to outline the cultural changes 
which provided the belated impetus to creative people in 
Brisbane in the post-war decade. These areas are discussed in 
Chapter 1 where mainly secondary source material has been 
used; the intention was not to challenge the primary research 
of those authors. Interview material and newspaper sources 
have been Included to substantiate the relevance of the 
artistic developments of the 1950s to the achievements of 
artists who contributed to the formation of the Contemporary 
Art Society in 1961. 
With the aim to elicit the practice of modernist 
theories and methodology in Brisbane, it was found that a 
biographical approach was essential for this study as most 
artistic creativity is highly personal. Nevertheless, few 
artists would deny the overwhelming influence of experience, 
that is, the contextual influence on their work. Written 
biographical material was obtained from artists but, more 
importantly, the relation between environment, experience and 
aesthetic modernism in the artists' work was highlighted 
through lengthy interviews. The interviews were structured to 
ill 
reveal individual contributions to modernist ideas and/or 
practice in Brisbane. Some of the artists' creative work of 
that period was usually available, discussed and 
photographed. In the analysis of photographic reproductions 
of art works, recurring patterns and Influences were sought 
along with elements of modernist criteria defined below and 
in Chapter 3. 
Using this biographical approach based so much on oral 
history methodology, Chapter 2 demonstrates the ground swell 
of artistic fervour which culminated in the formation of the 
Contemporary Art Society, Queensland Branch in 1961. A 
complex network was developing between the artistic enclaves 
in Brisbane and with the south from 1958. The innovative 
nature of these developn^nts locally, not the practice of 
aesthetic modernism, is the essence of Chapter 2 which also 
introduces the newly formed Society and its perceived role in 
Brisbane. The dissemination of the theories and methodology 
of contemporary art was an essential element of its function 
- an aspect adopted from the Melbourne Contemporary Art 
Society constitution of 1938. In Brisbane this objective was 
furthered through Contemporary Art Society exhibitions, 
lectures and other art-related activities. 
Because all executive records of these activities have 
been destroyed. Contemporary Art Society broadsheets and 
newsletters, catalogues, and also newspapers and oral sources 
have been predominantly the primary source materials used. 
Not all printed newsletters have survived but those which are 
available have been used extensively. Other newsletters which 
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are known to exist, have not been made accessible to this 
researcher.^ 
Using reviews and photographic evidence of emerging 
aesthetic modernist characteristics. Chapter 3 considers the 
individual and group contribution to the practice of 
modernism in Brisbane. Biographical and interview material 
was also highly relevant here. The energence of the practice 
of aesthetic modernism and continuing changes in methodology 
were revealed in the exhibitions of the Contemporary Art 
Society and other contemporary exhibitions and competitions. 
In this Chapter the early 1960s in Brisbane is presented as a 
period when art at the community level reached its zenith. At 
no tinte has a critique of these art works been discussed. The 
focus was centred on the relevance of the works to the 
progress of aesthetic modernism in Brisbane and reviews 
quoted were selected to exemplify this. 
A new range of influences again changed the visual 
characteristics of aesthetic modernism after the mid-1960s. 
Chapter 4 integrates these artistic appropriations with the 
major features of our pluralist society up to 1973 when the 
Queensland Branch of the Contemporary Art Society ceased to 
function. Reasons for the demise of the Society were 
considered from an internal and external perspective. The 
latter looked at Brisbane which was forced to expand its 
total infrastructure economically, socially and culturally 
from the mid-1960s. These areas were assessed through 
reports, newspapers and secondary sources with emphasis given 
to cultural changes in visual arts amenities and approaches. 
V 
Newsletters and Interviews revealed the reasons for the 
Internal decline of the Contemporary Art Society. 
Several key words which have multiple meanings have been 
used in this study. Meanings in their pure sense are always 
to be assumed except when the words are quoted or used in an 
inescapable form of common usage. 'Culture' is used in its 
anthropological sense of the total sum of attainments and 
activities of a people. The interpretation is based on the 
concept that change within a coanmunity contributes to change 
to the total 'culture pool', that is, society. =^' Changes due 
to modernism were therefore cultural changes on all levels 
from beliefs and traditions to technology. A full cultural 
study was beyond the scope of this thesis but contextual 
material has been included wherever possible. 
The 'Establishment' - those who collectively occupy 
positions of Influence and status in a society - is not 
usually open to misinterpretation. Gallery directors, 
trustees, lecturers in fine arts, leading dealers, and 
critics of major reviews are the Art Establishment of the 
1980s.'^ But before 1970 in Brisbane, many of these were the 
people who were in conflict with the parochialism of the 
political and economic members of the Establishment. Cultural 
changes in the 1970s largely resulted in the merging of the 
two groups. The references to 'Establishment' in this study 
can therefore only include "trustees" from the above list of 
members of the Art Establishment. 
The use of 'contemporary' has been clarified later in 
the text although it needs to be emphasized. Like 'modern', 
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it carries historical connotations and retains those here. 
The 'Contemporary' Art Society also referred to the 
continuing need to update the content of the Society's 
exhibitions and activities and so move forward in historical 
time. 
Twentieth century 'modernism', which emerged in Europe 
at the turn of the century, bears a title too immersed in 
semantics to do it justice. It is therefore necessary to 
clarify its use as an aesthetic concept in this thesis. 
Aesthetic modernism embodies theoretical and practical 
aspects, but only the former will be considered in this 
section.^ Australian and Brisbane contextual references and 
n^thodology will be analysed throughout this study. 
Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane have suggested in 
Modernism that 
the word retains its force because of its 
association with a characteristic contemporary 
feeling: the historicist feeling that we live in 
totally novel times, that contemporary history is 
the source of our significance, that we are 
derivatives not of the past but of the surrounding 
and enfolding environment or scenario, that 
modernity is a new consciousness, a fresh condition 
of the human mind - a condition which modern art 
has explored, felt through, sometimes reacted 
against. ^• 
This statement explains the momentum of the different stages 
of rejection and acceptance of aesthetic modernism in 
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Australia and, irrespective of its late emergence in 
Queensland, it explains why modernism was still embraced as 
"contemporary" and "novel" in the 1960s. This study supports 
the Bradbury-McFarlane point of view as realistic, rather 
than the philosophical view where a concept can only be new 
once. ^  
To Bradbury and McFarlane the concept or idea of 
modernism involved "the radical and innovating arts, the 
experimental ... reaching a forxoal crisis [of culture] in 
which myth, structure and organization in a traditional sense 
collapse".^ Similarly, in Has Modernism Failed? Suzl 
Gablik has proposed that the 
emergence of modern art during the early decades 
of this century resulted from the coalescence of 
certain component ideas that form the basic 
structure of modern society: secularism, 
Individualism ... and pluralism.-* 
These modernizing Ideologies are reflected in "art for art's 
sake" where the individual's aesthetic experience is an end 
in itself. "=^  Modernism was radical - a reaction against 
authority and conventions. Pluralist Western societies 
including Australia were willing to accommodate such 
ideologies although they frequently rejected the manlfestions 
of those Ideologies - like aesthetic modernism. 
Aspects of Gablik's contextual theories are repeatedly 
supported by recent Australian writings. Humphrey McQueen in 
The Black Swan of Trespass: The Emergence of Modernist 
Painting in Australia to 1944 was unwilling to reduce 
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•modernism' to the level of definition but, like Gablik, he 
did give it an ideological context as "the major aspect of 
European art in the age of Monopoly capitalism".'' In Mary 
Eagle's "Modernism in Sydney in the 1920s", modernism "always 
referred to something new and potentially disruptive 
revealing new divisions in values within Sydney society 
recording frontiers of opinion and change".'^ The Impact of 
these twentieth century ideologies on the emergence of 
aesthetic modernism in post-war Brisbane is also significant 
and is considered briefly in each chapter. 
In the assessment of aesthetic modernism on Australian 
and Queensland art works, this study will not attempt to 
enter the philosophical debate concerning the nature of 
modernism. Suzl Gablik, Peter Fuller and others have looked 
at its failure whereas Jurgen Habermas has suggested imposing 
limits on the "autodynamism of the economic [capitalist] and 
administrative systems" to permit the survival of modernists 
against the anti-modernists, the pre-modernists and the 
post-modernists. '="• He also observed that "the 
characteristic of modern works is their newness, a newness 
that is then overtaken and devalued by the next stylistic 
innovation"."* Although philosophically valid that a 
concept or method can only be innovative once, this thesis 
accepts the reality of human perception of the 
Bradbury-McFarlane argument above. 
It was not necessary to explain any theoretical aspects 
of modernism to any interviewee as each artist was clearly 
aware of breaking conventions in the visual arts of post-war 
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Brisbane. Some of these results have been briefly recorded in 
several biographies on Queensland artists, in a few articles 
on artists and on the Brisbane art scene. Betty Churcher's 
biography Molvig: The Lost Antipodean presented the most 
comprehensive survey of the Brisbane scene during the late 
1950s and 1960s. '^^ In Art in Queensland Vida Lahey 
briefly concluded with the 1950s. "^ The monographs in the 
"Artists in Queensland" series on Charles Blackman, Andrew 
Sibley and Milton Moon were all published in the late 1960s 
and presented contemporary contextual material which has not 
since been enlarged upon. '"-^  Two publications in 1988 have 
increased availability of information on Brisbane artists. 
Thorns and Petals, a history of the Royal Queensland Art 
Society by Keith Bradbury and Glenn Cooke included a chapter 
on the two decades. '^ ' The second, A Complen^ntary Caste: A 
Homage to Women Artists in Queensland, Past and Present, 
edited by Bronwyn Larner, accompanied an exhibition of the 
same title and included women artists of this period. "*® 
There were more dedicated women artists during the 1960s than 
men - women artists who are still exhibiting in 1988 - and 
this publication outlined some of problems which faced that 
'minority' group. 
There are also several excellent theses, many catalogue 
introductions and newspaper reviews. The papers of Irene Amos 
and Dr Gertrude Langer in Fryer Library at the University of 
Queensland are also highly relevant to this period of study. 
Nevertheless these were not considered to be adequate 
material, along with the Contemporary Art Society newsletters 
and catalogues, to reveal the nature of the emergence and 
dissemination of aesthetic modernism in Brisbane. It was 
therefore assumed that the project would involve oral history 
methodology and require all Contemporary Art Society 
executive members to be contacted, where possible (Appendix 
I). Most artists who contributed to several Contemporary Art 
Society exhibitions were contacted while non-members, both 
artists and others, who could have been potential 
contributors to or have knowledge of the modernist movement 
were approached. 
More that sixty people Including the artists were 
interviewed on tape, replied on tape or by letter to a list 
of questions, provided untaped interviews and supplied 
information on countless telephone conversations. This oral 
history methodology was found to be the only source for 
material on the changing art milieu, on the importance of the 
aspects within the Contemporary Art Society and more 
particularly on the artists' personal contributions. 
This method of approach does have inherent weaknesses 
like any other methodology and this study has attempted to 
rectify these where possible. Michael Frisch has suggested 
that oral evidence offers an opportunity for both "more 
history", in that additional information can be generated, 
and "non-history" since memory is not always objective.^** 
Raphael Samuel, Luisa Passerini and others have been 
concerned with the selectivity and silences of nemory, just 
as the written record has its bureaucratic biases and 
irrecoverable gaps.=^ =' It is also recognized here that 
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memory does not constitute pure recall; the memory of an 
event is refracted through layer upon layer of subsequent 
experience. ^•^• 
By accepting these shortcomings before commencing 
interviews in January 1987, several approaches were 
implemented. Firstly, the purpose of the initial interviews 
was to build up a framework of information (most of which was 
not documented) which could be 'tested' at subsequent 
Interviews. When several interviewees <a minimum of two) were 
able to confirm the information, it was considered to be 
reliable. Secondly, it was confirmed that one questlonaire 
was not suitable for the broad range of people being 
interviewed (Appendix II). The list of questions became more 
and more adjusted to the individual's involvement and also to 
substantiate weaker areas of evidence. Excluding artists' 
personal assessment of their own work, all material was 
synthesized according to this method, or presented as an 
acknowledged quotation. Where possible, the oral evidence was 
used in conjunction with documented material, the latter 
taking precedence over memory if necessary. It is also 
acknowledged here that, to acquire oral evidence, "the 
historian cones to the interview to learn: to sit at the feet 
of others who ... know more about something. The 
reconstruction of history Itself becomes a much more widely 
collaborative process. "=^ '^ All information in this text has 
been acknowledged where facts were previously unknown to the 
author. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AUSTRALIAN AESTHETIC MODERNISM: ORIGINS AND 
THE BRISBANE CONTEXT 
The cultural ethos of each of the Australian States is 
perceived to differ. Many Australian writers have attempted 
to analyse these differences as well as recognize the 
characteristics shared by Australians.^ These are important 
factors when considering the prejudice demonstrated by 
different sectors of society in different States at different 
times. This prejudice, accompanied by occasional 
enlightenment, was reflected in the reception given to 
European modernism as it Infiltrated into the visual arts in 
Australia during the First World War. 
The emergence of aesthetic modernism in the work of 
southern artists has been well explored by Bernard Smith, 
Robert Hughes, Daniel Thomas, Humphrey McQueen, Richard 
Haese, Geoffrey Serle, Geoffrey Dutton and others who have 
also attempted to identify cultural modernism in Australia. 
This study proposes that similar modernist aesthetic and 
cultural changes only became apparent in Brisbane after World 
War II. Smith, Thomas and Hughes have examined the 
the earliest post-impressionist influences in the work of 
Norah Simpson, Roland Wakelin, Roy de Maistre and Grace 
Cossington Smith from 1915 to 1919 in Sydney. =^  McQueen 
questioned some of their evidence but has outlined similar 
conclusions in relation to the historical importance of these 
artists,^ 
A brief encounter with abstraction in 1919 by de Maistre 
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and Wakelin wa© Australia's premature attempt at more 
advanced developments which Smith has labelled the "second 
wave of modernism". He suggested this wave, from about 1939, 
was "essentially plural in character, combining surrealism, 
expressionism ... cubism and constructivism".'* The 
pluralist nature of this major thrust of modernism in both 
Sydney and Melbourne led to an exciting "angry decade" 
dominated by "rebels and precursors".*^ Haese looked at the 
late 1930s and 1940s in Melbourne and Sydney, seeking to 
portray modernism as a movement which had consolidated for 
the first time. June Helmer presented the thesis that George 
Bell and his students in Melbourne were the modernist 
precursors to those artists influenced by this second wave of 
modernism. After founding the first Contemporary Art Society 
branch in Melbourne in 1938, Bell withdrew, rejecting some of 
the new directions influenced by the "second wave". "^  
Meanwhile Peter Bellew moved to Sydney in 1940 and formed a 
Contemporary Art Society branch there.-^ Artists of the 
second phase - Sidney Nolan, Albert Tucker, Joy Hester, Noel 
Counihan, Arthur Boyd, John Perceval, Yosl Bergner, Vic 
O'Connor and others encouraged by John and Sunday Reed - were 
the innovators of the 1940s analysed by Haese. Brisbane's 
brief encounter with these southern trends occurred in 1948 
when Nolan exhibited his Mrs Eraser paintings at the 
Mbreton Galleries, Judith Wright described the public outrage 
at Nolan's paintings as "disgraceful provincialism".^' 
Brisbane witnessed its first phase, its earliest 
response to aesthetic modernism in the mid-1940s with the 
formation of the Mlya Studio which attempted to assume a 
"radical" stance.^ Like the southern States before 1920, 
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Queensland's first brush with modernism was not sustained. In 
her study of the Brisbane art scene of that period, Michele 
Anderson concluded that "the memory of Miya Studio's small 
rebellion was to be erased in the trail left by that frontier 
artist 'hero' [Molvig] who had dared cross the Brisbane 
Line.^ *^ ' It is therefore the 1950s which must be considered 
as laying the foundation for modernism to emerge in Brisbane. 
In comparison with Melbourne and Sydney, the second phase 
culminated in the foundation of the Contemporary Art Society 
in Brisbane in 1961 which saw, for the first time, a 
continuing and more enlightened appreciation and practice 
of aesthetic modernism. 
Historical writings on modernism in Australian art have 
recently produced criticism for the apparent assumption of a 
European aesthetic classification at the expense of an 
'Australian' modernist interpretation. Nigel Lendon, who 
proposed a "plurality of interpretations", has indicated that 
many assessments of modernism in Australia have been related 
to a European model depicting an "orderly progression of 
style".'' Mary Eagle also noted that historians of 
Australian modernism have focused on styles of painting 
without looking beyond to the "division of values" in 
society, a symptom of "pluralism",'=== European styles were 
adopted by many Australian artists and this must be 
acknowledged; nevertheless, as Bradbury and MacFarlane have 
emphasized, modernism is the multiplicity of twentieth 
century styles emerging from our Western pluralist 
society. '=^  Therefore to consider 'Australian' and 
'societal' influences on modernism is to consider the 
"plurality" of values and perception and should not negate 
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the role of European 'styles'. It should be noted that 
today's progressive art education syllabi continue to 
appropriate modernism through the works of the cubists, 
fauves, expressionists, surrealists, Bauhaus and the New York 
School as well as Australian adaptations and innovations. 
This study does not assume any "model" of European 
modernism in Australia because, contextually since World War 
I, there has always been some synthesis of both European 
modernism and Australian cultural appropriation. McQueen 
agrees and defines his use of "emergence" of modernism to 
explain how "modernism arose in Australia from and through 
identifiably local conditions".'-^^ Haese has suggested that 
the "new Australian modernism", when radical artists "broke 
from European prototypes", had emerged by 1943; but it barely 
survived on Australian soil.'*-^  Bernard Smith refuted this 
and claimed that the Antipodeans of 1959 were an extension of 
that Australian modernism which developed during World War 
II. •"^•• 
These Interpretations are too narrow for the expressed 
viewpoint in this study which accepts the historical notion 
of accumulated and synthesized knowledge and experience. 
The anonymous author of Nationalism in Art, the foreword to 
a Contemporary Group exhibition in 1936, suggested that 
a people whose mind is open to influences from 
other countries will ultimately produce a stronger 
and more vigorous National Art than that produced 
by those who imagine that their outlook must be 
confined within the boundaries of their own 
country. ' '^ 
To "break from European prototypes" during the supposed 
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isolation of World War II, would have required the extreme 
nethodology of the American abstract expressionists."^' 
Abstract expressionism of the late 1940s was America's 
solution to the total rejection of European influences 
whereas Australian modernists attempted to compromise rather 
than reject. Nevertheless, in contrast to the virtual 
disappearance of landscapes from European modernism, the 
landscape tradition here was as Important to modernists as it 
was to their conservative opponents, and provided both with a 
means of defusing the difficulties which modernism 
embodied.''^ During the 1950s and 1960s Brisbane artists 
unashamedly incorporated Australian imagery and their art 
works were interpreted here through European, American and 
Australian modernist perspectives, both artistically and 
culturally. 
The initial parochial attitude of Australian society 
towards European aesthetic modernism was not unlike that in 
America. John Russell has described America of the mid-1920s 
when "the conditions for modernism were wretched ... no 
Museum of Modern Art, almost no dealers for modern art, 
almost no collectors, almost nowhere to publish and almost 
nothing to read. Modernism was thought of as 
un-American". '^'^' Such statements could be found in the 
Australian newspapers of the 1920s which reflected a society 
that thought modernism was un-Australian when compared with 
the recent Australian tradition of the pastoral landscape and 
genre of the Heidelberg School painters. McQueen has stated 
that "the notion of isolation, of backwardness or not knowing 
what was going on" in Europe was not true.^ --' Artists in 
Australia were well informed about innovative overseas 
developments in the visual arts but believed that "this was 
not to do with Australia ... that we could stand outside all 
the corruption and rottenness and destructiveness of 
twentieth century Europe, particularly in the 1920s after the 
First World War". ^-'^ Helmer also maintained that the 
prevailing blinkered, nationalistic attitude was supported by 
many Australian artists who returned from abroad in 1920 and 
emphasized the "sanity" of Australian art.-^ =^ ' Apparent 
provincialism can therefore be seen to originate from either 
reactionary forces or from a sense of nationalism. 
These changes were new to Brisbane after World War II 
and were potentially disruptive to the provincial cultural 
climate. Modernism had begun to emerge in Brisbane, 
integrating with and adapting to local conditions thus 
leading to the creation of a new "culture pool" .'*=^  This new 
culture pool was sustained by post-war economic growth and a 
decisive change in fashion and taste throughout Australia. 
Geoffrey Serle perceived a growing recognition among the 
upper middle class and the younger educated generation "that 
the arts matterecf*. '*^- These post-war cultural changes 
were also evidenced in Queensland by the emergent artistic 
network, the setting up of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra 
in 1946, the appointment of the first director of the 
Queensland National Art Gallery CQAG) in 1949 and the 
foundation of the National Art Gallery Society CQAG Society) 
in 1951, the Conservatorium of Music in 1957 and the Lisner 
Ballet Company in 1959.^® The acceleration in the 
establishment of State secondary schools in the 1950s and 
1960s was also a recognition of the growing Importance of 
non-material development. 
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When Robert Haines was appointed as the second director 
of the QAG in 1951, Brisbane acquired a person of impecable 
judgement and "good taste".'**^ - His experiences at the 
Courtauld Institute in London, Melbourne University and the 
National Gallery of Victoria were energetically directed 
toward the expressed role of a gallery - "to educate public 
taste". The Brisbane community profited enormously through 
his efforts to "raise the artistic standards of the 
community" . -^'^  
During the 1950s, Robert Haines promoted awareness of 
the arts through exhibitions and related lectures, radio 
talks and public lectures on painting and sculpture but also 
furniture, pottery and areas of design.^® His lectures in 
rooms in William Street and at the gallery fulfilled a public 
need and were the forerunners of those made popular by Dr 
Gertrude Langer. ^ '^  He founded the QAG Society as "Friends 
of the Gallery" to organize functions and raise funds for 
acquisitions. In both areas it has been highly successful. 
The Society organized a string orchestra to play in the 
'Byzantine' gallery for the first time in 1951 and by 1954 
its members were purchasing paintings for the Gallery. *^'=' 
Robert Haines initiated the first National Art Gallery 
Week held in 1954 which was advertised after a poster 
competition won by Richard Werner and popularized through a 
variety of art functions. These included lunchtlme lectures 
by Robert Haines, Gertrude Langer, Leonard Shillam and C.M.B. 
Van Homrigh, a display of child art from the QAG art class 
and a Younger Artists' Group pavement art show. The annual 
H.C. Richards Memorial Prize, instigated by Robert Haines and 
the trustees in 1951, opened at the QAG during National Art 
1. Robert Haines visualized a -new gallery 
"built round a courtyard with a large pool of 
water. Local vegetation around the pool could 
provide the ideal setting for sculpture with 
paintings and other exhibits displayed in long 
rooms or enclosed cloisters surrounding the 
courtyard, with glass walls on their inner 
sides". 
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Gallery Week and the Arts Council's annual Queensland 
Artists of Fame and Promise exhibition was showing at 
Flnneys' Gallery. ^^^  Brisbane had never before presented so 
many concurrent displays of local creativity. In October 1955 
Robert Haines introduced a radio programme every Friday night 
on "Notes from the Gallery" . *^=^  He also visited many patrons 
to arrange bequests and donations for the QAG.^® 
From the time of Haines' appointment, there was an 
Incessant quest for a new art gallery. It is interesting that 
the rough sketch (Fig.1) he presented to the Courier Mall 
in 1951 resembles aspects of the new gallery built thirty 
years later on the south bank,®^ Many events were organized 
to raise funds for a new gallery, the most significant being 
the annual Brisbane Arts Balls. The third Arts Ball in 1957 
was spectacular with 1200 masked guests who arrived at 
Cloudland and stepped into the "Royal Throne Room" of the 
court of Slam. ®^ - The Brisbane Arts Ball Committee also 
organized an auction of paintings and sculptures held in 
March 1960, In 1959, letters were sent to artists requesting 
donations of art works for the auction. The chairman of the 
Arts Ball Committee wrote 
This Centenary Year in Queensland is to mark the 
beginning of the building of a new Queensland Art ^  
Gallery on the site given by the State Government. 
Princess Alexandra is to lay the foundation stone 
of the new Gallery in August, and several 
organizations are planning special money-raising 
functions in aid of funds towards the new Gallery.^'® 
Their efforts were not rewarded. 
During the 1950s visitors to the Gallery were exposed to 
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the earliest programme of exhibitions of European aesthetic 
BWDdernism. ^ '^  The controversial 1953 French Painting Today 
exhibition was succeeded by works of Walter Sickert and Jacob 
Epstein in 1954. ^-'^  After the novelty of these Melville 
Haysom naively considered that there was "nothing new for 
artists" in the Italian Art of the 20th Century exhibition 
of 1956.*^ '® Expressions of support as well as ridicule and 
disgust flowed freely through the newspapers for each 
exhibition. It was the French art in 1953 and 1959 which 
aroused enormous interest and raised most questions with the 
public about aesthetics and concepts of modernism in 
contemporary society.'^ •^=" Following closely on the 1959 
exhibition of Recent Paintings by Seven British Artists, 
the Centenary Exhibition of nineteenth and twentieth century 
French art was accompanied in June by the Recent Acquisition 
of French Paintings which engendered hostility in Brisbane 
viewers. Robert Haines, Gertrude Langer and Melville Haysom 
each wrote articles for the newspapers in an attempt to 
enlighten the bewildered public."^ "' 
Dr Gertrude Langer was always the most outspoken in 
support of aesthetic modernism. With her husband Karl, she 
arrived in Brisbane from Vienna in 1939 with her doctorate in 
the history of art and her library of European books. With 
her "breadth of knowledge embracing all the art forms" 
Gertrude Langer was able to present an intellectual 
interpretation of the 'new* European art works being shown at 
the Gallery. *^--=* She also wrote articles and gave lectures 
for the layperson, explaining how photography, psychology, 
fast cars and other sources of modern inspirations were 
responsible for the variety of modern art trends. *="=^  Through 
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her total involvement in all artistic developments in 
Queensland, Gertrude Langer struggled ceaselessly to educate 
and engender a love and appreciation of art.®^ She Joined 
the QAG Society in 1952, was appointed art critic for the 
Courier Mail in 1953 and was a founding executive member of 
the Contemporary Art Society in 1961. In that year she also 
accepted the first presidency of the Queensland Arts 
Council. ^ ^ 
Brian Johnstone was responsible for exposing the 
Brisbane art community to aspects of aesthetic modernism 
which had already emerged in the south. Between 1952 and 1957 
the Johnstone Gallery in the Brisbane Arcade showed a wide 
range of work by leading southern artists.'^^ It was also 
Brian Johnstone's aim to offer local artists an exhibiting 
venue; there were, however, too few artists but many 
students in Brisbane during the 1950s. His contribution to 
the art scene increased from 1958 after he re-opened the 
gallery at Bowen Hills. 
This study places monumental Importance upon the decade 
preceding the foundation of the Queensland branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society in 1961. The artistic achievements 
and cultural changes Initiated and nurtured during the 1950s 
led directly to proposals, simultaneously from several 
sources, to form the Queensland branch. 
Within this changing cultural environment aesthetic 
modernism re-emerged in Brisbane during the 1950s but, unlike 
earlier attempts by the Miya Studio, the new achievements 
accumulated and were largely absorbed into the mainstream 
movements by the 1970s. Before then the modernist sensibility 
which was generated within the art networks made little 
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Impression on the public, the Establishment, the Central 
Technical College art school (CTC) or the Royal Queensland 
Art Society (RQAS). At 'the bottom of George Street' the CTC 
continued to offer certificates in applied art, dress design, 
furniture design, interior decoration, photography and 
potterymaking. Diploma courses were offered for art teaching 
and commercial Illustration. Drawing and painting as well as 
modelling and sculpture were the only fine art diploma areas 
available, a prerequisite being the certificate in applied 
art.*^ -'-' In all courses the instruction was traditional, 
structured and repetitive with an emphasis on technical 
skill. As creative development beyond skill was not expected 
or encouraged, representational execution of works persisted, 
conventions were adhered to, and were supported by the 
members of the RQAS, 
Since the 1940s some members of the RQAS voiced 
appreciation of content which portrayed more than 
representation. Melville Haysom and Vida Lahey were two 
members who attempted to bridge the change of emphasis from 
"truths and ideas connected with nature and the visual 
appearance of things" to "truths expressing ideas and 
abstractions".^'® It was unfortunate that this was not then 
translated into visual form by RQAS members. This study of 
aesthetic modernism in Brisbane was prepared to overlook the 
RQAS as a contender for credit in promoting or practising 
modernism. The recent history of the RQAS by Bradbury and 
Cooke supported these assumptions that most members seemied 
unable or unwilling to adopt a modernist perspective. 
There were various groups and individuals who 
contributed to the emergence of aesthetic modernism in 
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Brisbane prior to the founding of the Contemporary Art 
Society. The Younger Artists' Group of the Royal Queensland 
Art Society, the artists and students who frequented St 
Mary's Studio, Kangaroo Point, but also individuals like 
Robert Haines, Gertrude Langer and Brian Johnstone. Their 
roles were Integrated by their common goals - to create an 
appreciation of contemporary fine art and design, but also to 
encourage the practice of Australian, European and American 
modernist methodology. The practice of aesthetic modernism 
has only been briefly referred to in this section to clarify 
philosophies and approaches which were innovative for 
Brisbane during the 1950s. *^-^  
While the RQAS continued to wave the flag for the 
conservatives, the Younger Artists' Group attempted to break 
new ground from their first exhibition in 1945.'•^ *^"' But this 
was not always apparent as the review of their third annual 
exhibition implies: "the artists have not attempted to 
embrace the dangerous field of 'isms' but have concentrated 
on the development of style and improvement in 
technique."''I This loaded comment indicated a local 
awareness of twentieth century European styles and an 
attitude of prejudice against them in favour of provincial 
art education. Another review of the same exhibition 
attributed Joy Roggenkamp with her "weird twisted trees and 
vines" as going "nearest to the so-called 'modern' form. ""^-== 
Other innovative Younger Artists of 1945, Laurence Collinson, 
Pamela Seeman and Laurence Hope, discontinued their RQAS 
membership after they established Miya Studio in that year, 
Joy Roggenkamp recalled that 'modern' constituted 
anything that was not taught. "•^=^' Nevertheless, Miya Studio 
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did not reject tradition as Laurence Collinson stated in the 
foreword to the catalogue for Mlya Studio: Second Annual 
Exhibition of Paintings and Drawings in 1946; 
What is the place of Miya Studio in this wasteland 
,.. they feel that it is only through an intense 
study of their craft, through an examination of the 
great traditions of the past and an investigation 
into contemporary ideas and techniques, through a 
sincere love of art and a desire to express 
themselves, that they will accomplish anything. •^^ 
Joy Roggenkamp and several other members of the Younger 
Artists' Group were also members of Mlya Studio. The latter 
included in their 1947 annual exhibition at Finneys' Gallery, 
three "enamels" by Sidney Nolan who had painted with them 
while in Brisbane.''^^ In 1948 one outraged critic accused 
the Miya Studio of "peddling its brave imitations of Picasso, 
Matisse and other disciplines of cult ugliness .... 
Malformations of the human body are the subject of our pity, 
but some members of the Miya Group have set out to glorify 
these atrocities and (sublime insult) actually affix a price 
to their efforts. ""''«^' 
Vincent Brown's modernist works received similar 
misrepresentation when he exhibited over two hundred works in 
the Canberra Hotel in 1945,'^ '"-^  On his return to Brisbane 
from Slade School, London, and other art institutions in 
1940, he produced oils, etchings and lithographs which 
portrayed a variety of European modernist influences which 
Brisbane viewers had not witnessed earlier. ^'^' He remained 
independent of the local art community although he did 
exhibit with the Half Dozen Group of Artists,'''^ Founded in 
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1940 by Lilian Pedersen, this Group was the only alternative 
to the RQAS before Miya Studio. By the end of the decade Miya 
Studio had ceased to function and Vincent Brown had returned 
to England in 1948. Clearly aesthetic modernism was emerging 
before 1950 but without a support system, the movement 
withered. 
The 1950s saw a greater network of enthusiastic artists 
who were able. Indirectly, to create that community support 
system required for cultural changes to occur. Within this 
framework, new members of the Younger Artists' Group began to 
break free from community expectations by daring to consider 
art as more than a hobby. 
Over several years artists like Betty Cameron 
(Churcher), Ann Thomson, Richard Werner, Nevil Matthews, 
Shirley Knight (Miller), Pam Watklns (Wilson), Robyn 
Mountcastle and many others "were people of like mind who 
were drawn together by something that was hardly there at all 
... wanting something different but not knowing what it 
was."*^ '*^  In the guise of bohemian and cosmopolitan artists, 
they talked of art and social issues in cafes and coffee 
lounges in town and also at Thomson's Bookstore in Queen 
Street.®'' Nevil Matthews recalled that "in the absence of 
everything else, we had to have something like that as 
everything else around the place was conventional and of no 
use to us,"®=^ Their fund-raising cocktail parties, dances, 
fancy dress parties with masks and painted decorations, also 
art camps organized by Melville Haysom and drawing excursions 
around town were all indicative of "young searching 
spirits."®® They also assisted with community arts 
activities such as those organized by the Brisbane Arts Ball 
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committee and the QAG Society. 
The Younger Artists' Group, with a changing membership 
of about twenty, painted and organized life classes at the 
School of Arts in Ann Street before moving to the Upper 
Edward Street premises of the RQAS. Annual exhibitions were 
supplemented by shows in the Botanic Gardens or in front of 
the City Hall or the General Post Office. Such "continental" 
pavement shows sold fewer than ten works for less than ten 
guineas each from the hundred or so on display whereas at 
other shows they offered "nothing over a guinea" 
sketches.'^^ In 1958, "forty works of varying character, 
ranging from portraits to abstract designs, were shown. .. . 
Police removed some nude drawings."®'^ The challenge to be 
perceived as avant garde was always a driving force. 
The Younger Artists' Group Scholarship which was 
awarded every three years raised money through exhibitions 
and was assisted by the parent body. Betty Cameron was 
awarded the first scholarship in 1951 and amidst great 
acclamation entered the Royal College of Art in London in 
1953.*"='^  When Alexa Tabke won the £300 in 1954, second place 
went to Richard Werner and Janice Barber. Tabke was 
disqualified for copying and the second place competitors 
were awarded the prize. ^''-^  
Richard Werner did not accept the award having 
established his career as a freelance commercial artist-
designer. He had fled from Czechoslovakia in 1949 after 
receiving an education from Bratislava College of Art, a 
commercial and industrial art school which was based on the 
Bauhaus school. His European reflections were painted on 
board the ship to Australia and he exhibited the twenty-eight 
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watercolours at the Moreton Galleries in 1950 at the age of 
eighteen.-^^^ Werner had found Brisbane very Anglo-Saxon with 
no modern, functional buildings, only historical ones of a 
different era. However delightful he found it, Werner wished 
to create a more European environment. Even though there were 
few foreign-born residents in Brisbane, many American 
servicemen were still present under rehabilitation schemes 
and more European migrants (mainly Italian) were arriving. 
Werner started to paint decorative murals "with a bit of 
France or a bit of Italy" for dances and in cafes where the 
Younger Artists' Group met.®^ For some in the Group, his 
were the first expressionist paintings they had seen. 
These artists witnessed the post-war cultural changes 
which promoted aesthetic modernism. Nevil Matthews was 
"boosted conceptually" by the Sidney Nolan exhibition of 
1948. Ann Thomson became aware of "painting that was not to 
do with representing" from the art books in her parents' 
bookstore. Richard Werner's cubist, abstract training caused 
him to appreciate subject matter, while incorporating the 
philosophy of "an experimental artist who was given a talent 
and went to explore the world with it."'^ *^ ' These were some 
of the modernist influences introduced, filtered, then shared 
by the Younger Artists' Group, Ann Thomson went to Sydney in 
1957, Nevil Matthews and Richard Werner were founding 
Contemporary Art Society members in 1961 while Shirley 
Miller, Pam Wilson, Robyn Mountcastle, Jan Morris and Frank 
Lambert joined later,-"' 
The Group was one in the growing network of artists in 
Brisbane. Of the artists who attended St Mary's Studio, 
several were Younger Artists' Group members at some time. 
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The Studio under the St Mary's Church Hall at Kangaroo 
Point had been left in a neglected state until 1952 when the 
Reverend Stevenson, a student of Richard Rodier Rivron, 
suggested that Rodier Rivron might move his art classes from 
the School of Arts in Ann Street to the Studio. Rodier 
Rivron, an artist who had worked in England for Glen Philpot, 
RA, had begun teaching in a basement studio at New Farm in 
1950.'^ == These students were the first in Brisbane to 
experiment with free drawing techniques presented in Kimon 
Nicolaides The Natural Way to Draw. -•'^' This was the same 
text recommended by Jon Molvig to his students from 1955 
onwards. Published in 1941, the text offered a course in 
contour and gesture drawing, quick shaded studies, 
watercolour drawings and many other techniques still 
considered 'modern' in contemporary art education. Rodier 
Rivron brought "a freedom and love of art" into his classes 
and instilled an appreciation of the work of other 
artists.^-* Of his students, Don Ross, Bronwyn Yeates 
(Thomas) were founding members of the Contemporary Art 
Society while Judy Cuppaidge Joined soon after. Betty Caneron 
had attended his classes at the School of Arts.^^ 
St Mary's Studio artist-teachers each offered one of the 
few alternatives to the traditional academic teaching methods 
of the CTC in Brisbane, No longer could "modern art 
constitute anything that was not taught". With each 
successive teacher at St Mary's Studio, some students stayed 
on and others left. So it was when Margaret Cilento took over 
the Studio in late 1952. Several who Joined Margaret 
Cilento's classes along with Bronwyn Yeates and Judy 
Cuppaidge included Margaret Olley, Milton Moon and Shirley 
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Miller. ®^ -
Margaret Cilento was one of the first artists to 
introduced American as well as European modernist concepts 
and practices into her classes. In 1951 she had returned to 
Brisbane after several years studying in New York and 
Paris,^'^ Exposure to unconventional printing methods at 
Hayter's Atelier 17 in New York and later in Paris had led 
her to setting up a printing press at St Mary's to continue 
engraving and etching. •^'^" While attending Hayter's in New 
York she began painting at the Brooklyn Museum Art School 
with the Mexican figurative artist, Rufino Tamayo, who 
provided extensions to her artistic vocabulary rather than a 
new language. ^ ^^  Her most challenging, although unsatisfying 
experience was partaking in a studio experiment with the 
emerging New York School of painters which included 
Motherwell, Rothko, Baziotes, Newman and others. She was one 
of sixteen selected students who spent the days drawing and 
painting and the evenings criticizing each others' work along 
with most of the artists. In their attempt to break with 
European traditions, the art work was discarded if any 
recognizable form had emerged. She recalled Motherwell 
holding up a packet of Camel cigarettes exclaiming that there 
were thousands of them out there whereas every human gesture 
on paper or canvas was an individual or personal statement if 
not limited by representation. '»'-'' Before returning to 
Brisbane in 1951 she painted, printed and studied in Paris. 
When Rodier Rivron vacated the Studio in 1952, Margaret 
Cilento started a day time 'abstract' class at St Mary's. A 
children's class was offered on Saturday morning and she held 
life classes on two evenings each week but always found it 
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difficult to get a nude model to pose in Brisbane at that 
time. "=''' One of her students recalled an unintentionally 
amusing anatomy class presented by Dr (Sir) Raphael Cilento 
who was objectively explaining the muscles by running his 
hand across the nervous, buxom young model. 
People who came to Margaret Cilento's classes or to her 
'open studio' on Saturday afternoons or Sundays were assured 
of a sound philosophical basis for any artistic exercise or 
debate. Brisbane people 
were terribly eager to find a basis for Judging 
things which were totally out of their mainstream 
of thought. People were driven into groups and all 
rather took pride in being rebels who liked these 
things that nobody else could understand. "='--
She was therefore in a situation where she fulfilled a need 
although the restrictive environment meant she was unable to 
consolidate her overseas experiences into her own work. By 
doing abstract work she had broken down many of her 
prejudices from early student days and the process of 
rebuilding, mainly "restructuring figures", was conceptually 
difficult under local conditions. "^ '^ ' 
Margaret Cilento was ahead of her time in Brisbane, 
ahead in concepts, printmaking and teaching methods and ahead 
as a woman artist who defied traditional prejudices and 
aesthetics to forward the modernist cause. When she sailed 
for England in 1954, the classes were taken over by John 
Rigby. 
This was also the year the Johnstone Gallery gave John 
Rigby his first exhibition. He had returned to Brisbane at 
the end of 1951 after studying at the East Sydney Technical 
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College along with Jon Molvig, They received an essentially 
academic art training although they were exposed to art works 
and magazines not yet seen in Brisbane. In 1956 the 
International Bookstore opened in Brisbane and was the only 
Brisbane distributor of European magazines. These included 
Italian, French and German magazines on art, architecture, 
industrial design, graphics and fashion."^"* Along with 
other artists in Sydney before 1951, Rigby and Molvig bought 
art magazines collectively and divided the colour plates 
between them. •"^'*-'' During 1954 and 1955 John Rigby passed 
onto his students at St Mary's Studio ideas and methods 
recently acquired in Sydney although he was personally more 
interested in the French painting of Bonnard and Vuillard and 
his faceted works of this period show cubist influence. "="^  
As a full time commercial artist and painter he was unable to 
take full advantage of the studio space at St Mary's; 
therefore when his destitute friend, Molvig, arrived in 
Brisbane with nowhere to paint, John Rigby suggested that 
Molvig take over the studio and "build it up". "^-'^  In 1956 
John Rigby won an Italian government scholarship and he left 
Brisbane for eighteen months. 
From 1955 it was clear that Jon Molvig's life classes 
were to become the centre of contemporary art practice in 
Brisbane for several years. Joy Roggenkamp recalled with 
nostalgia his "wonderful sort of charisma that wove a magic 
spell over the art scene", when you were either a part of it 
or you were apart of the other, the conservative side.^ *^ '® 
In March of 1955 Molvig had shared an exhibition with the 
more established Ian Fairweather at the Macquarle Galleries, 
Sydney. James Gleeson's review said little about Molvig's 
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work except that he must "make up his mind to a narrower, but 
more intensive field of development" . ""''^  It was due to John 
Rigby that Jon Molvig was given that opportunity by his 
inheriting the St Mary's Studio space and classes for income. 
In her definitive study on Molvig, Betty Churcher claimed 
that he made his first major breakthrough to a personal style 
after taking possession of the studio.'"^' That style was 
not to be consistent, engendering apprehension in patrons and 
gallery directors. He explained to Laurie Thomas on several 
occasions in the 1960s that "every subject should have a 
different approach or even a different medium, a different 
technique, because the subject demands a certain way of doing 
it to make it more expressive",''' 
It was probably this personal versatility which enabled 
Molvig to encourage the individual differences and 'styles' 
of his students. His words were few and praise was rare and 
indirect. Dr Gertrude Langer, the Courier Mail art critic 
who also attended Molvig's classes, noted that "without 
Imposing his own manners (he has several) on his students, he 
seems to help them in developing their own ideas" .'''^  
At the Jon Molvig Studio exhibition at the Johnstone 
Gallery in 1956, Gertrude Langer perceived that talent and 
personality had emerged in the works of Bronwyn Yeates and 
that Molvig's teaching had proved liberating for some of his 
students. Melville Haysom's review of the same exhibition 
clearly thought the influence was too "liberating" as he 
considered Bronwyn Yeates' work to be disappointing and noted 
that "Ann Thomson gets nowhere with her droodling 
doodles" . •' ' =^  To have observed Molvig painting seemed to 
have been an invaluable experience. It was the way he "put 
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the paint on" that Ann Thomson considered so memorable. "The 
paint did not follow the form; it opposed it" and that gave 
it strength but also originality for Brisbane. She recalled 
there was also a bigness about it that she did not see again 
until she went to Sydney.''-* 
Most of Jon Molvig's students of this period continued 
to be his loyal friends although he always went his own way, 
was abusive to many and seemed to have little regard for most 
women. He scorned the middle class and its societies but most 
of his students became CAS members,^"*® 
By the end of 1957, Jon Molvig and Maryke Degeus, a 
Dutch-trained artist who attended his life classes, planned a 
journey to inland Australia, Farewells were held at St Mary's 
Studio and with the Jon Molvig: A Farewell Show at the 
Johnstone Gallery. '^ ^^  His impact on the emergence of 
aesthetic modernism in Brisbane seemed about to become 
history. Arrangements were made for the newly arrived Roy 
Churcher and his wife, Betty Cameron, to take over the Studio 
with a domestic agreement to "mind the cat" , ' ''^^  This was 
the close of one era and the opening of another - one which 
was to see a changed art milieu and the founding the 
Queensland Branch of the Contemporary Art Society. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FORMATION OF THE CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY, QUEENSLAND BRANCH 
The initiative to form a Queensland Branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society (CAS) arose from Interaction between 
diverse modernist forces which had converged on Brisbane by 
1961. The artistic contacts of those involved were linked to 
various art networks in Brisbane and the south, making the 
origins of the Society more complex and the composition of 
foundation members more heterogeneous. The influx of artistic 
and academic people to Brisbane by that time had increased 
the need for a forum for intellectual and social involvement 
in the arts.^ The CAS, along with several other community 
groups, fulfilled the role of providing a forum for informed 
debate, promotion and dissemination of aesthetic modernism. 
Of the artists who converged on Brisbane at this time 
Jon Molvig, on his return, and Roy Churcher became the nuclei 
of two temperamentally different art groups,-^ ^ Each group 
fraternized with many southern artists who enriched the local 
art milieu in the late 1950s and 1960s. It was during this 
period that art reached its zenith in the Brisbane community. 
Brian Johnstone continued to exhibit contemporary artists 
while Laurie Thomas, who became director of the Queensland 
Art Gallery (QAG) in 1961, extended the Gallery's 
participation into the contemporary scene. •^' 
By the early 1960s there was an active group of people 
recently appointed to the University of Queensland who were 
very interested in the arts and who felt the need to promote 
contemporary modernist attitudes.-* These were contrary to 
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the conventional concepts and standards which they found on 
their arrival in Brisbane and the CAS was to benefit by their 
enthusiasm. Whereas Robert Haines and Gertrude Langer had 
greatly raised standards of aesthetic appreciation and 
criticism, it was not until 1961 that Gertrude Langer 
increased her contribution through the Arts Council. 
It was the successful interaction of these factors which 
culminated in the formation of the CAS. The complexity of its 
origins and the structure of the CAS are presented here. The 
modernist methodology and resultant exhibitions are 
considered later except where their inclusion clarifies the 
emergence of aesthetic modernism. 
Roy Churcher and his Brisbane wife, Betty Cameron, 
arrived from England in 1957 and devoted twenty years to art 
and the appreciation of modernism in Queensland. Roy Churcher 
was instrumental, along with several others, in forming the 
CAS. More importantly, he was vice-president from 1961 until 
July 1965 when he became president. For over six years he was 
an active and dedicated leader of the CAS until he left for 
Italy after winning the 1972 Italo-Australian cultural 
committee art prize. ^" Churcher brought an energy and sense 
of involvement into Brisbane's artistic network which had 
increased around him. 
The husband and wife teaching team moved their art 
classes from the School of Arts attic to St Mary's Studio 
in 1958. The team teaching ceased in 1959 when Betty Cameron, 
having begun the year by winning the Queensland Centenary 
Eisteddfod Art Competition, turned to raising a family and 
academic studies. '^  
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In 1957, the Churchers had decided to remain in Brisbane 
where aspects reminded them of Italy - the light, the City 
Hall tower, the grapes in March, fresh coffee bought in the 
Valley, and the wine. They had seen a retrospective 
exhibition of Cezanne's work in Edinburgh in about 1955 and 
Roy Churcher felt that 'form through colour' meant little in 
Edinburgh or England. His senses had responded to an earlier 
post-war Van Gogh exhibition in London, influencing him to 
continue the palette of pure colour. His work has been 
described as 'fauve' although the intensity of colour had 
impressed him long before he saw a fauve painting."-^ The 
expression of these responses found a more conducive 
environment in Australia. 
Roy Churcher received a diploma from the Slade School of 
Fine Art, London where the methodology of Professor William 
Coldstream imposed a singular sense of direction on most 
students. Churcher was caught between the discipline of 
Coldstream and the fervour of David Bomberg's disciples. For 
the latter, art was seen as an absolute - an experience that 
you go through in the process of making something. You could 
become transformed in the act of making art."^ '^ These two 
influences were Imparted to Churcher's students although it 
was the 'process' which remained most important to students 
and teacher. It continues to be his philosophy today that 
"each person is a witness to the world that they are in and 
the responsibility as a painter is to respond to this 
richness in some way" . -" 
After Roy Churcher took over St Mary's Studio from Jon 
Molvig in December 1957 he continued with classes there for 
nearly five years during which time the CAS was formed with 
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many of his students being founding members.''-^ Roy Churcher 
organized an annual exhibition of students' paintings at the 
Studio with more than fifty exhibitors showing up to eight 
works each.'' One of these exhibitors was Dr Bernard 
Schaffer who was a part of a European influx of migrants 
arriving during the 1950s to prosper in a country not 
suffering from post-war deprivation. Young qualified people 
arrived and used Brisbane as a spring board to more important 
positions elsewhere.'^ 
Bernard Schaffer was appointed senior lecturer in Public 
Administration at the University of Queensland in 1956 and 
promoted to reader in 1960 before returning to the University 
of Sussex in 1965. During this time he became the founding 
president of the CAS, and gave the Society a "nice 
credibility" and so countered any bias of laypeople towards 
unconventional artists.'-^ Several members recalled his 
remarkable intelligence, his hypertensive manner and his 
ability to maintain a cohesive committee."^ He and Roy 
Churcher were always "full of good talk about pictures".'*^ 
Brisbane also saw the arrival of Val Presley in 1962 
when he took up the post of professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Queensland. This Welshman who arrived from 
England ten years earlier, found that Brisbane was a refuge 
from European culture; its lush vegetation, heat and 
humidity, and absence of sealed roads and sewers. There also 
seemed to be an absence of theoretical discussion of painting 
outside art classes or organized lectures. There was, 
however, the individual artist like the potter, Milton Moon, 
who was grappling with defining the boundaries between art 
and craft. '*^- Val Presley filled the position of acting 
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president of the CAS when Bernard Schaffer took leave in 
1963, Graham and Joy de Gruchy also arrived in Brisbane in 
1962, indirectly from South Africa then England. Graham de 
Gruchy took a lectureship position in the Architecture 
Department and both joined the CAS soon after. 
Dennis Pryor, another Welshman, arrived in Brisbane from 
England in 1950. He was the theatrical academic of the CAS. 
His Norwegian wife Aase, a student of Milton Moon, was an 
artist-member. From the position of senior lecturer in 
Classics, Dennis Pryor was promoted to acting professor in 
1964 and was off to greener pastures in Melbourne in 1967. In 
the intervening years Dennis Pryor offered his clever mind 
and quick wit to public performances. These included opening 
CAS exhibitions and leading theatrical roles with the 
University of Queensland Staff Players and Twelfth Night 
Theatre. "'•^  His 'opening' speech for the CAS Christmas 
Exhibition at St Mary's Studio in 1963 is a window into the 
ethos of the period, the Society and the man. 
The CAS is my favourite Society. The story of the 
Society is romantic, unlikely, incredible and 
improper. ... I think it is high time the Society 
appointed an historian to record the gripping tale 
of how a mere hetero generous (sic) collection of 
pornographic painters, of salacious sculptors, of 
polygamous potters, formed themselves into a 
Society of pornographic painters, salacious 
sculptors and polygamous potters..,. 
Here in Brisbane the CAS stands like a beacon 
light in the darkness of philistine provincialism, 
fat-bottomed complacency, the stag-at-bay syndrome. 
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The great danger for the Society, and for once 
let me be serious, is that it will become set in 
its ways and create a new academicism. For example 
I have seen no constructions and no pop art at this 
show. If the Society ceases to protest and 
experiment it might Just as well call itself the 
Royal Academy.... 
The great news in the art world of the last few 
weeks has been the announcement by a cabinet 
minister that we shall not get a new art gallery 
for a long time. Well, I know what you think of 
that and I think it is high time that we told the 
minister that he should get moving . . . ''•-=' 
These exerpts express the good-natured fun that artists and 
academics combined with the stimulus of modernist creativity. 
Nevertheless, the awareness of contemporary overseas trends 
like 'constructions' and 'pop art' were not then being 
attempted by Brisbane artists groping with the previous five 
decades of aesthetic modernism which were being compacted 
into a couple of years of tuition and exhibitions. 
The new academic extraneous influences which moved into 
the Brisbane art scene from the late 1950s, by the sheerest 
coincidence, paralleled the influx of artists with their 
ideas and approaches. As well as the arrival of Roy Churcher 
and Betty Cameron, Charles Blackman and Andrew Sibley were in 
Brisbane, Jon Molvig returned from Central Australia and Ian 
Fairweather had already begun his "period of consolidation" 
on Bribie Island.''^ 
Charles Blackman had begun his association with Brisbane 
artists and writers in 1948 while Miya Studio and Barjai 
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were in their final stages. ^ '^^^  While his schoolgirl 
paintings and drawings of the 1950s were creating controversy 
in Melbourne while also being exhibited in the CAS 
exhibitions there, he and his Brisbane wife, Barbara, made 
annual visits to Queensland. ••^="' He held the first of his 
annual one-man shows in Brisbane at the Johnstone Gallery in 
1957, showing his Alice paintings. In 1960 the Blackmans took 
up residence in Brisbane - a noteworthy point which 
exemplified Brisbane's heightened artistic climate of the 
period. Winning the Helena Rubenstein travelling scholarship 
that year saw his departure for England in 1961 following a 
party called "The Wake" which was given by his friend Molvig 
at Corroboree House. ^--^  Blackman's work was not particularly 
influential on local artists but as a 'literary' and 
psychological artist with a different perspective to project, 
his presence in Brisbane was important for the modernist 
cause. '^'-^ 
Jon Molvig had, meanwhile, returned to Brisbane from 
Central Australia during 1958 but from that time he offered 
only life-classes. In his absence they had been organized by 
other artists who had been involved with such classes since 
the early 1950s. Brisbane's commercial artists ran life 
classes at Clayfield, then at the Women's Club in the city. 
In 1953 John Rigby had brought a quiet companion, Jon Molvig, 
to these classes. Don Ross had begun to organize the model as 
the commercial artists attended less frequently. These 
classes moved to the School of Arts attic, then to Newstead 
when architect Col Munro organized the model. The group now 
included Leonard and Kathleen Shillam, Bronwyn Yeates and 
Andrew Sibley. ^'='* Col Munro later ran the classes at 
4. Richard Werner, Don Ross, 
Joy Roggenkamp at a party at 
Corroboree House, c.i962. 
. V > * - • • < 
3. Jon Moivig; Jamei 
Fi nney, c . i9t) j . 
5 . J o n Mol 
c . .1961J . 
VIg: s t u d y o l Joy Roggenkamp, 
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Annerley which were frequented by Don Ross, John Aland and 
also Molvig. -^^ By 1960 John Aland and Jenny Ramsey (Aland) 
were going to Col Munro's life classes on Mondays, Molvig's 
on Thursdays and had one going themselves on Wednesday nights 
at Adsett Street, Taringa. =*=" The value of the life class 
was that it offered a means of training the hand and eye 
while "confronting the most complex of forms",-^^ 
These other classes, all of which offered an opportunity 
denied through the Central Technical College, did not detract 
from the continuing importance of Jon Molvig's Thursday night 
life classes. These continued, at different addresses, until 
1966. For several years many artists along with others who 
enjoyed the company of artists congregated in Molvig*s studio 
on the ground floor of Corroboree House each Thursday 
evening. Corroboree House in Hartley Street, Spring Hill, was 
owned by the disreputable James (Jimmy) Finney (Fig.2, 3). 
The life class was run in a disciplined way. Molvig never 
drew the model and, contrary to suggestions, he did teach 
life drawing although not all present required teaching.^® 
For some artists, the life class was a facility.-^-' He 
stopped at ten o'clock and that was when the "partying" would 
start (Fig. 4). These were eventful nights - a drink-up, a 
fight, ail—rifle target shooting or with darts, arrows or 
knives, lots of singing with John Aland playing the guitar, 
Jimmy Finney denouncing everyone and even discussions about 
art.'^ "^^ -' 
As the Churchers had leased St Mary's Studio since 1958, 
Jon Molvig's return to the Studio created friction. The 
latter therefore moved into a house in Lambert Street, 
Kangaroo Point, soon after his return to Brisbane. There he 
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painted out his Central Australian imagery. The figures, the 
landscape and their powerful symbols transformed into paint 
were exhibited at the Johnstone Gallery in May 1959.®' 
Christine Berkman recalled the "powerful" drama of Nocturne 
with Cattle Grid which Molvig entered in the H.C.Richards 
landscape competition of 1958. •='•=• Molvig's new 'style' had a 
memorable impact on other Brisbane artists who were 
witnessing the emergence of an Australian modernist artist in 
Brisbane. It was shortly after this Johnstone Gallery 
exhibition that Jon Molvig moved into Corroboree House. ~'^'-"' 
His work had also attracted the attention of Rudy Komon, 
a Sydney art dealer who had arrived from Europe with Insights 
into the organization of a 'stable' of contracted artists and 
a stock room of art works. He had a genuine liking for 
artists, and an extraordinarily good eye rather than any 
profound knowledge of the history of art.-^ '-^  Accompanied by 
Robert Dickerson, Komon drove to Brisbane in the second half 
of 1959 and contracted Jon Molvig as his first artist before 
going to Melbourne for Clifton Pugh, Leonard French and Fred 
Williams, ••='*^  While staying at Corroboree House for the 
period with Molvig, Dickerson witnessed the deal which Komon 
organized, Molvig bought a goggomobile, received about forty 
cases of wine, d&1500 and a retainer of £50 per month to live 
on. In return Komon acquired all the work in Molvig's 
possession and at least commission on all future work 
(Fig. 5).-'^ "" Komon also acquired Molvig as a portrait painter 
to be sent out to paint selected patrons. ^ '^^^  It has never 
been in doubt as to who received the better deal, even though 
Molvig's paintings did not sell well In Sydney. 
At the end of 1959 Jon Molvig persuaded Charles Blackman 
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to set up a private art school at the Gold Coast. Maryke 
Degeus who was living at Surfers* Paradise was asked to 
organize the school. Including students, but found people 
unwilling to commit themselves regularly. ^"^'' The plan 
collapsed after about six outdoor classes. Within two years 
these artists had formed their own exhibiting group, the Gold 
Coast (Five) Group, while others attended life classes at 
Maryke Degeus' studio, =^'^  At these classes she used the 
teaching methods of Nicolaides while emphasizing the 
importance of "expression" .''•"•"' Maryke Degeus was a full-time 
artist who had concentrated mainly on portraiture and gained 
recognition in critiques before 1960.'^^ Veda Arrowsmlth, 
Laurie (Davies) Paul, Patricia Winter-Irving, June Atherton 
of the Gold Coast Group and Maryke Degeus all exhibited with 
the CAS and denKDnstrated aspects of modernism in their work 
of that period. 
Even though Molvig was cynical about societies and 
committees and ridiculed the CAS, most people who came to 
Corroboree House did Join and exhibit with the CAS. ^•=^- The 
different art groups converged with the CAS and the 
cross-fertilization of modernist ideas was inseparable. 
Andrew Sibley was another artist who came from England 
having received an art education there before settling in 
Brisbane for several years from 1959. He had attended 
Gravesend School of Art before arriving in Australia in 1948. 
After three years at the East Sydney Technical College he 
returned to London's Royal College of Art.'*-=' With his 
parents in Queensland, Sibley returned to Australia but the 
culture shock made him detour to New Guinea in 1957.'^ •'* Back 
in Brisbane he became acquainted with Molvig and was involved 
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with life classes before leaving for Tully in mid-1958.'**^ ' 
For Sibley, these years were formative in realizing that 
figurative painting could be more powerful if the "logical" 
and "irrational" were Juxtaposed.'*''^  These subjective 
modernist concepts attracted him to the Molvig enclave on his 
return to Brisbane in 1959. 
Sibley's return was initiated at that point in time by 
Bronwyn Yeates who was leaving Brisbane for a study tour 
overseas. There were many part-time art teaching positions in 
Brisbane during the 1950s and 1960s which were filled by the 
recommendation of one artist by another. Several private 
secondary schools in Brisbane operated this way, as did the 
art classes offered within the Architecture Department of the 
University of Queensland. The Kindergarten Teachers' Training 
College was also employing part-time art teachers by this 
'system' when Bronwyn Yeates replaced Pamela MacFarlane who 
went south in about 1957. Before her own temporary departure 
in 1959, Bronwyn Yeates had offered the position to Jon 
Molvig who did not want it. She then contacted Andrew Sibley 
in Tully.*^ He arrived back in Brisbane and held the 
position at the Kindergarten Teachers' Training College until 
he left for Sydney early in 1964. This position was then 
filled by Joyce Hyam, another CAS artist.'*® 
Of the private schools in Brisbane, Stuartholme Convent 
attracted practising artists as part-time lay teachers. It is 
an Interesting list from 1948 when Maryke Degeus arrived in 
Australia having studied at the Academie foor Beeldende 
Kunsten, The Hague, and began teaching at Stuartholme 
Convent, She was replaced, briefly, by Richard Rodier Rivron. 
John Coburn was appointed in 1950 and was followed by Margaret 
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Cilento in 1952. Kathleen Shillam took over when Cilento left 
for England in 1954, and was replaced in 1956 by Betty 
Quelhurst who later taught at Somervllle House. Elizabeth 
MacKenzie was there in 1958 and 1959 while Arthur Evan Read 
filled the position in 1960 until August before being 
appointed as a painting instructor at the CTC, Brisbane. His 
assistant was Mervyn Moriarty who completed the year before 
Bronwyn Yeates held the position in 1961. Andrew Sibley was 
teaching at Stuartholme during 1962 when he began the large 
triangular stained glass window for the convent chapel. This 
was completed during 1963 by which time John Aland was 
teaching art there. The Alands left for Melbourne in 1967 and 
Betty Churcher held the position for four years. ^'^ 
When Jon Molvig moved to Corroboree House, Andrew Sibley 
shifted from there to a studio under Richard Tong's shop in 
the Valley until 1962. In the middle of that year, Richard 
Tong opened a Gallery under his Chinese fine arts shop and 
Andrew Sibley moved to the Terrace House, 236 Petrle Terrace. 
Irene Amos, Virginia Cuppaidge, Mervyn Moriarty and Gordon 
Shepherdson had attended his painting and life classes in the 
Valley and several continued on at Petrle Terrace. *=*'=' 
Bronwyn Yeates was, by this time, also offering private 
art classes at her house in Sedgebrook Street, Spring 
Hill.*'' She had earlier given art classes to children 
during the mid-1950s at Indooroopilly. Virginia Cuppaidge was 
one who attended during her holidays from Sydney boarding 
school. ®^«= Bronwyn Yeates received art training at the 
Melbourne Technical College before coming to Brisbane in 
1947, After learning oils with Melville Haysom and 
watercolours with Cyril Gibbs at the CTC, John Cooper of the 
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Moreton Galleries told her of Rodier Rivron's classes at the 
School of Arts. She stayed on at St Mary's Studio with 
Margaret Cilento with whom she could share "scholarly 
knowledge". As well as going to Molvig*s classes, Bronwyn 
Yeates made two study trips to Sydney, firstly painting with 
Justin 0*Brien and two years later with Stanislaus Rapotec. 
After creating all non-figurative work with the latter, 
visiting the abstract expressionist works in the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York in 1959 was an overwhelming experience 
for an artist who identified with "the whole Idea of that way 
of painting" . ^-'•^' 
After having shows at the newly opened Gallery A in 
Melbourne then Sydney, Bronwyn Yeates returned to Brisbane in 
1960 but Brian Johnstone did not exhibit her abstract 
work.^^ She resumed classes at Indooroopilly then during 
1961 moved to Spring Hill where her classes increased and 
became her income. This was supplemented briefly by teaching 
at Stuartholme and for several years by art classes in the 
Architecture Department where Nevil Matthews and John Rigby 
assisted her with over seventy students. When she introduced 
life drawing, it caused great concern and alarm as it was a 
predominantly male student group in a conservative 
institution. *^'® 
Her Spring Hill classes became more important to 
Brisbane*s artists during the 1960s as Jon Molvig was no 
longer teaching * painting' while Roy Churcher's classes and 
those by Andrew Sibley offered the only other contemporary 
painting methodology. 
Brisbane had become a hive of artistic activity through 
this arrival or return of innovative and creative people to 
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Brisbane by 1961. This was witnessed by the flourish of art 
classes which offered a modernist approach to the methodology 
and appreciation of contemporary art,*^ '-- The artistic 
network had become even more complex and also more public 
through the Johnstone Gallery, now at Bowen Hills, and 
through changes at the QAG. 
Since 1958 Brian and Marjorie Johnstone had enlarged and 
promoted their re-established gallery to offer their art 
clientele and the general public a window onto contemporary 
Australian art. This manifested itself through the memorable 
Sunday exhibition 'openings' every three weeks when nearly 
one hundred art lovers would crowd "to see and be seen",'^ =^ '^  
Others who were new to Brisbane found it was "a marvellous 
oasis" which offered an introduction to the art 
community. ^''=' Brian Johnstone was a very strong influence in 
Brisbane because artists were anxious to exhibit there and 
they all wished to make themselves known to him. •'^'=' After 
his death in June 1988, art journalist Phyllis Woolcock 
recalled his innovative approach and tough brand of artistic 
courage. '=''^' 
It was this courage but also his keen sense of judgment 
which gave a large number of major Australian painters 
tremendous opportunity in their early careers, Queensland 
artists who were offered shows were Jon Molvig, John Rigby, 
Margaret Olley, Joy Roggenkamp, Gordon Shepherdson, John 
Aland, Andrew Sibley and Nevil Matthews, Since the mid-1950s 
Brisbane viewers had become more familiar with the work of 
southern artists that Johnstone exhibited at the Brisbane 
Arcade gallery and then at Bowen Hills, People such as 
Clifton Pugh, Lawrence Daws, Donald Friend, Charles Blackman, 
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John Perceval, John Coburn, Robert Dickerson, Sidney Nolan 
and Arthur Boyd exhibited in Brisbane at that time."^ '^ 
Robert Dickerson considered Johnstone was the best art dealer 
the country ever produced, being sensitive towards the artist 
and willing to give contemporary artists a "fair go" .'^••'^  
Dickerson recalled that there were a lot of people 
painting in Brisbane at that time and there seemed to be a 
large group of patrons; "it was a good buying city".'^ ••=' But 
David Seibert has noted that even though the Johnstone 
Gallery was the largest in Australia at one point, local 
dealings involved only twenty per cent of sales while the 
rest were interstate or overseas.'^'* In 1960 the Johnstone 
Gallery sold Charles Blackman*s Suite of Paintings to the 
Whitechapel Galleries in London for 185 guineas. That 
exhibition set an Australian record with the sale of thirty-
eight paintings for £4000 in half an haur.*='-^ -^ This 
success was partly due to trust in Brian Johnstone's Judgment 
which brought this cyclical response from the patrons, 
followed by Increased artistic output and more patrons. As 
early as 1957, when the Johnstone Gallery was still at the 
Brisbane Arcade, the QAG staged an exhibition of fifty works 
owned by its own QAG Society members. These included works by 
Ian Fairweather, John Brack, Jon Molvig, Charles Blackman, 
Clifton Pugh and others which Robert Haines assured people 
had only "scratched the surface" of Brisbane private 
collections.*^ ''"- The Johnstones worked hard to nurture that 
clientele, many of whom were invited to dinners for about 
twenty people with the artists. *^'^  
It was also the period when artists were poor because 
they were painting to please themselves. *^ ^ There were 
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fewer noteworthy artists, fewer galleries, fewer 
competitions but there was more prestige attached 
to winning. When artists came up from the south -
Clifton Pugh, John Perceval, John Olsen - they 
would all meet in the pubs and talk until all hours 
in the morning after adjourning to a studio 
somewhere. There was that bond of artists from 
Perth to Brisbane which doesn't exist today" .'^'-' 
The Sydney artists would return the hospitality at the 
Paddington pubs with Robert Dickerson, John Olsen, William 
Rose, Thomas Gleghorn but also writers, poets and Barry 
Humphries, "-^"^  Women artists also met in the pubs, in 
Brisbane, Sydney or Melbourne but as women were not permitted 
into the men's bar they could meet in the women's bar or sit 
in the lounge.^' It was largely this contact with southern 
artists who already belonged to their local CAS in Sydney or 
Melbourne, which prompted and aroused interest in Brisbane 
artists. Brian Johnstone, who joined the Queensland CAS, must 
be given credit, indirectly, for providing a forum where its 
origins were discussed. 
Even though the public went to the Johnstone Gallery, it 
was a converted public - one that expected to be challenged 
by aesthetic modernism. When the public visited the 
QAG, aesthetics still meant 'beauty', therefore when the 
Gallery acquired its first Picassos in 1959, there was public 
outrage. 
It appeared to the people of Brisbane that in May 1959 
the QAG had purchased three works by Picasso and one each by 
Degas, Renoir, Vlaminck and Toulouse-Lautrec at a total cost 
of £101,203. ''•==• This occurred at an auction at Sotheby's in 
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London where the seller was Major H. de Vahl Rubin of 
Queensland. ^-^' The paintings were exhibited in Brisbane in 
July alongside a Queensland Centenary Exhibition of French 
Art which Robert Haines had borrowed from public and private 
collections throughout Australia. •^-* When compared with the 
public response to the 1953 exhibition of French Painting 
Today, these works created a similar outcry - the "weird 
concept of art" also "nudity" and the "affront to 
womanhood" . "-^^^  This controversy was primarily over La Belle 
Hollandaise and Femme au Parasol couchee sur la Plage. As 
in 1953, Gertrude Langer wrote special reviews, this time on 
each of the paintings 'purchased*. The essence of her message 
was that "there is no need to like it ...but why not try to 
understand it?""-^ *'-
The * waste' of taxpayers* money incensed the public 
until it was finally revealed that the works had been 
anonymously donated, and the donor was later revealed - to be 
Rubin himself. The significance to Brisbane was that the 
acquisitions produced headlines like "Art progressive in 
Queensland" and was associated with the presumption that "the 
erection of a new State gallery in four years" should make 
"Victoria look to its laurels as Australia's leading cultural 
state" . '^"-^  
This climax for modernism and its facilities was not to 
be sustained for long. In March 1960 Robert Haines resigned 
as director of the QAG. It seemed that the new gallery plan 
near the Botanic Gardens was to incorporate a "Hall of 
Pioneers" which was to include commercial contributions 
against which Haines was protesting. ~^'^' Many letters to the 
editor of the Courier Mail were in support of the director 
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and his objections. Roy and Betty Churcher's letter recalled 
the optimism of the previous year and that 
in one direction Brisbane was coming of age and that 
art was being taken seriously ... as a part of man's 
environment and achievement. 
In 1960 we have lost the director of the Art Gallery 
... and we have lost the ideal of the new art 
gallery. 
In its place a most vulgar and miserable small 
commercial-town compromise is being forced upon us, 
adorned with names that might be important in the 
stock exchange. 
We hope that the whole project will be dropped 
until Brisbane grows a little older and public men 
look through a few international magazines - or 
maybe only look to Sydney and its new opera 
house. "-^-^  
That project and the plan for a new gallery were abandoned 
until after the loss of another QAG director in 1967."^ '^=' 
The appointment of Laurie Thomas as the new director of 
the QAG in 1961 was to provide an important innovative 
approach for Brisbane. The Gallery collection had grown 
enormously with Robert Haines whose interests had developed 
French and English painting, sculpture and the decorative 
arts. Laurie Thomas believed that travellers to Australia 
should be able to see the latest and best in Australian works 
of art.'^ -^ " He noted on his arrival in Brisbane in June that 
the QAG "almost completely lacks presentation of present-day 
art, even of Australian art" .'''-^^^ With this approach he soon 
proved to be an inspiration and friend to Queensland artists 
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and he immediately encouraged the formation of the CAS in 
Brisbane. 
A well qualified man with an honours degree in English 
from Melbourne University and post-graduate studies in art 
and aesthetics at Cambridge, he had been director of the 
Western Australian Art Gallery and had lectured at the 
university there. Before coming to Queensland he was a 
journalist for the Sydney Sun. His contacts in the art 
world were in several States and he was able to capitalize on 
that when he organized the H.C.Richards Memorial Prize in 
1961. 
A year earlier Gertrude Langer had proposed that "the 
competition could be improved by making it more attractive to 
top ranking painters, by raising the prize money and by not 
restricting the subject to landscape only, ®~=' Laurie Thomas 
broadened the category to "an Australian painting in any 
medium", invited Russell Drysdale to judge but, above all he 
called on southern artists, personally, to enter the 
competition.''''^ '* Along with Brisbane artists, other 
exhibitors were Leonard French, Thomas Gleghorn, John Coburn, 
William Rose, Lloyd Rees, Stanislaus Rapotec and John Olsen 
with his winning painting Journey into the You Beaut Country 
No. 2. Most of the artists had never been shown under the 
same roof in Brisbane before and there was not to be another 
H.C.Richards Memorial Prize exhibition quite like that one. 
In 1962 the competition reverted to '*Australian landscape and 
seascape" again, "^^ '^  
A record two hundred entries were received for the 
H.C.Richards Memorial Prize of 1961 and the display was 
pronounced to be "one of the best exhibitions of contemporary 
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painting since the French exhibition in 1953".®'" The QAG 
facilities, however, were so inadequate that only eighty of 
the two hundred paintings offered could be hung."^ '^  Those 
Who were present still recall the impact Laurie Thomas made 
at that opening when he stood there in his shirt sleeves 
"with one foot on the chair, leaning on his knee with his 
elbow and he spoke these four-letter words which hadn't been 
spoken within those hallowed walls ever" .'^='^' He told two 
hundred people, in a spirited defence of modernity: "Look, 
any painting that can't be turned upside down and still get 
its message over Just isn*t any good. It*s incredible that I 
have to be a missionary to Brisbane in 1961, after this 
battle was fought everywhere else about fifty years ago". '^'~' 
Laurie Thomas faced the critics, wrote the review "Must 
a tree look like a tree" which produced a torrent of abuse 
from readers, and he gave a public lecture in the 
Gallery. •^•^•' He also persuaded the trustees to purchase from 
the exhibition eight works which formed "a very good nucleus 
of contemporary Australian paintings for the gallery .,., A 
good nucleus because the artists who entered for the 
competition so obviously submitted the best examples of their 
work". These included Olsen's painting and also one each by 
Leonard French, William Rose, Sam Fullbrook, Nevil Matthews 
and L.J Harvey competition drawing entries by Thomas 
Gleghorn, Robert Dickerson and Louis Kahan."^' The 
L.J.Harvey Memorial Prize was awarded every two years by the 
Half Dozen Group of Artists in memory of their former member. 
That battle for aesthetic modernism which "was fought 
everywhere else fifty years ago" was the same battle which a 
group of about fifty people committed themselves to fight 
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Just two months earlier, on 14 September 1961. On that day a 
public inaugural meeting to form a Queensland Branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society of Australia was held at St Mary's 
Church Hall, Kangaroo Point.'^ '•^ ' Aesthetic modernism had 
emerged as a visible force for a movement to be established 
to promote its cause. 
There had been several attempts in Brisbane to form a 
CAS much earlier than 1961 but for such a movement to gain 
momentum the conditions needed to be as climactic as they 
were in that year. Earlier attempts had lacked the support 
system of an art network such as that which the 1960s 
provided. 
In about 1956, several Brisbane artists were involved in 
a meeting at Hatton Beck*s home at Ashgrove, Hatton Beck was 
a potter teaching at the Central Technical College at the 
time. He and his wife Lucy (Boyd) with Nevil Matthews, 
Richard Werner, Joy Roggenkamp and Bronwyn Yeates discussed 
the formation of a CAS and arranged to send paintings to the 
Sydney CAS interstate exhibitions. These were delivered to 
Jon Molvig*s Studio when he was still at St Mary's. It was 
suggested that Charles Blackman, who was unable to be at 
Hatton Beck's place, should select the paintings to be sent 
to Sydney.-'••=' These early origins could not be sustained but 
the potential for the society remained. 
John Rigby had also discussed the formation of a CAS 
with David and Hermia Boyd of Melbourne. •"'-* They were in 
Brisbane while exhibiting ceramics at the Johnstone Gallery 
in 1960 at which time David Boyd was president of the CAS in 
Melbourne. Again, it gave impetus to what was still an idea. 
Bronwyn Yeates had continuing contacts with Sydney and 
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Melbourne artists and had seen CAS shows in both cities. She 
had joined the New South Wales branch of the CAS in Sydney 
and sent paintings down regularly since the mid-1950s. Elwyn 
Lynn, Sydney branch secretary and editor, had frequently 
suggested that she start a branch in Brisbane but there did 
not seem to be sufficient Interest in it until Roy Churcher 
arrived. "^"^ He and Betty Churcher had involved a new group 
of people in contemporary art, simultaneously with Molvig 
although the latter was not interested in forming a CAS. ®"^' 
Meanwhile Bronwyn Yeates had her own group of students 
by 1961, at Spring Hill and in the Architecture Department. 
There were also contacts with the Queensland Art Gallery 
Society, where she had demonstrated portrait painting and 
lectured about her 1959 tour.-^ '^ ' Gertrude Langer was the 
alternating president of that Society, with Karl Langer, and 
there were inevitably some members who were prepared to Join 
a specifically contemporary group. Artists whom Gertrude 
Langer believed were exhibiting "under the misleading banner" 
of the Queensland Artists of Fame and Promise, organized by 
the Queensland division of the Arts Council of Australia 
since 1952, had found the exhibiton to be one of the few 
annual occasions for "the artists to reveal new vistas to the 
layman" .-'"^=' These exhibitions had ceased before 1961. 
People in Brisbane who were interested in modernism and 
wished to promote a contemporary attitude were now ready to 
support the formation of the CAS.'^ '^  These crusaders and 
others saw its formation as an opportunity to explore new 
directions and give publicity to art which was not 
representing "gum trees" . "^"^•' Roy Churcher agreed that such 
a society should not set up "just for the principle 
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contenders but also for the public at large" thereby raising 
the level of awareness. ''^''' 
These immediate influences were prompted by discussions 
at Roy Churcher's life classes, at parties, at the Johnstone 
Gallery, at Gallery Society functions and by the arrival of 
Laurie Thomas and his encouragement. With enough people now 
Interested, an art network flourishing and with Bernard 
Schaffer and Ian Still prepared to take on the essential 
executive positions, the Inaugural meeting was called to form 
a Queensland Branch of the CAS in September 1961. "•"'-» 
The provisional committee, which changed little in the 
first three years, involved Dr Bernard Schaffer as president, 
Don Ross and Roy Churcher as vice-presidents and Ian Still as 
secretary. Dianna Bennett as treasurer was soon relieved by 
Don Mills. The other committee members were Dr Gertrude 
Langer, Bronwyn Yeates, John Rigby, Tony Morphett, Arthur 
Gunthorpe and Andrew Sibley as editor of the broadsheet. A 
notable change in 1962 was Milton Moon who replaced Gertrude 
Langer who had recently become the president of the 
Queensland Division of the Arts Council of Australia. "='-2" 
Gertrude Langer was totally dedicated to this task of 
revitalizing the Arts Council's projects in Queensland which 
were of enormous benefit to Brisbane artists. Within several 
months of her accepting the presidency she was organizing an 
exhibition of Sydney Contemporary Painters. It was the 
opening exhibition in October 1961 for the Hardy Brothers new 
art gallery in Brisbane. Gertrude Langer requested the New 
South Wales branch of the CAS "to arrange the collection of 
works by artists whose names she submitted", many of whom had 
not shown work in Brisbane before.''-^ '' The exhibition 
6. Lillian Gunthorpe, Andrew Sibley, Bronwyn 
Yeates, Roy Churcher and Betty Kelly at Roy 
Churcher's Studio, Kangaroo Point, 1961. 
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included "mostly abstracts in every possible style" by 
twenty-five artists including John Olsen, Leonard Hessing, 
William Rose, Guy Warren and Eric Smith. "•"^' This exhibition 
turn out to be no more controversial in Brisbane than the CAS 
shows of the Queensland Branch ever were - mainly because 
public interest was only aroused by what the State Gallery 
was doing, and by works that won prizes. The H.C.Richards 
exhibition in November that year fulfilled both criteria. 
One of the CAS activities in 1962 was a symposium at Roy 
Churcher's St Mary's Studio in October to discuss the 
Contemporary Sydney Painters exhibition. Bernard Schaffer 
chaired the panel discussion and John Olsen* s work came out 
most favoured. "="^ " Many artists remember Olsen's work of 
1961, especially Journey into the You Beaut Country No, 2 as 
a catalyst in their response to aesthetic modernism in 
Brisbane. What attracted Roy Churcher to the art of John 
Olsen at the time was that "the limits of painting had just 
been pushed so far"."-'-'^  This was challenging conceptually 
and visually for members of the newly formed CAS, 
In an Interview for Sunday Truth several members of 
the new Society were "talking about art" (Fig. 6). 
*'Contemporary Art doesn*t have to be abstract," 
said Andrew Sibley. *'It's a personal expression ... 
it can be still life, anything .., it's the way you 
handle your subject, your colors ... it must be an 
expression of the present day ... in key with the 
times ..." "Or ahead of the times ..." put in 
someone else, 
"Brisbane could be the centre for a 
renaissance of art in Australia" said someone. ''^"^^'' 
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This explanation presented an interpretation of 'Contemporary 
Arf^ as set out in the Federal Constitution and Rules of the 
Contemporary Art Society of Australia. The State branch 
constitutions acknowledged the "Interpretation" and "objects" 
of the Federal constitution. Contemporary art, according to 
the latter, meant and included painting, sculpture, drawing 
and any other form of visual art which was original and 
creative . This was clarified later in the constitution where 
the hanging committee was given the authority to refuse to 
exhibit a submitted work if it had "no other aim than 
imitation" . "^'^ 
The "objects" of the Contemporary Art Society of 
Australia had their origins in a pamphlet that George Bell 
Issued to 'Art Lovers* in 1938. The aims then were twofold as 
the Society was determined to oppose the Academy idea and to 
maintain freedom of development of art unhampered by official 
domination, that is, by Menzies and the Australian Academy of 
Art. The other aims involved the stimulation of public 
Interest in "living art", encouragement of the young artist, 
the exhibition of contemporary work, giving lectures and so 
o n . •' '"••:' 
The "objects" which were adopted in the original 
constitution in Melbourne in 1938 had changed little by 1961, 
These were still 
to foster the development, appreciation and 
recognition of Contemporary Art and Thought .... to 
foster the interests of persons engaged in the 
study, production, publication and appreciation of 
Contemporary Art and Thought .... To foster 
throughout the Community in general . . . the role of 
C. *. i. t OUX ' 
BROADSHEET 
7. CAS Broadsheet, November 
1961. Cover design by Virginia 
Cuppaidge. 
BROADSHEET 
8. CAS Broadsheet, March 1962. 
Cover design by Roy Churcher. 
Cl K S!'t 010^ 1 
9. CAS Broadsheet, August 1962, 
Cover design by Jenny Ramsey. 
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the Artist in Society .... To further the objects 
by means of lectures, the publication and 
circulation of . . . pamphlets and periodicals, by 
press propaganda .... To hold in each year at least 
one exhibition of works of members of the Society. 
To ensure that this exhibition shall give concrete 
expression to the ideals of the Society. 
Although the Queensland branch was never in a position to 
publish books or to borrow, acquire and display contemporary 
art, the objects quoted above were, in general, fulfilled by 
the CAS in Queensland. 
The role of the CAS was clearly to practise and 
promote the concepts and appreciation of aesthetic modernism. 
The Society invited membership from all - artists and laymen 
- who were interested in the creation and promotion of the 
Contemporary Arts.'"'' As * Imitation* or 'representation* 
was considered to be neither * contemporary' nor 'creative*, 
then aesthetic modernism was allied to all that the CAS 
advocated. 
The practice of modernism was a continuing feature in 
some of the painting and life classes already operating in 
Brisbane. The CAS did not offer such activities immediately 
although the private art classes and the CAS contribution to 
the practice of contemporary art had greatly altered by the 
mid-1960s.'' '^^ Initially, however, the CAS committee 
concentrated on organizing lectures, the broadsheets (Figs.7, 
8, 9) and newletters, the autumn (local), spring (interstate) 
and Christmas exhibitions and the social functions. The 
latter proved to be the most memorable when the members of 
the art community arranged Christmas and winter CAS parties. 
10 & 11. CAS Christmas Party at' The Boulevarde, 
I ndoor oopi 11 y, early 1960s. ^ ^ 
» NAl'TlCAl WIAS PAKTV^'" (WP tfllNr^ \ TirHFI 
At,I *mrtlt|i ' »•' r M 
* K HAS* 11' lU'-tl'H- l-;i ANh 
PRINU uttFsrtt 
12. CAS Broadsheet, [October 1965]. Back 
cover design by Richard Werner, 
13. CAS Broadsheet, [October 1965]. Cover 
design by Richard Werner. 
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private parties and boat trips (Figs.10, 11, 12, 13). 
The lectures which were usually Intended to proinote the 
concepts and appreciation of aesthetic modernism as the 
symposium on the Sydney Contemporary Painters had done were 
not as appreciated as the social functions and were the least 
remembered activity of the CAS, One might speculate that, for 
* visual* people, words and spoken concepts, which have had 
less impact on the memories of most artists, were most 
probably of Immediate influence in practice. Where artists 
have constantly admitted to the contextual influences of 
these accumulated experiences, it was unlikely that exposure 
to international art forms and ideas through these lectures 
was not of substantial value in combating provincial 
attitudes and broadening artists* perception of their world. 
When Bronwyn Yeates gave an Illustrated talk to CAS members 
at St Mary*s Studio in February 1962 it was probably their 
first exposure to works in the Museum of Modern Art in 
P a r i s , •' •'-' 
This lecture was followed in March 1962 by an informal 
talk with the Russian-born American artist, D.Burlulk, who 
was attributed with founding the Futurist art movement in 
Russia prior to and during the first years of World War 
I. '•''='- In that year, Robert Hughes, the young Sydney painter 
and critic, gave CAS members a lecture on "Abstraction, 
Regionalism and Meaning" in Australian painting "that is, can 
you be Australian without painting black crows?" ,'"^•"^' Such 
lecture content, including a film from the British Council on 
Victor Pasmore, must have broadened an artists* quality of 
perception. 
The broadsheet editors, Andrew Sibley followed by Tony 
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Morphett, found it difficult to get CAS members to debate 
issues in the periodical. Again the problem of 'words' arose 
with articles written calling for articles to be written. "If 
a Contemporary Art Society should be anything, it should be a 
battleground of ideas. Frontiers of any sort, whether 
Intellectual or physical, are not notoriously peaceful 
places" . ^  "s- Nevertheless, many artists will argue ideas but 
dislike the academic constraints of writing or formulating 
concepts in words. Tony Morphett, a Journalist, found his 
plea was not well rewarded. 
The interesting result, rather than purpose of the 
broadsheet and later the newsletter, was as a forerunner to 
the Queensland Cultural Diary. ^'"^ But, of course, it was 
more than that. As well as Informing the reader of 
forthcoming exhibitions, competitions and performances, it 
outlined the latest achievements of CAS members. The CAS 
Broadsheet of the New South Wales branch was considered by 
Elwyn Lynn in 1959 "to be the only publication of art 
commentary" in the country.'"^' The Queensland branch 
publication did not attempt to usurp that role; however, the 
material in the Queensland broadsheets and newsletters was 
often irreverent but always established a tone of progress. 
Quite often the message was Indirect: "LOST, STOLEN OR 
STRAYED SECTION. Anyone know the whereabouts of recent action 
on the establishment of a Faculty of Fine Arts in the 
University of Queensland?" or "SIR LEON TROUT to open an 
exhibition of Rebels and Precursors at the Queensland Art 
Gallery. There's an irony there somewhere but we can't quite 
put our finger on It".''-^ 
At the first Annual General Meeting of the Queensland 
14. Entrance, St Mary*s Studio 
Kangaroo Point 
15. Back of the Studio under the Church Hall, 
16. Interior, St Mary's Studio, (1988) 
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branch of the CAS in August 1962, with a membership of more 
than 150 people, the president Dr Bernard Schaffer announced 
plans for the acquisition of permanent headquarters, 
combining club rooms and exhibition space, none of which 
eventuated during the Society's twelve years of 
operation. ' ^='^-* The proposed move from St Mary's Studio was 
initiated by some members wishing to disassociate the CAS 
from what was otherwise known as 'Roy Churcher's Studio'. 
Colncldentally, Roy Churcher ceased his classes at St Mary's 
Studio in September 1962 to take up a position as art 
instructor at the CTC. •'•-=•' During the first half of 1963 the 
CAS held meetings at Gowrie Hall In Wickham Terrace. This 
hall was leased by Twelfth Night Theatre and the CAS 
occupancy was a temporary arrangement. This had ceased by 
August 1963, when the Society arranged with the Anglican 
Church for the lease of St Mary's Studio (Fig. 14, 15, 16). '^•-= 
This arrangement, with the venue now referred to as The [CAS] 
Studio, Kangaroo Point, was adopted until 1969. 
During 1963, Bernard Schaffer was on leave and Professor 
Val Presley was acting-president. It was an uncertain period 
with a committee which frequently mixed business with 
pleasure, ' •^===' When Schaffer returned from London in April 
1964, he completed the year as president. After elections in 
March 1965, there was a predominantly new commltteei 
including new office bearers. Roy Churcher became the 
long-term president. Bill Carr who lectured in the 
Architecture Department shared the vice-presidency with Nevil 
Matthews, Joy Hutton who attended Roy Churcher's painting 
class was the new treasurer and Joan Carr became secretary. 
The committee retained the services of Irene Amos, Don Mills, 
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Ian Still and Bronwyn Yeates while architects John Dalton and 
Graham de Gruchy were new executive members along with 
Richard Werner and the new editor, Nancy Underhill. ' ^'•'* 
When Nancy Underhill arrived in Australia in 1962, 
Queensland gained a strong-willed, out-spoken advocate of 
progressive art and art education. The Brisbane art scene 
soon became aware of her supportive position towards the 
contemporary arts which increased immeasurably over the 
years. She majored in the History of Art at Bryn Mawr College 
before going to the Courtauld Institute of Art, University of 
London, where she received an M. Litt, in medieval 
architecture. In February 1964, Nancy Underhill arranged for 
CAS members a talk on the rebuilding of Coventry Cathedral. 
Film of the Cathedral was shown including the work of various 
artists - Graham Sutherland, John Piper, Jacob Epstein - who 
had received commissions. ' ="•*-" Epstein's sculptures had 
already created Inspiration for some but were also ridiculed 
in Brisbane during the 1950s. '•^«^' 
With its new editor, the CAS broadsheet re-appeared with 
articles to encourage debate. An opportunity for debate arose 
after Sydney artist, critic and president of the New South 
Wales branch of the CAS, Elwyn Lynn, was in Brisbane in March 
1965 to talk to CAS members about impressions of contemporary 
art seen on his recent trip to the United States. 
On his return to Sydney, Elwyn Lynn wrote an article for 
the Australian which derided 'Brisbane' and claimed that 
artistically it "shares the fate of all small cities on the 
periphery of culture: frustration, impatience, a longing for 
southern pastures ... and a desire to resist the pull of the 
south".'=s'^  He recognized what members of the CAS were 
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already aware of when the Society was formed. Nevertheless, 
as most CAS members were not actively involved in 
enlightening the "philistines, so comfortable in a 
pseudo-cultural ooze, asleep in such incredible institutions 
as the Brisbane Technical College", Nancy Underhill, in an 
argument which cut both ways, replied in the April Broadsheet 
of 1965. 
Yes, Mr Lynn, Brisbane is behind the times and 
conservative to the very top of Mt Coot-tha. We 
admit it and periodically even complain about it -
and in fact we even occasionally try to analyse 
why. 
For instance, we say the few demagogues who run 
things are narrow-minded and often dealing with 
things of which they know nothing. [Students] exist 
in what amounts to a void . . . that permits the 
Technical College to keep its not very extensive 
library closed to students ... Where the Art 
Gallery through no fault of its own has a Board of 
Directors full of well-meaning laymen and very 
little money , . . And what is going on in Brisbane 
of a high calibre is doing so largely unrecognized. 
Both writers acknowledged the attempts of small groups of 
enthusiastic people. Elwyn Lynn referred to "a few small 
progressive studios like Bronwyn Yeates*s" and suggested that 
the living legend, Ian Fairweather, secreted in a 
reed-thatched hut in the middle of Brlble Island, sustained 
"embattled spirits like those behind the Contemporary Art 
Society and stalwarts like John Aland, Milton Moon, Gordon 
Shepherdson, Nevil Matthews and others" .'••"•^ '^ 
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Both writers were familiar with art in an International 
context and their summations were totally valid. The CAS and 
Nancy Underhill saw this as the challenge - their work was 
not yet done. Artists, however, still continued to produce 
few * words* and fewer issues for debate In the broadsheets 
but continued to execute modernist works for the exhibitions. 
The year 1966 saw the demise of the broadsheet in favour 
of the monthly newsletter which was a diary and * update*, 
with editor John Dalton inviting "short incisive arguments, 
ideas, grunts and grouses". He did receive these, and Just as 
often he wrote them. A long term problem with the CAS began 
to appear during that year - apathy. Interest fluctuated from 
a crowded CAS meeting to hear Wally Arndt talk about 
"Aboriginal Cave Painting" to the "handful of people" at the 
Studio to hear Marion Scott talking on "Education through 
Art".'~="^  Film evenings showing the Qantas Series on Dobell, 
Nolan, Drysdale and Meadmore and a later series of French 
films on Matisse, Le Cubism, Picasso, Le Corbusier and Marcel 
Marceau, secured by Joy Schoenheimer, were always well 
supported. 
That year and early 1967 are considered here as 
witnessing a change in the CAS as a contemporary movement. At 
the elections of November 1966 many executive members 
succumbed to the apathy of members and chose not to stand for 
re-election even though Roy Churcher persisted as president 
(Appendix I). It has been suggested by past-members that the 
change in the CAS committee and membership, which did not 
deflate the modernist cause, was due to the "pull of the 
south" or elsewhere. These departures from Brisbane seemed to 
be one of the major factors affecting developments from 1967 
17. Aase Pryor: costumes and accessories 
for At the Hawk's Well, mid-1960s. 
19. Dennis Pryor as the Cardinal 
18. Roy Churcher: Dennis 
Pryor as the Cardinal in 
The Duchess of Malfi, 1962. 
20. Aase Pryor: hand-made Jewellery. 
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until the dissolution of the Queensland branch of the CAS in 
1973, 
Many of those who initiated the foundation of the CAS in 
1961 had left Brisbane by early 1967, Several CAS artists 
and/or committee members, Don Ross, Ian Still, Bill Carr and 
Milton Moon who had won a Churchill Scholarship, travelled 
overseas in 1966 and did not resume close ties on their 
return. They still felt sufficiently committed to the 
dissemination of aesthetic modernism to give CAS members 
illustrated talks on their overseas experiences. ' =^"=' 
Other changes had begun to occur earlier when Andrew 
Sibley left for Sydney in 1964 and the Schaffers returned to 
England at the end of 1965. Dennis and Aase Pryor withdrew 
from their active involvement in the CAS and Twelfth Night 
Theatre productions where Aase Pryor created the costumes and 
handmade Jewellery (Fig.17, 18, 19). They went to Melbourne 
early in 1967 although she continued to exhibit her Jewellery 
(Fig.20) at the Joy de Gruchy Gallery, Toowong, and her 
pottery at Distaff in Melbourne. '-''' John and Jenny Aland 
also left for Melbourne in 1967. Jenny Aland had been 
teaching art at the Kelvin Grove Teachers* Training College 
and also ran a printmaking class in Bronwyn Yeates*s Spring 
Hill studio. She had also demonstrated printmaking to CAS 
members in October, 1966. ' =•='-= John Aland, meanwhile, had 
taken some of Jon Molvig*s classes in 1966 when Molvig was in 
a state of ill health. Molvig moved to Carbrook in 1967 and 
his classes ceased altogether. ' ®'-^-" Therefore neither Jon 
Molvig, Andrew Sibley, the Alands nor Bronwyn Yeates were 
teaching in Brisbane in 1967. 
Bronwyn Yeates married Laurie Thomas and both left for 
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Sydney early in 1967. The loss was therefore twofold but it 
was only the artistically informed who appreciated that loss, 
rather than the current Establishment. Laurie Thomas' concern 
was more in line with that of State gallery directors today -
"it is the artist who is painting today who should be the 
particular concern of a gallery director .... And trustees 
needed courage and Imagination to back their director and 
trust his judgment".'®'* This parting statement in February 
1967 indirectly noted the cause of his departure. The 
director who had befriended the art community in his search 
for "living art", was considered 'casual* as were the artists 
with whom he associated. Today contemporary artists are 
encouraged to cohort with the Establishment and are accepted 
as an integral part of the Art Gallery scene. The State 
galleries now, as Laurie Thomas would have wished in the 
1960s, often initiate the purchase of works by contemporary 
artists which establishes their reputations.'®*^" This was 
cultural change and most of the trustees who "believe they 
know more than the director" were unable to appreciate the 
emergence of modernism. ' ®'*=' 
The president of the board of trustees since May 1959 
was Sir Roslyn Philp with whom Laurie Thomas had had a good 
working relationship. He died suddenly in March 1965 and the 
position was filled by Sir Leon Trout. When the latter was 
originally appointed to the board of trustees, also in 1959, 
Robert Haines had found his obstructionist approach 
Intolerable and had resigned. Sir Leon Trout's reactionary 
and provincial sense of judgment were exacerbated by his rise 
to the presidency which resulted in the departure of Laurie 
Thomas to become art critic for the Australian. ^"^^'^ His 
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parting criticism was aimed at the Queensland Government and 
its "lack of art consciousness" in never regarding art as 
"anything but a luxury".'®'^ -'' In May 1966, the CAS Newsletter 
had already noted that "the reactionary attitudes of 
Brisbane's Establishment is well known and even cynically 
accepted". Laurie Thomas' efforts which were strongly 
supported by the CAS, created a monumental leap forward for 
aesthetic modernism in Brisbane. Aesthetic education is a 
slow process which cannot be quantified, but such exposure to 
modernism at the QAG contributed to change in public 
awareness and response. The CAS exhibitions also contributed 
to this change. 
With the departure of so many innovative people, the CAS 
had clearly lost much of that supportive network which had 
initiated its formation. Through the efforts of Roy Churcher 
and the continuing dedication of most committee members, the 
role of the CAS in encouraging and disseminating aesthetic 
modernism was prolonged into the 1970s. 
CHAPTER 3 
EMERGENCE OF THE PRACTICE OF AESTHETIC MODERNISM IN BRISBANE 
The practice of aesthetic modernist methodology has been 
alluded to earlier in the discussion of the philosophies and 
approaches of artists, art students and their teachers in 
Brisbane from the immediate post-war period until the 
mid-1960s. This period saw the emergence of aesthetic 
modernism evidenced by the formation of the Contemporary Art 
Society (CAS). The theme here concerns the Introduction and 
practice of innovative concepts and methods in the visual 
arts and the resultant exhibitions in Brisbane during the 
same twenty-year period. 
The modernist aesthetic of Mlya Studio was not 
transmitted into the 1950s when artists, in their attempts to 
break free from the conventions of imitation, began to 
experiment anew with visual forms and media. The 
reproductions of art works are evidence of the diversity of 
innovative approaches to aesthetic modernism; imitative work 
has therefore not been included. During the 1950s Artists 
were either members of the Younger Artists' Group or artists 
or students at St Mary's Studio or Corroboree House. This new 
aesthetic challenge culminated in the various groups of 
artists and interested laypeople forming the Contemporary Art 
Society (CAS) as an exhibiting forum in Brisbane from 1961. 
Aesthetic modernism was being exhibited in its appropriated 
form in Brisbane. 
Group exhibitions of contemporary modernist work became 
a continuous and visible feature of the 1960s when the public 
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was exposed to the experiments by Queensland artists. New 
galleries opened and new art competitions were introduced. 
The attitudes towards and the structure of existing annual 
exhibitions and competitions also changed. 
Through the CAS, communication with southern artistic 
movements had resulted in a more immediate awareness in 
Brisbane of recent trends elsewhere. The practice of 
aesthetic modernism is Interpreted here as an accumulative 
process which the CAS both aided and disseminated.' By 1967 
influences from America were again changing not only the 
concept of aesthetic modernism but also Australian culture. 
* * * 
To analyse the emergence of aesthetic modernism in 
practice requires the re-stating of terminology discussed 
earlier. Firstly the contextual framework is reaffirmed where 
•emergence' assumes a synthesis of European, Australian and 
American aesthetic modernism with the cultural 
characteristics of provincial post-war Brisbane. Secondly the 
emergence and appropriation of modernist concepts and 
methodology continues to support the Bradbury-McFarlane point 
of view that we feel "that contemporary history is the source 
of our significance".--^ What was felt to be innovative or 
modernist at that time and in that place was "of 
significance" to the consciousness of those artists. That the 
concepts and methods being appropriated were not necessarily 
original, but up to fifty years old, was not relevant to the 
practising artists individually or as a community. 
The practice of aesthetic modernism saw the introduction 
of visual forms, concepts and methodology not witnessed 
before in local art works. This demands a clarification of 
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both traditional and modernist aesthetics to demonstrate what 
it was that emerged in the work of local artists In post-war 
Brisbane, 
The 1938 constitution of the newly formed CAS In 
Melbourne claimed opposition to "work which is reactionary 
and retrospective including work which has no aim but 
representation", later altered to "imitation",® This was 
therefore a statement of rejection of traditional, academic 
art which Western societies had come to accept as a 
convention."- There never was any rational basis for the 
convention of "art as Imitation" in the visual arts and there 
can be no parallel, for example, in music which has 
conventions but they are not imitative.*^' Herbert Read was 
also convinced that "the general body of existing aesthetic 
judgments are conventional . . . handed down by tradition or 
inculcated by education" . '=• 
Convention has narrowed the semantics of 'aesthetic* to 
that which is pleasing and therefore frequently synonymous 
with the Imitation of nature. Benedetto Croce noted the 
continual conflicts between the point of view of the 
aesthetician or art critic and that of the ordinary person 
who could not succeed in persuading himself that the image of 
pain and baseness had as much right to be "beautiful" as the 
pleasing and the good.^ He also objected to any aesthetic 
classification of the arts. In Aesthetic he insisted that 
the so-called arts have no aesthetic limits, 
because, in order to have them, they would need to 
have also aesthetic existence in the 
particularity.... If they be without limits, they 
are not exactly determinable, and consequently 
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cannot be philosophically classified....'^ -'' 
He proposed that all such books attempting to partition the 
arts into classic, romantic, or oriental and others into arts 
of hearing, sight or imagination, as if each were on the same 
level, could be burned without any loss.-^ 
Aesthetic modernism does not demonstrate limits or 
partitions except where they already exist within the nature 
of the 'art' of imitation which merely exhibits craftmanship 
or skill without creativity or imagination. "^•' That is, a 
skilled or well crafted work "which had no other aim than 
imitation" (or representation), was no longer considered a 
contemporary or twentieth century convention.'' And such 
was the 'art* which the CAS rejected. There were no limits or 
partitions within that which was "living art" of the 
contemporary period, except where the skilled were producing 
work "which was reactionary and retrospective". In 
Queensland, the latter was practised throughout the education 
system which included the Central Technical College art 
school (CTC) as well as in the highly respected Royal 
Queensland Art Society (RQAS). 
This interpretation of art as a creative force with a 
visible result is in no way meant to undermine the special 
gift of skills of eye and hand in representing the visual 
world. Nevertheless, it was no longer a prerequisite for the 
creation of contemporary or "living art" art although it 
might been found that most artists whose work is valued by 
Western societies do exhibit such skills. In agreeing with 
Benedetto Croce*s point of view, it must be emphasized that, 
as there are no quantifiable distinctions or limits between 
skill + Imitation and skill + Imagination then the CAS 
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exhibition selection panels were not infallible in their 
J udgement. 
Desiderius Orban published his Layman's Guide to 
Creative Art in Sydney in 1957. This was based on his 
"personal experiences" after fifty years as a practising 
painter and thirty years teaching art.''^ = Many Brisbane 
artists found that he presented the rationale for their 
attempts to break free from the convention of Imitation. 
Orban agreed with Herbert Read that people were taught 
conventions and "were never educated to realize that there is 
a creative urge which forces the artist to create a new 
world instead of imitating the existing ane".^'-^' Orban used 
the analogy of three musicians - the composer, the performer 
and the conductor. He noted that the performer and conductor 
are dependent upon the previous creative activity of the 
composer.'^ The creative artist, like some musicians, will 
choose to be the composer while Innately incorporating the 
skill of the performer. Some will also choose to conduct or 
manage their artistic performances.'-^ 
The practical achievements of the creative artists in 
Brisbane can be attributed to their attempts to break with 
the conventions of their education and partochial traditions. 
The provincial nature of Brisbane had reinforced a belief in 
the value of traditions some of which had been discredited 
in Europe since the emergence of cultural modernism due to 
the nineteenth century effects of the Industrial revolution 
and discarded during the technological revolution of the 
twentieth century."- As cultural modernism will always be 
relative, internationally, it is historically unlikely that 
Brisbane will ever assume any authentic modernist status. 
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Similarly, aesthetic modernism emerged in its appropriated 
form with artists overthrowing some conventions and 
synthesizing others. The convention that the intrinsic value 
of a work of art lay in its skilled imitation of the existing 
world continued to be the major bastion against the practice 
of and the practical dissemination of aesthetic modernism in 
post-war Brisbane. 
From 1945 the Younger Artists' Group of the RQAS and the 
Miya Studio held exhibitions of paintings and drawings, many 
of which portrayed expressive distortion of content and 
colour. Theirs was the earliest concerted opposition to the 
convention of Imitation so valued by the RQAS. In the Younger 
Artists' Group 1945 exhibition catalogue, Laurence Collinson 
described Queensland art as "sterile".''^ The RQAS 
immediately ostracized Collinson from the Younger Artists* 
Group by introducing an age limit. Pamela Seeman (Crawford) 
therefore instigated the Miya Studio which severed links with 
both groups and became the creative and therefore radical 
group of artists of the period.'® It was with the Miya 
Studio that Gertrude Langer found her first protege and she 
invited young art enthusiasts to talks and meetings at her 
Toowong home where she discussed and Illustrated European 
aesthetic modernism. ' •^' 
Art that was not imitative could be seen in much of the 
work of Miya Studio members, Laurence Hope and Laurence 
Collinson, who both created expressive and distorted figure 
studies. ==•'"' As a reaction against the local landscape 
tradition, social realism in emotive urban situations was 
similar to that practised by southern artists, Yosl Bergner, 
Albert Tucker and Noel Counihan several years earlier. ••^' 
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Other works by Hope, Cecel Knopke and Frederick Jefferry 
demonstrated an awareness of cubism and surrealism.-==^ 
Hope*s simplification and distortion of cats in a small 1948 
gouache called Roof 'Rabbits', was thought by Barrett Reid 
to have influenced Charles Blackman who spent some time 
reading in the Art Reference Library of which Reid was 
custodian. •*=® 
Several Miya Studio members also experimented with 
abstract colour, Laurence Hope painted large blue figures 
into his Chinaman in 1946, while in 1948 Pamela Seeman 
was using yellow ochre and purple as flesh colour with deep 
green-blue shading and outlines on a portrait of Laurence 
Collinson.'^-^ Joy Roggenkamp's Autumn Afternoon of c. 1949 
showed the expressive use of exaggerated rather than abstract 
colour. ^"*^  
Some Miya Studio members like Joy and Ken Roggenkamp had 
continued to exhibit with the RQAS until 1949 when the 
selection committee rejected Joy Roggenkamp*s paintings. 
Letters to the editor of the Courier Mail produced 
accusations of bias against works which were considered by 
one writer who saw them as "far more vital than many in the 
exhibition". Another suggested that the selection committee, 
which included James Wieneke, could have shown a wider 
knowledge and vision of artistic emotion".-'^ "^ John Cooper of 
the Moreton Galleries responded by offering her her first 
one-woman exhibition in 1950, not long before James Wieneke 
took over that gallery. When Paul Grano reviewed her 
exhibition, he declared there were "faults in most of these 
paintings which derogate from those qualities of force, 
freshness, feeling and originality". ^'-"-^  One cannot be sure 
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whether these "faults" were broken conventions or problems of 
skill. The latter is less likely as in 1949 Dr. J.V.Duhig 
praised her ability to combine a "sound conventional 
draughtsmanship with a very progressive outlook in colour 
technique" . ^'^ 
Other Brisbane artists of the 1940s demonstrated a 
working knowledge of European stylistic developments. Vincent 
Brown*s lithograph. Mulberry Tree Growing, used surreal 
elements whereas his Still Life with Birds employed the 
cubist technique of 'cutting up* the composition.^-"® These 
were, no doubt, a direct influence of his earlier period in 
Europe. One could speculate that his modernist exhibition of 
over two hundred works at the Canberra Hotel in 1945, as well 
as the exhibition of French and British Contemporary Art at 
the Queensland Art Gallery (QAG) in that year, were catalysts 
for the Younger Artists' Group and Miya Studio to appropriate 
modernist practices. ®'^-' 
Joy Roggenkamp was one of the few artists with a 
modernist approach in the 1940s who was still painting in 
Brisbane in the 1950s as Vincent Brown had returned to 
England and most of the Miya Studio members had left for 
Melbourne by 1952.®' Her own output ceased between 1951 and 
1955 when she returned to painting and with her brother Ken 
went to classes with Jon Molvig at St Mary's Studio. 
Meanwhile the Younger Artists' Group up until the mid-
1950s, while believing themselves to be radical, were mostly 
producing quite conventional compositions, usually displaying 
the skills taught at the CTC art school. Whereas the art 
school in no way encouraged or disseminated creativity, the 
skills learned by those who became practising artists were 
21. CTC, clothed model, c.1950 
22. Helen Wilesmith: figure 
from the caste, 1962, 
23. Christine Berkman at 
the G.P.O. Brisbane, 1958 
24. Shirley Miller: Hotel- City Street, 
1951, 
without exception appreciated by the artists themselves. 
This introduces an argument which is still rife within 
art education today and one which was debated by Desiderius 
Orban, Idealistleally Orban assumed that we are all born with 
creative imagination but that "education forces [us] to 
imitate instead of creating" and we therefore lose interest 
in our own artistic potential.®=^ The conflicting argument 
by those who have suffered or enjoyed the technical training 
and survived as practising creative artists continues to be 
substantiated today. This argument insists upon a sound 
training of basic skills which then enables an artist to 
manipulate the image, abstract it and even eliminate it. 
These latter'practices which were not taught at the CTC art 
school were only explained at the private classes at Kangaroo 
Point and later at Spring Hill. Derision of the art school 
was therefore more related to that which was not taught 
rather than the skills that were taught; but there were many 
institutional restrictions which were parochial. The anathema 
of all art students who passed through these courses was 
•Drawing the Figure from the Cast' (Fig.21, 22). Subjects 
like the latter which were offered weekly instead of 'Drawing 
from the Life' produced ridicule then and today.®® 
What differentiated the Younger Artists' Group and those 
attending private classes from the 'senior' RQAS and most CTC 
art school students were the aspirations of the forn^r to 
search beyond their acquired imitative skills into the realm 
of creative self-expression. During the 1950s these were the 
students who sought the teachings of Richard Rodier Rivron, 
Margaret Cilento and others at St Mary's Studio. These were 
also the artists who resurrected the bohemian cafe culture 
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similar to that of the deceased Mlya Studio. Their works were 
exhibited in cafes, on pavements (Fig.23) and at the annual 
Younger Artists' Group exhibitions. These works attempted to 
portray something more than imitation, but with limited 
tuition in aesthetic modernism. 
This creative self-expression was not always clearly 
visible as in the skilled 1951 watercolour Hotel - City 
Street (Fig.24) by Younger Artist Group member, Shirley 
Knight (Miller), Nevertheless there was a certain abandon in 
this urban scene which neglected detail and formal 
perspective for inner-city character. Due to the inhibiting 
nature of commercial art on her creativity, it was not until 
tuition with Ian Sime in 1963 that her work broke free of 
constraints imposed through her CTC training. Attuned to 
local conventions, she had also found it difficult to relate 
the unfamiliar concepts taught by Margaret Cilento. These 
concerned modernist forms of art which were not visible in 
Brisbane at the time. John Russell suggested that to 
"modernize himself" an artist 
needs to know what is strongest in modern art. 
This means not so much seeing the work once ... as 
having it to hand day after day, week after week, 
year after year. It also means talking about it 
with like-minded people.®'* 
The Younger Artists' Group did have the latter, but they were 
not yet continually exposed to any modernist art work in 
Brisbane. This was the "vacuum" in which Margaret Cilento 
found that she was working and the problem encountered by the 
students she was teaching. 
The reviews of the annual Younger Artists' Group 
2 5 . R i c h a r d W e r n e r : Night Valk&rs, ly-jO. 
27. R i c h a r d W e r n e r 
Lovers, lyDO. 
The 
2o. Richard Werner: I'he Fruit 
,Jt?iJer, iybb. 
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exhibitions of the mid-1950s suggested that, as a group, they 
were not as experimental as the Miya Studio had been in the 
1940s. Reviews by Melville Haysom, Warwick Lawrence and 
Gertrude Langer (from 1953) referred to nothing more radical 
than "a colourful display", "free and charming drawing", 
"originality of vision" and "promising talent". Nevertheless, 
these were the attributes which accumulated and led to a 
broader vision in the practice of aesthetic modernism. When 
Gertrude Langer frequently ended her Younger Artists' Group 
reviews with references to "the conventional work" of several 
artists, she clearly perceived a certain freedom from 
convention in the other exhibits. In 1954 she noted that the 
creative element in Richard Werner's work was "quite strong" 
and that there was a "fine feeling for colour and 
pattern" . ®® 
John Cooper offered the eighteen year old Richard Werner 
a one-man exhibition at the Moreton Galleries in 1950, the 
same year as the twenty-one year old Joy Roggenkamp exhibited 
there. Melville Haysom observed Richard Werner's "singularly 
individualistic outlook" which continued to be centred on his 
concern for humanity in the urban situation (Fig. 25) . ®'^' His 
starting point was European but the social realism of those 
works became Australian urban art - the wharf, the city 
Aborigine, the dancer, the cafe.®=' In 1955 he exhibited 
The Fruit Seller (Fig.26) in a Four Queensland Artists 
exhibition at the Johnstone Gallery in the Brisbane Arcade. 
Gertrude Langer also perceived "his concern for present day 
problems" in his 1956 ink and brush drawing. Never More, 
which contrasted the figure against "a simply handled telling 
background".®® She noted that his black and white studies 
28. Nevil Matthews: Head of 
Christ, 1956. 
29. Nevil Matthews: Seated Woman, 
1956. 
30. Nevil Matthews: The Shepherds, 1959, 
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of Ballet Girls displayed "remarkable freedom and good 
sense of form" . ®» While avoiding imitation, he portrayed 
the simplified human figure with meaning and with a stillness 
which captured the moment (Fig.27). He was perhaps the only 
member of the Younger Artists' Group who had been tutored in 
modernist methodology in Europe, 
Richard Werner observed that in general the Younger 
Artists* Group was the social realist group of the 1950s. 
They were not politically Involved but socially they wanted 
to knock down all the barriers of the "British class 
system", '*<^^ Other members also painted content which 
suggested a concentration of urban art - Back-Stage by 
Karen Hocking, Industrial Pattern by Wendy Keen and Back 
Yard Plot by Elaine Perrett. There were also many still-life 
compositions exhibited in their annual show, some nature 
scenes but few gum trees. 
Nevil Matthews responded to European aesthetic modernism 
seen In the exhibitions at the QAG in 1945 and 1953. As a 
Younger Artists* Group member, his painting and sculpture of 
the 1950s exhibited experimentation with simplified and 
distorted figures. The geometric planes of cubism expressed a 
strength in his 1956 sculpture. Head of Christ (Fig.28). 
Similarly, his paintings of that period demonstrated either 
geometric distortions or two-dimensional textured surfaces 
which sometimes relied on dominant dark outlines.(Figs.29, 
30) The latter, which had origins with the fauves and 
Rouault, was no longer present in his paintings of the 1960s 
when he turned more to abstract work. These were visible 
attempts to practise modernist methods and experiment with 
materials which were unconventional at that time in Brisbane. 
3 1 . M a r g a r e t C i l e n t o : French Farm 
Thrushlng Floor, 1 9 5 0 . 
3^' . M a r g a r e t C i l e n t o : Tumbler, 
l y 4 V . 
3 3 . J o h n R i g b y : Oil Ilord, 1954 . 
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Head of Christ was exhibited in the 1957 Queensland 
Artists of Fame and Promise which was held almost annually 
by the Arts Council of Australia, Queensland Division. This 
exhibition was open to any Queensland artist working in any 
media, subject or style. It therefore attracted Younger 
Artists* Group members, the experimental work of future CAS 
artists like Nevil Matthews, Richard Werner, Bronwyn Yeates, 
John Rigby and Roy Churcher, and also the works of RQAS 
members. Other artists who exhibited independently or 
Irregularly in that annual show were Lloyd Rees, Kathleen and 
Leonard Shillam, Margaret Olley and Margaret Cilento."' 
Gertrude Langer, who apparently felt that the name of the 
exhibition was rather presumptuous, indirectly referred to 
this in 1954 when she declared that the Queensland Artists 
of Fame and Promise succeeded "only partly in representing 
the best of achievement and promise of such". '*-•"= 
By 1954 Margaret Cilento had returned to more structured 
content in her painting but retained the freshness and 
simplicity of the works created in New York and Paris 
(Figs.31, 32), As the latter were exhibited in Sydney, the 
Brisbane art viewers were more familiar with her portraits 
and Eklbin quarry paintings and not with her adaptation of 
American and European modernism. On returning to Queensland 
in 1951 she remarked that her style had changed so much "it 
has gone the whole circle - classical, impressionistic, 
cubist, non-objective futuristic and back again to classical 
- but I've learnt on the way"."® The spontaneity of line, 
whether etched or brushed with ink, was not lost when she 
returned to figurative watercolours and oils."-"- Margaret 
Cilento offered modernist methodology to her classes at Betty 
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Dodwell*s Ascot home and at St Mary's Studio. She applied 
Mondrian*s concepts to abstracting forms like the cabbage by 
reducing the spaces around the object to rectangles and 
squares.'**" This particular method of teaching was not 
offered again in Brisbane until the late 1960s when Mervyn 
Moriarty and his students experimented with abstraction. 
John Rigby has always remained a figurative painter. 
Twenty-years of his painting career was exhibited at the 
Young Australian Gallery in 1973. Gertrude Langer's review 
noted that, in the mid-1950s, Rigby "turned to Cezanne*s 
colour modulation (seen here in a portrait of a boy)"."'^ 
This portrait, Clifford (Fig.33), was a demonstration 
painting for his students at St Mary's Studio in 1954. Not 
long after this he gave his classes to Jon Molvig and his own 
painting Increasingly began "to rely on a simplified realism 
with dependence on heavy outline".'*^ 
From 1951 the QAG was the venue for the annual 
H.C.Richards Memorial Prize for landscape. With the arrival 
of Jon Molvig In Brisbane in 1955, this competition began 
showing a "fresh and imaginative approach to landscape". 
Gertrude Langer pointed out that it was gratifying that some 
of the fine paintings that year were "the work of younger 
artists living in Queensland, holding bright prospects for 
the future" of art in Brisbane."-® Her optimism was well 
founded. Again in 1956 she noted that the best works in the 
competition were by Jon Molvig and Bronwyn Yeates and she 
ridiculed the Judges and the winning painting by Victorian 
artist Phyl Waterhouse. The painting was "weak and patchy" 
compared with the "power and fury" of Molvig*s semi-abstract 
landscape. ""-'^  
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From this period, the second half of the 1950s, Gertrude 
Langer's reviews reflected the visible emergence and 
accumulation of modernist methodology to the level where her 
own language began to change to accommodate the new 
aesthetic. To express the more significant breaks with 
convention, her reviews told of "exciting painting, 
powerfully suggestive", or of surfaces divided into "facets 
of colour" and landscapes with "vigorous handling of blue and 
orange". She wrote of semi-abstract landscapes attacked "with 
power and fury, suggesting the elemental forces of nature 
with cascading and slashing paint". She also noted that 
amongst Gallery Society members there was a "spirit of 
adventure in collecting non-conventional contemporary 
paintings" . '^^' 
With the arrival in Brisbane of Jon Molvig and then the 
Churchers, it was established that the convention of 
imitation was no longer acceptable to anyone who aspired to 
be an 'artist*. Therefore the rift between the members of the 
RQAS and those who frequented the Molvig or Churcher private 
classes widened.*^" 
This concept of * imagination not imitation' had been 
reinforced by each teacher at St Mary's Studio so that Jon 
Molvig's arrival extended the concept of the creative artist. 
In the company of innovators, one no longer felt 
"radical".®s: His classes were definitely tutored but, like 
his predecessors. In an unconventional manner. Joy Roggenkamp 
recalled a painting class when he moved quietly around then 
suddenly said "I told you not to use your brush that way. 
You'll never get freedom unless you exercise it from the 
wrist". From this time she was painting watercolours 
34. Joy Roggenkamp: Back Street, 
Spring Hill, c.1960. 
35. Gil Jamleson: Landscape, early 1960s. 
36. Ann Thomson: Cats, early 1960s. 
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vertically on wet or dry card with a thick oil painting 
brush (Fig.34).*"® This successfully broke the conventions 
of stretching watercolour paper and applying washes at a 
thirty degree angle. 
Gil Jamleson arrived at the Studio for each class in a 
suit and tie and with a large sheet of masonite and a case 
full of oil paints. He would paint "large Modiglianis with 
lashings of paint".^^ With an approach more akin to Van 
Gogh, he was soon painting the raw expressive quality of his 
immediate environment but still in thickly textured 
oils. (Fig.35) Ann Thomson's painting always had a lot to do 
with drawing. After watching Molvig paint, the gestural "push 
and pull of line and form" (Fig.36) developed in her own work 
but not until she had left Brisbane.*'-'^ ' It was the 
experience of being present in Molvig's studio which sealed 
her ambition to be an artist and go to Sydney to study at the 
East Sydney Technical College. Before leaving Brisbane in 
1957 she worked part-time at the QAG, painted at Molvig's 
studio and generally became more and more immersed in her 
art.*-"^''^  At this time Bronwyn Yeates was experimenting with 
scumbling techniques, double images in portraiture and highly 
distorted figurative works. She shared "horrendous, wonderful 
arguments" with Molvig about abstract art which he rejected 
in principle although she recalled that he made several 
unsuccessful attempts at abstraction. *^"^  
Most of Molvig's students went to the life drawing 
classes where the Nicolaides drawing methods were practised, 
and demonstrated by Molvig when necessary (Fig.37).*^® 
Contour drawing was usually a careful procedure which taught 
one to 'see* because the eye never left the model, leaving 
37. Jon Molvig: 
demonstration sketch. 
38. Doreen Dique: Molvig's life class, 
St Mary's Studio, c.1956. 
39. & 40. Maryke Degeus: detail of oil sketches 
at Molvig's life class, St Mary's Studio, c.1957. 
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the hand to control the drawing. The gesture drawings were 
executed quickly to capture the expression of the pose. Other 
studies included modelled drawing using charcoal on its side 
to build up the weight of the figure (Fig.38). There were 
also one hour oil studies from life, the model frequently 
being employed from the Salvation Army home (Figs.39, 40). 
Jenny Raneey (Aland) recalled "it was so different from art 
school where one stood for hours drawing a piece of plaster 
of Paris" . «^'-^  
Art for those at the Molvig studios - St Mary's, Lambert 
Street, then Corroboree House - became something of an 
immersion in that way of life, Jon Molvig "hated pompous 
people, bad art and ignorance"*^ ''^ -' A strong man, fiercely 
Independent and quietly spoken, Molvig could be almost 
"demonically destructive of certain relationships" and "a 
sensitive and loyal friend" for others.*^ '' His own 
personality, beliefs and attitudes were an integral part, not 
only of his own painting, but of that which he imparted to 
his students and others around him. In his presence one had 
to be true to oneself. In practice, that is also the essence 
of an artist. 
At the opening of the Jon Molvig retrospective 
exhibition at the QAG in 1978, John Rigby spoke of this, 
I believe an artist works from an inner urge. Art 
is the outward form of an inner search. Every 
artist worthy of the name engages in this search 
for excellence, never ceasing in a struggle to 
surpass in quality and expression his former 
output. 
Really fine artists, artists like Molvig, are 
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discerning, curious and receptive people, who make 
finer distinctions and seek deeper meanings than 
less creative individuals. 
In Molvig's search for meaning, those around him shared not 
only his teaching of skills, but "his own attempt to show 
states of life in a new light, rather than through the 
conditioned intellect". He was a teacher through his 
paintings, but always performing "outside boundaries".'='^ 
Molvig did not purposefully break boundaries or conventions 
using his intellect. For him conventions merely did not 
exist. 
Many artists in Brisbane were smitten by this total 
commitment to their art and a genuine creative bohemian 
sub-culture did emerge in the Spring Hill vicinity from 1959 
until the late 1960s. In a predominantly conservative 
Brisbane society with provincial middle class values, to 
mingle with the artists of Spring Hill, or Kangaroo Point, 
was considered risque.^-'-^ But the fact was, the creative 
artist no longer had to go it alone to "modernize 
himself",'^ "- The practice of aesthetic modernism was 
happening in Brisbane; one only had to know where to look. 
As an eighteen year old, John Aland had travelled from 
Sandgate to Kangaroo Point to learn drawing with Molvig.'-^ -
Then as a student teacher, Aland won an Art Teachers' 
Scholarship to the CTC in 1958. From his posting in Bundaberg 
he frequently came to Brisbane and stayed at Corroboree House 
with Jenny Ramsey who travelled down from Warwick. Sitting on 
a keg on the cold concrete floor she witnessed Jon Molvig 
working on his blowtorch paintings during 1962, "I watched 
fascinated as he burnt the paint from one board with a 
41. Terrace Houses, Petrie Terrace, 
42. Back of no.238, 
Petrie Terrace. 
43. John Aland: Drawing, 1960s. 
ft/*': 
I 
44. John Aland: Miner, 1965, 
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blowtorch, from which he then scraped wide slivers of burning 
and blistered paint which he then lifted carefully into 
position onto his painting. He would then burn these strips 
and fuse them into position". ^'-^ These were the last of 
Molvig's Industrial Eden series begun in 1961, 
Back in Brisbane John Aland and Jenny Ramsey moved into 
rooms at 238 Petrle Terrace (Fig,41, 42) in December 1962. 
Andrew Sibley and Mervyn Moriarty had already moved in next 
door at number 234, "^^ "^  This was only several streets from 
Jon Molvig in Hartley Street and Bronwyn Yeates in Sedgebrook 
Street, Spring Hill, From 1962 Petrle TerraCe housed the 
Influx of southern practising modernist painters who stayed 
temporarily with the residents in the run-down quarters. 
Robert Dickerson lived there in 1963 while preparing for an 
exhibition at the Johnstone Gallery, He finally settled in 
Brisbane for several years from 1969.'='® Other artists who 
stayed at Petrie Terrace, usually with Andrew Sibley, were 
John Perceval and Robert Hughes.''^ -^  The artists who shared 
these facilities with those from the south practised 
independently from but parallel to the other art studios and 
the CAS. The exchange of ideas occurred at CAS exhibitions, 
at local art prize and Johnstone Gallery openings and at 
parties, ' » 
John Aland, along side Andrew Sibley and Mervyn 
Moriarty, held private evening art classes at Petrle Terrace 
and Molvig moved his classes there during 1966 from Richard 
Tong's downstairs room in the Valley. "•^'^' Molvig had held 
some classes in the latter during 1964 and 1965 after he 
ceased to use Corroboree House as his studio."-^ ' 
John Aland held his first one-man exhibition in August 
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1961 at the YMCA Assembly Room in Brisbane, Those paintings 
expressed "a truly creative imagination" where each picture 
was an "abstract organized entity with a life of its own" 
which "to the casual observer might appear ' unfinished' . ^--^  
Gertrude Langer saw them as "impulsive, rapidly-executed (in 
fact each painting is rather like an execution), 
self-revealing, angry, anxiety-ridden'*."-^® 
But this was John Aland, the artist, who continued to 
hold onto every experience and to reveal that synthesis in 
his painting, drawing and printmaking.^"- His 
draughtsmanship was outstanding (Fig.43) and dominated 
several other exhibitions. The Willow series, of which 
fifty-one of the seventy-two works were drawings (Fig.44), 
were shown at the Johnstone Gallery in 1966 after a sapphire 
mining expedition to central western Queensland.'^*^ The 
contextual experiences of the landscape, the physical work, 
the camp fire and the people gave him more profound 
inspiration than the finding of sapphires. "-^'=' It provided 
the "realization of the similarity and harmony of all natural 
forms of changing perspectives of reality*' . '^'^  
John Aland who created his own mythology of *'our 
landscape", of which all living creatures are an integral 
part, has concluded that he is a literary painter whose ideas 
are often of those timeless thoughts found in literature,"-^® 
Meanwhile, the canvas becomes the "arena where one plays out 
an unrehearsed act and the audience arrives later to view the 
results" . ^ '^  
When Andrew Sibley arrived back in Brisbane from Tully 
in 1959 his need was to draw strength and enthusiasm from the 
company of other artists. ^'^ This company was that of Jon 
45. Mervyn Moriarty: The Journeyers, 1962, 
46. Mervyn Moriarty: Banishment from 
Dreamland, 1964. 
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Molvig, John Aland and others who had moved classes to 
Corroboree House during that year. Andrew Sibley had 
consolidated his aesthetic concepts to offer classes in 
painting and life drawing under Richard Tong's shop in 
Brunswick Street in the Valley while also teaching art at the 
Kindergarten Teachers' Training College. 
Mervyn Moriarty considered Andrew Sibley to be one of 
the immensely important teachers in Brisbane at that time. At 
Molvig's drawing classes and Sibley's painting classes, 
Moriarty found 
that there were ways of teaching art that would 
enable one to have at once a very sound foundation 
in one*s appreciation of technical aspects of 
painting, draughtsmanship, understanding of colour 
and understanding of the structure of painting and 
a way that one might go about building a philosophy 
of painting.®' 
Mervyn Moriarty, whose work had reflected the conventions of 
the CTC art classes he attended for most of the 1950s, 
acknowledged the influence of both teachers, Sibley and 
Molvig, in the early 1960s. "I saw that as being where art 
was and, as with all influences in younger painters, it was 
the power of a significant painter to give the Impression to 
a younger painter that this is the voice (or language) that 
is universally true" . ®-''-' Moriarty* s painting The 
Journeyers (Fig. 45) gained him his first recognition in 1962 
when it won the oil section of the Johnsonian Club art 
competition. In 1963 another oil painting was described as 
"very modernistic" when it won the industrial section at the 
Royal National Show.®® Abstracted figures in landscape 
47. V i r g i n i a Cuppaidge: Untitled 
Horizontal, 1961. 
48. V i r g i n i a Cuppaidge: 
Untitled Vertical, 1961 
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(Fig.46) were dominant in his work until the mid-1960s when 
Mervyn Moriarty himself began to have an impact on a new 
group of students and with a different methodology.®"-
Virginia Cuppaidge had also been a student of Andrew 
Sibley and recalled that he was a "fabulous teacher" but not 
modernist in her perception as she was painting her abstract 
paintings (Figs, 47, 48) away from his classes.®*^" Her 
concept of aesthetic modernism was advanced for Brisbane in 
1960 as her mother, artist Judy Cuppaidge, had a "creative 
vision and foresight" which brought early Fairweather 
paintings into the home as well as offering her an 
involvement in the Sydney and Brisbane art scene.®^ 
Within a year of settling in Brisbane Andrew Sibley was 
exhibiting in the 1960 Redcliffe Art Contest and in the 
H.C.Richards Memorial Prize. His entry in the latter 
competition drew on north Queensland imagery. He painted in 
Jon Molvig*s studio at Corroboree House in 1959 during which 
time he prepared for his first one-man exhibition in Rowe's 
Arcade in 1960 (Fig. 49).®'^ While painting for that 
exhibition Andrew Sibley observed the most avant garde 
practice of modernism he had seen in Brisbane when a 
Sydney-trained Hungarian artist, Joseph Szabo, was working 
like Soulages by "actually manipulating the paint".®® 
Similar work had been exhibited in Brisbane but the methods 
were neither taught nor practised locally until 1962.®'^ In 
1961 Sibley presented another show at the invitation of Brian 
Johnstone. Gertrude Langer observed that both exhibitions 
embodied expressionist tensions but also poetry through 
delicate textures and transparencies (Fig. 50). •®'-' His palette 
knife technique is apparent in Reflections on Europe (Fig.51) 
49. Andrew Sibley: Night 
Bride, 1960, 
50, Andrew Sibley: In the 
Garden, 1962. 
Andrew Sibley: Reflections on Europe, 1961. 
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which was purchased by the QAG in 1961, These apparent 
contradictions of mood and method are perhaps explained by 
the artist*s attraction to works by Max Beckmann and Jean 
Dubuffet.'^' 
The year 1961 was significant for Andrew Sibley, as it 
was for aesthetic modernism in Brisbane with the formation of 
the CAS. Sibley was Invited by the directors of the 
Whitechapel Gallery, London, to exhibit two paintings in the 
largest exhibition of Australian art ever held in Europe. •^-•=" 
Fifty-five Australian painters were represented there in June 
1961, four of whom were then living in Queensland. Charles 
Blackman had recently settled in Brisbane before leaving for 
London on a Helena Rubenstein fellowship. Ian Fairweather was 
still established on Bribie Island. Jon Molvig was the fourth 
Queenslander. Acknowledgement was given to Brian Johnstone 
who had previously given most of the fifty-five artists a 
one-man show. •®® 
This exhibition of Recent Australian Painting was 
widely reviewed and a selection of the reviews and extracts 
of the three introductions in the catalogue were published in 
a special supplement to the July 1961 Broadsheet of the New 
South Wales Branch of the Contemporary Art Society. The 
paintings or perhaps the writings reinforced the existence of 
Australian aesthetic modernism. The reviews unanimously 
agreed that Australian art was no longer provincial but 
"national", "built out of its own vital resources".-^"- It 
was also observed that "almost every Important European and 
American trend has its counterpart in Australia".'^^^ 
Provincialism had been Interpreted as an "obsession with the 
outback" but now it was suggested that "Nolan, Drysdale and 
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Boyd have exorcised the spirit of this brooding, hostile land 
and other Australian painters will be able to live there more 
easily". ^ *^  
John Russell was sufficiently astute to present his 
review within the historical context which one tends to 
overlook even today. 
So closely intei—bred is modern art, and so 
intense, if limited, its historical awareness that 
we find it difficult to imagine a large 
English-speaking society in which post-
Impressionist art was first seen in 1939 and 
European art from A.D.1200 to 1800 can be seen 
insignificantly or not at all. But Australia is. 
that society; and the strength of modern Australian 
painting comes in part from that very 
situation. •^•=' 
The reviewer, however, borrowed his outline from the 
catalogue introduction by Robert Hughes. Several reviewers 
acknowledged the need to "absorb his [Hughes'] knowledge and 
barrow his eye" as the content of the exhibition was all so 
"un-European that we seem to need an explanatory essay to 
give us the key to them". -^'^  
Brisbane of course did not see the '1939* exhibition 
mentioned above until 1945 but the 1950s saw that deficiency 
corrected at the QAG.'^ '^ '^  As most of those Australian 
modernists had exhibited at the Johnstone Gallery by the 1961 
London exhibition, Brisbane artists could In no way plead 
Ignorance of Australian contemporary art. The awareness these 
exhibitions produced, however, could not provide the method 
of approach for artists to practise modernism. They had to 
52. Gordon Shepherdson: Bull 
at the Rails, c.1962. 
53. Gordon Shepherdson: On the 
Ground beside the Box, c.1964. 
54. Jon Molvig: Two Heads, 
1959, 
55. Jon Molvig: Girl in the Bush, 1957, 
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rely upon the travelled private teachers like Margaret 
Cilento, Jon Molvig, Roy Churcher, Bronwyn Yeates and Andrew 
Sibley to disseminate modernist practices to those who knew 
there was something more than imitation but who needed 
methodology. The distinction must therefore be emphasized 
between possessing an awareness or appreciation of aesthetic 
modernism and having the practical knowledge or method of 
approach to put modernist concepts into practice. 
Before leaving Brisbane in 1964 Andrew Sibley had won 
major art prizes and in 1963 was included in the group 
exhibition of the Brisbane School of "Molvig and his 
followers" at the Rudy Komon Gallery in Sydney,''^ "••' The 
*school* was represented by six artists "but only two [Molvig 
and Sibley] emerged with a positive artistic presence".'"^'" 
The other painters were John Aland, Mervyn Moriarty, Joy 
Roggenkamp and Gordon Shepherdson. 
Gordon Shepherdson began to develop as a modernist 
painter when he Joined Andrew Sibley*s classes in the Valley 
about 1961.'*-'=^ ^ This jnove soon involved him in the Molvig 
life classes at Corroboree House on Thursday nights. He was 
left alone to paint and draw as Molvig had noted that 
teaching him could have destroyed what he had - an "energy 
that flows through the fingers" to express what is meaningful 
for that moment.""*® He was inevitably going to remain 
outside the mainstream of Australian painting but true to 
himself. "-'" 
In 1962 Gordon Shepherdson and Mervyn Moriarty shared an 
exhibition at Hardy Brothers Gallery but Gertrude Langer did 
not review the show or make reference to his work until his 
one-man exhibition the Slaughter Yard (Fig. 52) at the 
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Johnstone Gallery in 1964. Then she acknowledged "an 
instinctual expressionist painter" whose work was "compulsive 
as well as compelling"."-'*' One year later a continuation of 
the series (Fig.53) was exhibited at the Rudy Komon Gallery 
receiving perceptive reviews from Sydney critics. "-•®' 
By this time several of these artists who frequented Jon 
Molvig's classes had been labelled as 'expressionist' by 
reviewers, ''^'"-^  Some shared a total commitment to their art 
which resulted in material poverty, soul-searching discussion 
and "the basic pessimism for man*s increasing alienation from 
his desecrated and disappearing Eden" . "='® Gertrude Langer 
observed in 1965 that expressionism, the work of artists 
which expresses "the emotions of anxiety and despair at the 
human condition", was flourishing for the second time this 
century. •'•^'•^  Robert Llngard has maintained the view that 
"since the 50s and the arrival of Molvig, a figurative and 
largely expressionist version of modernism has been a 
dominant approach in Queensland Painting" .'"=' He presented 
this hypothesis in 1985 when he considered "the unbroken 
continuity of figurative expressionism" in Queensland. '' ' "' 
Passing references were made in this article to the work of 
Nevil Matthews and also to Roy Churcher*s "under-rated 
influence on Queensland art", but there was no mention of the 
Moriarty school. ' ' •^•' 
Around 1960 the work of the artists of the 'Brisbane 
School' did exemplify Llngard's point of view but there have 
been too many exceptions to justify a claim of 'dominance' of 
expressionism in Queensland. At a forum on Provincialism, 
Regionalism and Internationalism: An Australian Dilemma at 
the Institute of Modern Art in Brisbane in 1986, panel member 
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Sarah Follent criticized the "rigid and prescriptive" idea of 
expressionism being a "geographically-based historical and 
regional Queensland style". She declared that the blanket 
term which gives a "comforting notion of historical 
continuity" only succeeds in obscuring the differences 
between works. 
George Petelin wrote in the Courier Mail that Llngard 
was "perpetuating a stodgy and regressive myth" - a 
totalizing classification which can work to the advantage of 
an [elite] establishment.''® This extension of the argument 
into a socialist framework seems to be as "particularizing" 
as Llngard's classification. Clearly Benedetto Croce would 
not have sanctioned either classification, socialist or 
expressionist, Sarah Follent suggested that it was time that 
the notion of expressionism as a so-called Queensland 
regional style was scrutinized so that it could be re-defined 
in terms of artists* specific historical experience and 
scholarship. 
This study does not aim to establish the invalidity of 
Robert Llngard's assumption but no evidence has surfaced to 
support any theory concerning the dominant continuity of 
expressionism in Queensland. The provincial status of 
Brisbane which resulted in its belated dissemination of the 
mainstream aesthetic modernism, did encourage the creative 
artist to explore self-expression over stylistic 
methodology. The individual results, depending upon the 
inhibitions of the artist, the source of inspiration and the 
teacher, did result in sporadic demonstrations of angst in 
the form of expressionism (Figs.49, 52 - 55). Nevertheless 
the dominant approach of Queensland artists, as it is 
57. Alison Coaldrake: Portrait 
of an Old Man, 1961. 58. Rosemary Johnson: Nude, 1958, 
59. Arthur Gunthorpe: Nude, 1958, 
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elsewhere, has been that of personal experimentation and 
searching. Practising artists often find such classifications 
unpalatable as there is a static implication as well as an 
implied dilution of their own creativity.''"- Any division 
of a body of work into styles can sometimes be achieved 
retrospectively and with generous clarification as each art 
< 
work might qualify for several classifications 
simultaneously. ' ''*^  
In general, the large number of artists who did not 
exemplify the expressionist approach were Roy Churcher, 
Bronwyn Yeates, Nevil Matthews and Mervyn Moriarty and their 
students.''^"' If Jon Molvig was seen to project his Nordic 
temperament and affiliations with the German expressionists, 
Churcher's image was that of the Slade-educated Englishman. 
But it was the French flourish of abstract colour and colour 
theories which moved the latter and not English art. Even 
though colour was an expressionist tool, with Roy Churcher 
the sensation of colour became the structure of the 
painting.''"-^  The Slade School approach was a useful means 
to an end where the artist finds one point of reference on 
the canvas and searches for another tangible hold, moving out 
across the surface,''® Churcher's more important 
realization was an awareness of empathy when "the boundaries 
between you and what you are observing are dissolved".''® 
It was a synthesis of these approaches which he initiated at 
St Mary's Studio and which was evident in the students* 
annual exhibitions. Although the content of the paintings was 
often quite representational it was not imitative. The 
paintings demonstrated a freedom with brush work (Figs,56, 
57, 58) akin to that of van Gogh whose work Roy Churcher 
60. Roy Churcher: Ship Building -
Kangaroo Paint, 1959. 
61. Roy Churcher: demonstration sketch, c.1965. 
62. Roy Churcher: Flower Vase, c.1964. 
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admired. Abstract colour, apparent in the Nude (Fig.58), 
and the simplification of form (Figs.56, 58, 59) were methods 
practiced to free the content from its environment. 
Roy Churcher believed that so much of Australian 
painting was about making objects, making commodities whereas 
he saw the importance of painting as the experience one goes 
through thus leaving the object behind. "I probably never 
talked to students about the picture as such [as an object], 
as much as what was happening to them in the course of the 
experience" while painting. ^  =^-'^* 
Roy Churcher's students in turn attributed to him the 
introduction of a new way of seeing, one which encompassed a 
broader philosophy of seeing things on a grand scale.'^^ He 
encouraged a response to colour and its use in creating 
structure (Figs.60, 61) and to see the relationship between 
colours and their after-images. He looked for artistic 
feeling and an adventurous approach not imitation. ^  ^==- Roy 
Churcher also possessed a verbal talent to express these 
relationships while his charismatic personality made him an 
inspiration for students. ^  =^=-® There was also his philosophy 
for living as a painter, which although different from 
Molvig's, was as dedicated and resulted in similar 
anti-establishment characteristics, ^  ^="-
As a painter Roy Churcher was not widely appreciated in 
Brisbane in the 1960s. Perhaps the Jole de vivre of colour 
(Fig. 62) was too great a reflection of reality of the 
Queensland it epitomized. Absent was the expressionist angst. 
Some thought he continued to experiment rather than develop a 
concept to fruition. Due to his success as a teacher of 
modernist methodology others suggested his expertise lay 
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primarily in teaching. He even became ambitious about art 
education and thought, for a while, that it was actually 
possible "that one could make a whole new generation of 
aesthetically attuned people" .'^ '^^  
It was not unusual for that period that Roy Churcher 
shared ideas with other male intellectual minds but was 
unwilling to listen to a female point of view. ' =^® Gertrude 
Langer was one who suffered under those societal conditions 
but was willing to seek Roy Churcher's opinion to clarify her 
own Judgments. ' =^=-^  Gertrude Langer's appreciation of what 
was happening in contemporary art by 1960 was not as acute as 
that of the practising painters, •  ^ ® She frequently depended 
on Roy Churcher's clear, perceptive appreciation of work 
being exhibited in Brisbane which she could not immediately 
comprehend. In 1963 Gertrude Langer wrote that "Fred 
Williams' Forest offers a bland surface, a space as 
inaccessible as a closed door" . ^  ^=-^  Other exhibitions with 
which she had difficulty included paintings by the southern 
artists Olsen, Rapotec and Lanceley, that were very 
contoversial. She trusted Roy Churcher's excited response to 
the works which she ultimately supported. ' ®"=' It is probable 
that Gertrude Langer's European education did not equip her 
to accommodate the new American aesthetic which was having a 
marked influence on Australian painting by the end of the 
1950s. 
Sydney and Melbourne had already arrived at this next 
hurdle for aesthetic modernism which was not ' faced by many 
Brisbane artists until the early 1960s. The Antipodean 
Manifesto of 1959 symbolized the concern of many southern 
artists at the growing 'American' influence of abstraction on 
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the practice of modernism in Australia. 
But today we believe, like many others, that the 
existence of painting as an independent art is in 
danger. Today Tachistes, Action Painters, Geometric 
Abstractionists, Abstract Expressionists and their 
Innumerable band of camp followers threaten to 
benumb the intellect and wit of art with their 
bland and pretentious mysteries,... Modern art has 
liberated the artist from his bondage to the world 
of natural appearances; it has not imposed upon him 
the need to withdraw from life.'®' 
Non-figurative painting in Australia received its major 
stimulus with the 1953 French Painting Today touring 
exhibition which showed abstracts by Hans Hartung, Pierre 
Soulages, Nicolas de Stael as well as many highly abstracted 
works.''®="= This was gradually reinforced by the American 
abstract concepts infiltrating the contemporary art groups in 
Sydney and to a lesser extent Melbourne. The practice of 
non-fIgurative painting in Australia established its position 
by 1956 with an exhibition Direction 1 in Sydney at the 
Macquarle Galleries.'®® The earlier teachings of abstract 
art by Ralph Balson in Sydney and Margaret Cilento in 
Brisbane bore little result in the vacuum which existed in 
the early 1950s. It was the 1956 group show by John Passmore, 
John Olsen, William Rose. Eric Smith and Robert Klippel which 
"spoke a cerebral language more congenial to a city-dwelling 
intelligentsia" rather than the outback themes.'®-* 
A new battle had begun in Australia and this one was to 
flare up again throughout the 1960s - especially in 1967 with 
the exhibition Two Decades of American Art, in 1968 with 
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The Field and again in the 1973 when the Australian 
National Art Gallery purchased and sent on tour Jackson 
Pollock's Blue Poles. In the early 1960s in Brisbane this 
International abstract Influence was supported and 
disseminated through the teachings and paintings of Bronwyn 
Yeates, reinforced by Roy Churcher who was sympathetic 
towards abstract expressionism, but ridiculed by Jon 
Molvig. '®® 
Bronwyn Yeates had exhibited paintings in the Australian 
Women's Weekly Art Prize from 1955 to 1958. These works 
became more abstracted and even quite subjective. In April 
1959 Gertrude Langer reviewed a mixed exhibition of southern 
and Queensland works at the Johnstone Gallery, describing 
Yeates' work as "sombre and savage, not lyrical but dramatic; 
where human, animal, root and 
tree shapes are metamorph-
osed" . ' ®^ ' After her study 
tour to Rapotec in Sydney, then 
to the galleries of America and 
Europe, Bronwyn Yeates' 
painting classes in Brisbane 
reflected the abstract concepts 
that she had resolved by 
1961 (Fig.63). She was able to 
:-* continue to disseminate 
^, contemporary trends gleaned 
from French and American 
magazines to which she 
subscribed. ' ®"-^  
Her approach to teaching was to limit students to only 
63. Bronwyn Yeates: Study. 
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three colours at first so as not to become confused by using 
too much colour. Using this limited palette to pick out 
shapes within a page of 'scribble*, they learnt to look for 
abstract elements within a whole painting rather than seeing 
subject matter against a background. She also encouraged work 
to be brought from home rather than still-life compositions 
to be done in the studio.'®® 
The practice of aesthetic modernism was being promoted 
by these few teachers, Molvig, Churcher, Sibley and Yeates in 
1961 resulting in an abundance of adventurous students and 
artists in Brisbane with almost nowhere to exhibit. The 
formation of the Queensland Branch of the CAS in 1961 
resulted in an exhibiting venue arranged three times each 
year from 1962 as well as the chance to send work to southern 
CAS exhibitions. There can be no doubt that this exhibiting 
potential contributed to its formation and some artists 
joined the CAS simply to take advantage of this means of 
exposure. As the majority of members had not made any headway 
in exhibiting with the few existing private galleries, the 
CAS as a non-profit organization, was far more prepared to 
give the younger artist an opportunity to exhibit than any 
commercial gallery at that time. The CAS exhibitions offered 
the opportunity for their work to be viewed in the company of 
other experimental work and this was seen to be a very 
important factor by many artist members. It was eveii more 
important for the artists to see their work alongside the 
work of southern artists and to be exposed to southern trends 
at the Interstate exhibitions. 
Even though several artists avoided the CAS meetings 
because they might 'lose face' in Jon Molvig*s enclave, they 
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still became CAS members so that they might hang works in the 
exhibitions.'®-" Molvig himself seemed to be the only 
practising modernist in Brisbane who never exhibited with the 
CAS, 
In choosing to practise modernist methods and apply 
modernist concepts, it was not of great concern whether or 
not the public would purchase contemporary works and it 
seemed that more sales transpired between members than with 
the public. It was more Important "to express yourself in 
your own way" than it was "to paint pretty little landscapes 
and sell them without any trouble at all", '"-^^ In the 1960s 
the CAS exhibitions were held in public gallery spaces -
Hardy Brothers Gallery, Finneys' Auditorium, T,C.Beirne's and 
David Jones' Galleries in the Valley - where shoppers might 
be expected to browse. Their response was usually 
bewilderment, curiosity, suspicion and there was little 
interest outside the CAS.'"-' But it could no longer be 
dismissed. For a viewer to have been exposed to aesthetic 
modernism, the response was never quite the same again and 
the public venues of CAS exhibitions contributed to this slow 
process of aesthetic education. The role of the CAS 
exhibitions was therefore seen to be the promotion of "living 
art", in line'with its constitutional aims. 
The Queensland branch of the CAS did not hold its first 
exhibition until April 1962 although paintings were sent to 
the interstate exhibitions in Sydney and Melbourne in 1961. 
Gertrude Langer considered the first CAS show in Brisbane as 
"the most interesting group exhibition by local painters held 
so far" and not unexpectedly, she recognized the role of "the 
stimulating Influence of private teachers".'"•^- The 
64. Margaret 01ley: Cannas, 
CAS 1962. 
65. Bronwyn Yeates: Two 
Reds, l":rH:>0. u^AS 196k.'). 
66. Christine Berkman: Genteel 
Ladles, 1960, (CAS 1962). 
67. Brian Hatch, sketch lor 
TV Studio, 1902 (CAS ly62). 
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paintings, sculpture and pottery exhibited at the Hardy 
Brothers Gallery were not in any way aesthetically or 
technically new to Brisbane and not nearly as radical as the 
Sydney Contemporary Painters exhibition shown at the same 
venue six months earlier. 
This first CAS exhibition was a milestone in other ways. 
It was an acknowledgement that aesthetic modernism, in its 
provincial appropriated form, had emerged in Brisbane. 
Gertrude Langer observed that "the refreshing thing is that 
at last one senses that something is happening in this place 
[Brisbane]". •'"•® That 'something' was a visible public act 
of exhibiting unconventional art by an organized local 
community of self-professed contemporary artists. It must be 
recalled that the Younger Artists' Group had remained under 
the auspices of the RQAS so their exhibitions and displays 
during the 1950s were never an outright statement of 
rejection of conventions as it had been in 1945. 
In April 1961 the CAS exhibits ranged from the poetic 
representational work, Cannas (Fig.64),by Margaret Olley to 
the abstract expressionism of Two Reds (Fig. 65) by Bronwyn 
Yeates. Between the extremes were the figurative paintings of 
Christine Berkman with Genteel Ladies (Fig.66) and Brian 
Hatch's abstracted TV Studio (Fig.67). Of the other sixty 
exhibiting artists, nearly half have continued to dedicate 
their lives to their art and are still practising "living 
art" in 1988. ' "•"• 
Following the formation and institution of exhibitions 
by the CAS, the exhibiting situation in Brisbane and the 
south-east Queensland region changed dramatically. It seemed 
that other forces simultaneously capitalized upon this 
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organized, visible community of people practising and 
promoting what was avant garde in Brisbane in the early 
1960s, New competitions were offered while other existing 
competitions noticeably altered sections or conditions to 
accommodate and even resist forms of aesthetic modernism. 
Soon new galleries opened Specifically to offer opportunity 
to the many who now found expression in the creative visual 
arts,'"-® For this reason, the exhibited results of the 
practice of modernist concepts and techniques in the CAS 
exhibitions in Brisbane cannot be considered in Isolation 
from other exhibitions and reviews. Titles of art works 
became less significant and frequently unidentifiable from 
other subjective or non-descriptive titles like "Painting"! 
The same art work was soon able to be exhibited in a CAS 
exhibition and other local shows in the same year. 
A most significant event which added a totally new 
dimension to the practice of aesthetic modernism in Brisbane 
occurred before the CAS held its second exhibition in October 
1962. This was the first Creative Arts Vacation School 
launched by the Arts Council's Queensland Division president. 
Dr. Gertrude Langer, The nine-day school which offered a 
drama course directed by Joan Whalley, as well as painting 
and pottery courses, was held at the University of Queensland 
in August, Sixty-two painting students were accepted and Roy 
Churcher was asked to Join tutors, Desiderius Orban and 
Stanislaus Rapotec, to cater for the demand.'"-*^ "' The 
Influences of these tutors and others who returned annually 
to the Vacation Schools could be identified in successive CAS 
exhibitions. To bring southern practising artists to Brisbane 
as tutors for 'hands-on' courses was to bring new methodology 
66. Conty Robinson: Summer 
Rain, 1962. <,CAS 1963). 
69. Maryke Degeus: sketch 
of Desiderius Orban at 
Arm!dale in 1962. 
Vo. Irene Amos: Snow Baby, 1967. 
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to students - the practice of which cannot be acquired so 
acutely through lectures. It was also educative for the 
Brisbane tutors to communicate with southern painters, 
printmakers and sculptors as artists and teachers,'"^ 
Rapotec offered little in the way of skills but 
encouraged a freedom by having his students paint on sheets 
of newspaper so that each work might feel less 'precious'. 
Like Roy Churcher he tried to impart the importance of the 
experience rather than the object. There is no doubt that the 
fear of messing up a work in progress results in the 
adherence to more conventional, reliable methods of painting. 
Newspaper, tins of acrylic house paint and large brushes were 
meant to break through that false sense of artistic 
security, '"-® Conty Robinson's Summer Rain (Fig, 68) which 
exemplifies this approach was exhibited in the 1963 CAS 
Autumn Exhibition at Finneys' Auditorium, 
Orban (Fig,69), Rapotec, John Olsen and other tutors 
were also involved in courses at the Residential Painting 
Schools each January at the University of New England, 
Armidale, New South Wales. '"-'^  Many Brisbane artists 
attended these as well as the Arts Council schools throughout 
the 1960s and 1970s. Brisbane and Sydney artists, 
particularly women who could cut ties with their family role 
for ten days, found that the Armidale residential day and 
evening commitments could be a totally absorbing and 
rewarding experience. Olsen's teaching methods particularly 
were considered to be "incredible, so stimulating". Joy 
Hutton recalled that "he gave us so much and made us work so 
hard using watercolour and pens, and then told us to throw a 
bit of water on our work to mess it up" . ' *^"=' He was also a 
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tutor at the August Vacation School in 1967 when Irene Amos 
created Snow Baby using tissue paper and watercolour 
(Fig. 70), 
Irene Amos found that the influx of southern tutors at 
Armidale changed her thinking "in a kind of cathartic 
g^^yii le-i After attending classes at the CTC since 1960, 
winning recognition in the annual competitions there, she 
attempted to break away from conventional methods by joining 
classes offered by Bronwyn Yeates and Andrew Sibley. It was 
the teaching of Rapotec and Orban, however, that directly 
resulted in her conversion to abstract concepts and 
forms (Fig. 71). ' *-^-^  Irene Amos began exhibiting these in CAS 
exhibitions from 1964, the same year that she and Joyce Hyam 
joined in painting with a group of women at St Mary's Studio 
each Wednesday. 
In September 1962, before the second CAS exbibition in 
Brisbane, Roy Churcher ceased his private classes at St 
Mary's Studio to take up a full time teaching appointment as 
an art instructor at the CTC,''--'® In 1963 he was permitted 
to offer several structured 'hobby' painting classes at the 
CTC. The 'hobby' category was offered in many technical areas 
at the CTC and the term simply designated that the subject 
was not part of a prescribed course. These 'hobby* painting 
classes were attended by some of Roy Churcher* s earlier St 
Mary*s students along with many newcomers, most of whom were 
far beyond the * hobby* stage. '*^'"-
It was at these classes rather than at St Mary*s Studio 
that Roy Churcher presented a more structured approach to the 
use of colour and composition theories of European artists 
like Cezanne, Matisse, van Gogh, Klee and Kandlnsky. His 
72. Alison Coaldrake 
(CAS 1965). 
Riverside, 1964, 
74. Beverley Budp.en: Kangaroo F'olnt, 1964. 
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students were given black and white abstract exercises based 
on the triangle, square and circle, followed by abstract 
exercises in colour, all devised for 'learning to see' rather 
than learning painting skills. "^'*^  He also used abstract 
exercises for students to recognize tension set up between 
marks and lines in a square.'*^ «^ ' 
At each of Roy Churcher's 'hobby' classes there was 
frequent discussion of the works of European masters and 
experiments to appropriate their methods. Influences of 
subject-matter transformed into de Stael colour blocks were 
apparent in several paintings (Figs.72 - 74) while abstract 
or figurative two-dimensional surfaces like those of Matisse 
were encouraged and widely adopted (Figs.75 - 78). By now 
there was a noticeable rejection of light and shade (compare 
Figs.57 and 59). As Moriarty suggested, this influence was 
simply the "power of a significant painter" and teacher. 
Students usually become Independent of such mannerisms on 
achieving the status of 'artist*. 
Such concepts derived from European aesthetic modernism 
were not exclusive to Roy Churcher*s methodology, and Paul 
Klee*s On Modern Art was particularly significant to many 
Brisbane artists. ' *^'"-^  Irene Amos discovered Klee was the 
direct link to abstract thinking and as a student, after 
being introduced by Orban to that way of thinking, she found 
there was no chance of going back. '*^ ® For most it was the 
shift from the conscious painting of content to becoming the 
"channel" through which inspiration flows. Klee used the 
simile of the tree where the artist is merely the trunk, the 
humble mediator, and the crown of the tree becomes the work 
of art or "nature reborn". It is reborn through the "specific 
75. Mary Norrie: Still Life, 
c.1968. 
76. Madonna Staunton: model at 
Bronwyn Yeates' studio, c.1966. 
77. Joy Schoenheiraer, Corner of 
the Garden, 1968. 
78. Dorothy Akers: Still life, 
c.1965. 
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dimensions" of the elements, line, tone and colour.^®-' With 
varying degrees of self-trust, many CAS artists responded to 
these concepts, the results of which appeared modernist, but 
the means have always pertained to the great artists of the 
western world. 
Several of Roy Churcher's students began classes with 
Bronwyn Yeates at the end of 1962 when Churcher moved to the 
CTC. Joy Hutton, Conty Robinson, Ian Milton and Brian Hatch 
were painters who Joined others at Sedgebrook Street, some of 
whom were also going to Molvig*s life classes. Brian Hatch 
who had exhibited an abstracted version of a TV studio in the 
first CAS exhibition in April (Fig,67) was approached by 
Bronwyn Yeates at a CAS party in Leichhardt Street in 
September. Bronwyn Yeates suggested to him that she could 
assist this new direction. Brian Hatch had travelled in 
Europe as a graphic designer in 1957, visited the biennale in 
Venice in 1958 and arrived back in Brisbane in 1959, 
stimulated particularly by the abstract work seen in Venice. 
Bronwyn Yeates suggested alternative methods where his work 
was still in need of experimentation with scumbling, textured 
acrylic and printmaking techniques like collograph and the 
integration of such techniques. She suggested New York as the 
next move and in 1966 he left for the Pratt Graphics Centre 
for printmaking and the Art Students League for 
painting. •• ^'^ 
The second CAS exhibition was held in Finneys' 
Auditorium in October 1962, It was the Queensland branch's 
first interstate exhibition and Judith Wright was invited to 
open it. The exhibition was largely of Queensland works with 
one third of the works coming from the CAS branches of New 
7y. Joy Roggenkamp: Study for Alpine 
LSindsoape, CAS 196.^ '. 
80. John Rigby: Dancing Children, CAS 1962, 
•-!, i . I'on Ross: Machina ex Orblta, 1962. 
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South Wales, Tasmania and Western Australia. The latter had a 
newly formed branch and did not exhibit in Queensland again, 
but Victorian members exhibited in subsequent years,'^' It 
so happened that the controversy was not created by the 
content of the exhibition but by an Infamous custard 
pie-throwing incident, James Finney had been refused entry to 
the Leichhardt Street CAS party in September due to Roy 
Churcher's Instructions because Finney was not a CAS 
financial member. '^ '^  Insulted, Finney created the drama 
which was not atypical of his reputation. ^  ^'® The pie landed 
on Roy Churcher's head and showered over several guests. 
Apparently the manager was pleased with the publicity and 
suggested a similar incident should be staged for the 
following yeart^ "^'"-
In reviewing the show on the walls. Dr.J.V.Duhig noted 
the predominance of abstraction and "high gay colour" 
although he aired his reservations about the "limited idiom 
and range of expression" which he could not believe would 
remain "flat, uncommunicative and unintelligible".'^'® 
Gertrude Langer contrasted the New South Wales' artists' 
total commitment to "abstract expressionism" and the 
Queenslanders' works where "subject painting prevails over 
abstracts" (Figs, 79, 80).'^'*^' She declared that "it is a 
refreshing aspect that little of it is conventional" but 
found it difficult to praise the "Sunday painters and 
students" although she recognized their talent."*^ 'Sunday 
painters' referred to artists like Gordon Shepherdson, Don 
Ross and Arthur Gunthorpe who, although creative and talented 
painters who dedicated more than Sunday to painting, chose to 
follow careers outside the art world.'"^ •® 
82. Arthur Gunthorpe: 
XI. c. 1965. 
Brickfield 
8.3. Milton Moon; exhibited pottery at an 
international exhibition in Japan, 1964. 
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Don Ross had started painting classes with Rodier Rivron 
at New Farm in 1950 and continued with life classes at many 
venues including Molvig's studio, the CAS and at Ian Reece's 
studio into the 1970s. "^'-'' In 1959 Don Ross was commissioned 
to design and construct a mosaic for the Shrine of Memories 
in Anzac House and this was unveiled in 1962. '"•='« Mainly 
self-taught using Max Meldrum's philosophy of tonal painting 
to execute portraits during the 1950s, Don Ross was soon 
Influenced by the work of English artists Ivon Hitchens and 
Victor Pasmore. By 1962 much of his work was visually 
abstract (Fig,81) but the point of departure was "back in 
history or into space" where "anything new is still part of 
the old - Persian, Indian, Mexican, Peruvian and even the 
cave paintings which are as new as tomorrow",'^^ 
Arthur and Lillian Gunthorpe had been students of Roy 
Churcher since the late 1950s and both had experimented with 
cubist and abstracted forms, Arthur Gunthorpe's sensitive use 
of line and colour showed an affinity with Paul Klee and 
later, Kandinsky. Working in predominantly blues and orange, 
Arthur Gunthorpe reduced sections of the content of his 
paintings to relate to a grid structure (Fig. 82), The result 
was often architectonic, ^  "^^^^^  
Even Brian Hatch, Richard Werner, Nevil Matthews and 
John Rigby who all worked in the graphics and design fields 
were considered by Gertrude Langer to be on the fringe of the 
•Sunday painter' category. John Rigby returned to Brisbane 
from Europe in 1958 and won several major art prizes over the 
next few years. These included the 1963 Sulman Prize for his 
genre painting Dancing Children (Fig,80) which was hung in 
the CAS Spring Exhibition of 1962. It was then described as 
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having "a solid abstract foundation of shifting flat colour 
planes". ' •^® 
Milton Moon, as senior pottery instructor at the CTC 
from 1962 until 1969, was considered a 'professional' artist. 
In the same 1962 CAS exhibition he exhibited four highly 
individual pottery pieces which Gertrude Langer cdnsidered 
were "among the highlights" of the show. ^-^'"^  Pottery was 
presumed to be only a skilled craft at that time in Brisbane 
and also Sydney where Milton Moon held his second one-man 
exhibition in 1962.^ "-^ ** The two hundred pots at 'the Rudy 
Komon Gallery were accused of being "an indigestible mass of 
rather repellent barnacled textured stoneware".'^® James 
Gleeson was more sympathetic, suggesting Moon was a potter of 
great "originality and skill" whose work was "vigorous, 
rough, primitive, asymetrical and exciting" (Fig,83).^^^ 
Milton Moon was embroiled in the misconceptions associated 
with defining 'craft' and 'art', and had already debated the 
concepts with the intellectual minds in the CAS. ^ ^® The 
summation was that 
'Craft' is that activity which we have already 
practised and we know what we are doing ,., but 
because we are working within our experience, it is 
'craft'. The moment we step outside our known 
experience and are working in no-mans'-land, we are 
working in a way that the 'artist' works, •• "-^'^  
He therefore suggested that many painters were simply 
craftspeople whereas some so-called craftspeople did in fact 
work like artists.'^^^ He had worked with commercial potters 
Merv Feeney and Harry Memmott and was well skilled in 
throwing, decoration and glazing. Meanwhile he had studied 
84. Roy Churcher: Painting, 
CAS 1962. 
85. Laurie Paul: Andantino, CAS 
1962. 86. Laurie Paul: Man 
and the Atom, 1961. 
87. Veda Arrowsmlth: Sapphire 
Seekers, 1961. 
88. Laurie Paul: one of her 
Insect Series, 1967. 
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drawing and painting with Margaret Cilento, befriended the 
Molvig enclave and Joined the CAS in 1962.^®' It was 
therefore not unexpected that clay and glaze, like paint, 
fibre-glass or blowtorched enamel, could also express 
aesthetic modernism. 
The third CAS show for the year was a 'ten guineas and 
under' Christmas exhibition at Weedmans in Queen Street. The 
purpose was to encourage more people to buy original 
paintings and it succeeded in selling £523 worth of paintings 
and pottery, •'®==^  The prices were generous and the approach 
to painting was creative (Fig.84, 85),^®® 
Gold Coast artists Laurie Paul, Veda Arrowsmlth and 
Maryke Degeus were now frequent exhibitors in the CAS 
exhibitions and were seen to be particularly modernist in 
their approach to abstracted form, Andantino (Fig.85) by 
Laurie Davies (Paul) was a non-fIgurative explosion of paint 
which sold at the CAS exhibition at Weedmans in 1962. Laurie 
Paul, Veda Arrowsmlth and others had formed the Gold Coast 
Five group in 1961 expressly to exhibit contemporary 
work.''®"' In December 1961 Cyril Gibbs reviewed their 
exhibition at the Soho Apartments on Wickham Terrace. As head 
of the CTC art department he was looking for, and found, that 
"the principles of composition have been well observed and 
experiments in form and colour organization are refreshing" 
(Flg.86). •'®® Veda Arrowsmlth's Sapphire Seekers (Fig. 87) 
employed cubist divisions cutting across the crystals 
although her work was not usually geometric. The essence of 
the subject continued to be present in her work with little 
reference to the representational form. The Group's next 
exhibition was at the new Eastside Gallery in Melbourne In 
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May 1962.^®^ Soon after, Laurie Paul began Incorporating ^ 
surreal forms in her painting (Fig.88). By 1962 Arthur and 
Sylvia Monk had open a new art gallery at Mermaid Beach which 
Instigated the patronizatlon of contemporary art at the Gold 
Coast. '®^ Aesthetic modernism was their concern and many 
CAS members including the Gold Coast contemporary artists 
exhibited at their gallery during the following decade. 
Much of the work of the 1940s which was associated with 
the emergence of national traditions of aesthetic modernism 
in Australia was not seen by the public nor many artists 
until 1962,^®® Accumulated by John and Sunday Reed, the t 
1937-47 paintings by Nolan, Tucker, Boyd, Perceval, 
Vassllieff and Bergner had their first public viewing at the 
National Gallery of Victoria in 1962 and this exhibition, 
Rebels and Precursors, opened at the QAG in February 1963. 
Some artists were angered that they had been denied access to 
key expressions of their own heritage for up to twenty 
years.^®^ # 
For Brisbane artists this exhibition represented the 
search for a new language but in 1963 it was without the 
anguish of war, displacement, isolation or communism. Even 
so, Melville Haysom could not comprehend why some people 
painted with the sole o"bJect of trying to be shocking. •'^ «' 
Gertrude Langer was not prepared to praise any work other 
than that of Sidney Nolan whose "genius has no need for 
detours" and whose "hallucinatory sureness has direct access 
to the source of creat1veness". ' ®" 
Her reviews became either indifferent or more cutting 
towards local artists over the next few years. '^ ^^  The 
emergence of the practice of aesthetic modernism, the break 
89. John Rigby: Carl McConnell, 
CAS 1963, 
90. Maryke Degeus: Ian 
Fairweather, CAS 1963. 
91. Joy Roggenkamp: Blue Mountains 
Landscape, CAS 1963. 
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with conventions, was reaching a climax in Brisbane and there 
were many more contemporary exhibitions to review. Mostly 
these exhibited the same CAS artists' work which, although 
diverse, did not dramatically change again until the late 
1960s. The Autumn CAS exhibition at Finneys' Auditorium in 
April 1963 was accused of including works which were "barely 
average in their achievement".'®® Gertrude Langer wrote 
that John Rigby's "sympathetic portrait of Carl McConnell ^ 
cannot be faulted" but "lacks punch". Nevertheless, the 
position of the sitter (Fig.89) was clearly intended to 'lack 
punch', as was Maryke Degeus' "modest and quiet portrait of 
Ian Fairweather*' (Fig, 90), Joy Roggenkamp's Blue Mountain 
Landscape (Fig.91) was "verging on abstraction" whereas Roy 
Churcher's large abstract was .considered to be "his best 
painting yet".""®* Several of these paintings reappeared in 
the same gallery one month later;^®® but another 
development was soon to Influence the CAS exhibitions. In 
1964 Gertrude Langer observed in her review of the second 
Finneys' Art Competition that the work on show was more 
rewarding tlian that shown in the recent CAS exhibition. She 
pointed out that "apparently most of the painters kept their 
best for the prize, while top painters who kept away from the 
other £CAS] show, have submitted work for the 
competition",^^^ 
The new prize in 1963 which became an annual event was 
the Finneys' Centenary Art Competition. The prize of three 
hundred guineas was for the best painting by a Queenslander 
of at least two years residency. The aim was "to improve the 
cultural standard of Queenslanders".'®'=^ Entries by the 
usual CAS exhibitors, Churcher, Olley, Sibley, Roggenkamp, 
wt 
^ ^ • w ^ ^ ' * 
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92. Laurie Thomas, 
'IF " ^ 
Sir Herbert Read with Margaret Olley, 1963 




Aland, Moriarty and others drew criticism from Gertrude 
Langer that "Queensland lacks in top painters".^®® She 
declared that the competition, which was open to 
Queenslanders only, demonstrated "that there simply are not 
enough painters of higher achievement in this State to 
assemble an exhibition of impressive standard. There is much 
in this show which is pretentious". ^  »^ ^ In retrospect, 
Queensland was rich then with experimental painters who now 
have acquired national reputations. 
The 1963 competition was judged by Laurie Thomas who 
awarded the first prize to Margaret Olley's 
post-impressionist Susan with Flowers (Fig. 92). She had 
recently won the Helena Rubenstein portrait prize and 
Redcliffe Art prize but felt she was "Just beginning to 
paint". =^'="^  Nevertheless she had been painting 
professionally since graduating from the East Sydney 
Technical College in 1943 and travelling. After settling in 
Brisbane Margaret Olley gave full moral support to the newly 
formed CAS while maintaining her Sydney af filiations. ^ -^^'^  
Earlier she had been a member of the New South Wales branch 
of the CAS, Although her painting was visually 
representational, her environment was merely the point of 
departure while the content always retained "a sense of 
sanity" like the work of Bonnard, Balthus or Morandl whom she 
admired. A resultant exhibition was, in a pure sense, not to 
sell paintings but "to cut the umbilical cord" - to detach 
oneself and face the moment of truth, the fruits of one's 
creativity. ^**== 
When opening the Finneys' Art Prize exhibition, Sir 
Herbert Read remarked that private patronage of art in 
95, Shirley Miller: Yabbying, CAS 1964, 
97. Veda Arrowsmlth: Eastern Memories, 
1963, CAS Red Cross, 1967-
96. Maria Stanton, Seated 
Figure, CAS 1967. 
98. Madonna Staunton, Easter 
1967, CAS 1967. 
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Australia was "vigorous" but that was not enough. "Public 
appreciation of art was also needed. Artists needed the 
interest of the public for their spiritual development" . *='^*® 
Herbert Read enlarged on this theory in 1966 in his 
introduction to Paul Klee's On Modern Art. 
Klee realized that the Individual effort is not 
sufficient. The final source of power in the artist 
is given by society, and that is precisely what is 
lacking in the modern artist - 'Uns tragt keln 
Volk'. We have no sense of community, of a people 
for whom and with whom we work. That is the tragedy 
of the modern artist, and only those who are blind 
to their own social disunity and spiritual 
separateness blame the modern artist for his 
obscurity. '^'^'^ 
In 1939 Lionello Venturi wrote on contemporary art and the 
viewer who, "because he does not understand, he believes that 
the fault lies with the contemporary artists, and emphasises 
that present-day art is the reign of ugliness", ===«='^  Even 
today there is little public support for the contemporary 
artist but the role of the Establishment did change in the 
1970s, ^ '^^"^  Society was adapting, however painfully, to the 
dissemination of aesthetic modernism. 
Diverse approaches to the practice of aesthetic 
modernism were dlscernable in the CAS exhibitions of the 
mid-1960s (Figs,93 - 98). Subject-matter had become the 
inspiration rather than the content of a painting - A dust 
cloud over the Brisbane River at sunset (Fig.93), geometric 
figure forms (Figs.94, 96) or a lonely pair who merge with 
the sand (Fig.95), This was also evident in the annual art 
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competitions and other group exhibitions. As well as the 
introduction of the annual Finneys' Art Competition and of 
new regional competitions, several of the regular 
competitions altered their conditions of entry and sections 
almost annually in their attempt to adjust to the changing 
aesthetic. ^'='"'=' The Redcliffe Art Contest altered their 
conditions from 'landscape' in 1959 to 'unlimited scope' in 
1960. By 1963 this contest offered several sections including 
•representational' and 'non-representational', acknowledging 
the arrival of the new movement in Queensland, These were 
granted equal prize money until 1965 when the 
representational section went from one hundred to one hundred 
and fifty guineas and the non-representational prize 
plummetted to fifty guineas causing the CAS to propose a 
boycott in 1966. ^'^'^ The matter was not resolved. 
The Royal National Association also fluctuated in its 
attitude to prize categories offered for contemporary art at 
the annual Exhibition. A 'Modern Style' section was included 
in 1962 although it was excluded in 1966 and returned again 
in 1967 under the section 'contemporary style'. When the 
modernist section was offered, the prize money equalled that 
of the traditional section, ^='='-'' 
The Warana-Caltex Art Contest, similarly entered by many 
of the CAS members, underwent changes from 'landscape and 
seascape' at its inception in 1962 to simply 'oil section' 
and 'watercolour section' in 1964. In 1968 'traditional* and 
* contemporary' sections were introduced. By the 1970s these 
broadened into sculpture and pottery sections as well.=^ -"^ ' 
Of more national appeal, the H.C,Richards Memorial Prize 
was changed by Laurie Thomas from 'landscape' to 'a painting 
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in any medium' in 1961 when it was acclaimed as the best and 
most controversial exhibition of Australian contemporary art 
yet seen in Brisbane, It then reverted back to 'landscape or 
seascape' in 1962, Australian Painting Today: a Survey of 
the Past Ten Fears was the 1963 touring exhibition arranged 
in co-operation with other State galleries and the H, C, 
Richards Memorial Prize was awarded to Arthur Boyd. After 
that, the prize continued as 'a painting of any subject in 
any medium', although it changed in name to The Trustees' 
Prize in 1973.=-^  '' 
The catalogue for Australian Painting Today included 
an extensive Introduction by Robert Hughes who, as he did for 
Recent Australian Painting in London in 1961, summed up the 
state of the art as he saw it. He emphasized that "no 
Australian artist had yet risen to the position of genuine 
international dominance" where the artist could be seen to 
have entered "what is exclusively called the mainstream". 
More Australian artists have been noted for "their 
eccentricity from the mainstream". The exhibition which 
opened first at the QAG Included Queensland works by Ian 
Fairweather, Jon Molvig, Andrew Sibley and Nevil Matthews, 
but only one female Australian artist, Margot Lewers, who had 
won the 1962 H.C.Richards Memorial Prize. 
Art took on another male-dominated image in 1963 with 
the organization of several cricket matches between members 
of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra 'conducted' by Bert 
Shepherd and a team of artists 'directed' by Laurie 
Thomas. =^=''=^' The artists* team, which lost the match, was 
largely of CAS members but included Jon Molvig and the QAG 
director (Fig, 99). The uniting of the arts at a national 
99. John Aland, Mervyn Moriarty, Laurie 
Thomas, Roy Churcher - cricket at 
Tingalpa 1963. 
100. Gordon Shepherdson: French 
Horn Player, CAS 1963. 
102. Gordon Shepherdson: 
Flute Player in the Meadow, 
C.1966. 
101. Gordon Shepherdson: 
Cellist in the Garden, 
c.1963. 
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pastime supported the perception that Brisbane was enjoying a 
period of heightened awareness of concepts other than those 
of material development.^''® After several matches, Gordon 
Shepherdson arranged to sketch the musicians while they 
rehearsed in rooms above the South Brisbane Library. As they 
played the music Shepherdson envisaged them "as one with the 
Instrument" and a series of dynamic but sensitive paintings 
followed, the French Horn Player (Fig.100) being exhibited 
in the CAS Spring Exhibition of 1963 and the major series in 
1967 at the Grand Central Gallery (Figs. 101, 102),=^ "^-
As if to balance the image, a group of women painters 
who had all been students of Roy Churcher at St Mary's 
Studio, resumed painting there on Wednesdays without tuition. 
Several were now attending classes with. Bronwyn Yeates while 
others had Joined Roy Churcher*s •hobby• classes at the CTC, 
When the CAS leased the Studio in 1963, the August CAS 
Newsletter announced that this group of artists "who 
previously used the Studio on Wednesdays, will continue on 
this day as a CAS group. Any members wishing to start another 
day are asked to contact the secretary", Ian Still. ===^*^  From 
this time the CAS began encouraging the practice of aesthetic 
modernism at this venue. 
In the August 1963 CAS Newsletter a members' painting 
night was offered with Gordon Oswin as tutor. Further 
practical activities were organized at the Studio from April 
1964. Printmaking, which was not a component of the art 
courses at the CTC, was not widely practised in Brisbane 
•'though in the southern States this art form has attracted 
much attention in recent years". =^"' *^  When Roy Churcher 
demonstrated the technique at the CAS monthly meeting in 
103. Ian Milton: Child with 104, 
Doll, CAS Studio 1964. 
Ian Milton: What Now, 1964, 
106. Aase Pryor: honey-glazed 
pot, mid-1960s. 
105. Geoff Morrison: 
mid-1960s. 
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April 1964, it attracted a great deal of interest and a Print 
Group was operating in May under the instruction and guidance 
of Mr, K. McNeil, ••^•''=' That month also saw the introduction of 
a Monday evening life class with instruction to be given by a 
panel of artists, one of whom would be present at each 
class. ===''® The panel consisted of Bronwyn Yeates, Nevil 
Matthews, Don Ross, John Rigby, John Aland and Col Munro, all 
of whom had attended and organized life classes themselves 
during the 1950s and early 1960s. 
This period also saw the first proposal to form a CAS 
Young Contemporary group of artists. The New South Wales 
branch of the CAS announced in 1962 its intention "to hold a 
•Young Contemporaries' exhibition similar to those held in 
London". =^ '^  The Queensland branch of the CAS held its first 
Young Contemporaries exhibition at the Studio in July 
2^ 964_ aiao Eighteen year old Ian Milton, a former student of 
Roy Churcher and Bronwyn Yeates, won the donated prize money 
with his expressive and abstracted painting. Child with 
Doll (Fig.103). One year later Ian Milton's painting What 
Now (Fig.104) was chosen in Melbourne for the one hundred 
guinea Goya award for 1965.===='-^=' The figures of "bored 
children" were painted in abstract colours and were 
Integrated into a 'background' of colour patterns. The next 
Young Contemporaries exhibition was not until 1969. In 
Queensland, young artists of the CAS were never an active 
group and, except for a few members, they relied heavily on 
the parent body to execute all the organizational 
details. =^==2=^-^  
Another contemporary development which was reinforced by 
the CAS exhibitions was the growing importance of the three 
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dimensional arts of sculpture, ceramics and jewellery, but 
not fibre. Each CAS exhibition displayed such works until the 
late 1960s when artists creating these art forms consolidated 
to found their own associations.^'^® Sculptures by George 
Luke and Frank Lambert were responses to the human condition 
and portrayed expressionist characteristics. Raymond Lewis 
and Geoff Morrison were more concerned with design and 
sculpted surreal or distorted forms (Fig.105) in a selection 
of materials, Brisbane sculptors Leonard and Kathleen Shillam 
never exhibited with the CAS but they did support the Society 
by giving an illustrated lecture in June 1964 after their 
return from two years' abroad. ="-'^'* 
Pottery was displayed as a 'collection' and was usually 
functional with the exception of Milton Moon's ceramic forms, 
Aase Pryor, a student of Milton Moon, exhibited pottery on 
which she had experimented with glazes on utilitarian 
shapes (Fig.106). Other potters, Charles Bruce, Max Smith and 
David Smith who was a pottery instructor at the CTC with 
Milton Moon, were less frequent exhibitors. 
The Jewellery of Verlie Just was the first made by a 
Queensland woman artist in a male-dominated trade. She was 
therefore self-taught from books which she imported from the 
U.S.A. Another first was her modernist approach to creative 
designs using natural stones set in sculptural forms. Artists 
interested in these three-dimensional forms also exhibited at 
the Craftsman^s Market from 1962 and the Design Arts Centre 
from 1966,^ '=^ =® 
Following the appropriation of abstract expressionism in 
Australia, early signs of a new wave of American influence 
were observed before the mid-1960s. To goad members onto 
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greater experimentation and 
protestation, Dennis Pryor kad. 
queried the lack of pop art and 
constructions in the 1963 CAS 
Christmas Exhibition at St 
Mary^s Studio.'^ -^ •^- At the 1964 -
CAS Autumn Exhibition at 
Finney^s Auditorium, an attempt 
to remedy that situation was 
visible, Gertrude Langer 
observed that "fashionable 'Pop 
Art' makes its local appearance 
here, and Don Ross, in his 
collage Silence is Like 
Golden carries it off with wit 
and professional skill" 
(Fig, 107), ^•=^="-' The appearance *-
of "constructions" which originated with the Russian 
constructivists, Tatlln, Rodchenko or Gabo, never emerged in 
Brisbane Independent of dada and pop influences. 
Local artists were able to view the work of American 
contemporary painters for the first time in June 1964. The 
James Michener Collection at the QAG contained the first 
abstract expressionist, hard-edge and pop art works (two 
only) ever seen in Brisbane.'^ •-=^ ® The CAS Interstate 
Exhibition in September followed the trend by exhibiting 
examples of pop assemblage by Ken Relnhard and Richard 
Werner. =^=*'^  The hard-edge of Kenneth Noland's work at the 
QAG did not influence local artists in 1964. 
Nevil Matthews was independently experimenting with hard 
107. 
109. Nevil Matthews: detail of 
rJiie Meeting, 1962. 
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111. Nevil Matthews: Urgent Mass, 1963. 
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edge in his Gambling Series (Fig. 108), two of which he 
exhibited in the 1965 CAS Autumn Exhibition. Gertrude Langer 
claimed that they created an aesthetic impact with their 
"sophisticated arrangement of hard-edge geometrical 
shapes", ^ '^^ ' This work had evolved from the textured -: 
abstracted forms worked in epoxy resins with ground-in colour 
(Fig.109 & 110) which were exhibited at Hardy Brothers 
Gallery two nmnths after the first CAS exhibition there in 
1962, These became abstract symbols (Fig.ill) in his 1963 
exhibition at the Johnstone Gallery. He published an article 
in the October 1965 CAS Broadsheet on the advantages and 
range of methods for the use of epoxy resins as an artist's 
material. Nevil Matthews' constructions of 1966 were followed 
by taped, hard-edge acrylic, wood and alumunium abstracts on 
his return from London in 1968. «-='^  He was an innovator whose -
work paralleled the international colour-field movement. -
The first major international Pop Art exhibition was not 
held in Brisbane until June 1966, about ten years after its 
recognition as a contemporary movement. Original silk screen 
prints by Lichtenstein, Wahol, Rosenquist and eight others 
were exhibited at Finneys' Auditorium, While acknowledging 
that "contrary to its name, Pop Art is not so easy to 
understand," Gertrude Langer praised it as "intellectual and 
ironic art, using the imagery of mass communication". =^=®^' 
Frederic Rogers "remained unconvinced that there is any 
artistic or sociological value in a brilliantly coloured 
reproduction of road signs" despite the "perusal of reams of 
balderdash" . ==='®'""' . 
'^ Even though these exhibitions of American contemporary 
art had a little impact on the concepts and methods of 
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Brisbane artists before the mid-1960s, the art practices 
entering Australia from America and Britain were being 
communicated more efficiently through the CAS branches. The 
practice of aesthetic modernism by artists offering private 
classes had contributed profoundly to the artistic climax of 
the early 1960s and formation of the Queensland branch of the 
CAS. Exhibitions, competitions and vacation schools 
flourished and the late 1960s witnessed a congestion of 
abstract expressionism, pop, colour-field painting and 
experimental post-object art. For the artists who worked in 
Brisbane then, their city was about to experience cultural 
changes in many tangible ways as the practice and 
dissemination of aesthetic modernism were seen to bear fruit. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CULTURAL CHANGES AND THE DECLINE OF THE QUEENSLAND BRANCH OF 
THE CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY 
The culmination of artistic achievements during the 
early 1960s was responsible for certain cultural changes 
which were evident in Brisbane from the mid-1960s. The impact 
of extraneous forces which Integrated with the local 
modernist movement is considered here to have affected the 
role of the Queensland Branch of the Contemporary Art Society 
and transformed the local culture pool by the mid-1970s. 
It was coincidental that the emergence and dissemination 
of the changing aspects of aesthetic modernism were occurring 
In Brisbane during a period of major social change 
internationally. Vietnam demonstrations and the associated 
counter-culture had repercussions which manifested themselves 
throughout Australia by 1970. The creative arts were 
frequently exploited to vent emotions and dictate points of 
view. Although the visual arts were not thematically 
dominated by these social upheavals, the spirit of daring did * 
challenge all conventions including the practice of painting 
on canvas. These social changes and their impact on aesthetic 
modernism transformed the character of Queensland Branch of 
the Contemporary Art Society (CAS). 
As this social revolution agitated the reactionary 
ruling elite In Queensland, inroads into the Establishment 
were being made through the creative arts. Many private 
galleries opened to exhibit the profusion of contemporary 
artworks, setting an example which the Queensland Art Gallery 
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(QAG) was expected to follow. Private galleries served a 
variety of clientele which had simultaneously emerged in 
Brisbane due to economic affluence. 
The economy, which had always been blamed for the 
neglect of the arts, flourished from the mid-1960s in 
Queensland. The State Government responded by appointing its 
first Director of Cultural Activities, by proceeding with the 
new Art Gallery and Cultural Centre on the south bank and by 
closing the Central Technical College art school (CTC) which 
re-opened in a more enlightened atmosphere at Seven Hills. 
The University of Queensland bent to pressure and introduced 
its first course in Fine Arts. 
The CAS fell on more difficult times, its role being 
usurped by the flurry of cultural activity within the 
Establishment, The Society had successfully contributed to 
the modernist movement which instigated cultural change in 
Brisbane but, troubled by Internal uncertainty and diversity, 
the Queensland branch ceased to operate in 1973, 
The Influence of American culture on Australia gained -
momentum in April 1965 when the Menzies' Government announced 
it would send a battalion of troops to South Vietnam to 
contribute to the defence of the region. They were located 
there as a part of the United States presence. Harold Holt 
replaced Menzies in 1966 and expressed his Government's 
enthusiasm for the American alliance with "All the way with 
L.B.J." (President Lyndon B, Johnson)' Donald Home's The 
Lucky Country Revisited, a summative analysis of the 1960s, 
declared that "although the 'anti-Vietnam movement' was 
"anti-American^, fashions of protest came almost exclusively 
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from the United States". These were in the form of "the 
moratorium, the revival of the badge, car bumper stickers, 
posters, T-shirt stencils, 'guerrilla' street theatre, the 
talk-in, the walk-in and vigil, flag-burning, the 
multiple-signature newspaper ad" . '-^ 
Cultural changes were occurring in ways that were 
relevant to the Second World War 'baby boomers' who were Just 
coming of age at twenty-one years. Twenty-year old males were 
being conscripted to serve in Vietnam and it was therefore 
the young adults of the 1960s who dominated the cultural 
scene with "make love, not war" placards and songs.® 
Irrespective of the impact of the Beatles on Australian 
youth, it was the American concept of the folk festival, 
immortalized at Woodstock in 1969, which was the voice of the 
times. In 1988, Time: Australia magazine recalled 
In the mid- and later •60s, the young endlessly 
enriched and elaborated their culture, through 
music mainly and through drugs and costume and 
linguistic style (groovy, far-out, rip-off, bummer, 
bread, acid head, pigs, narcs, rap trash). They 
made a worldwide cultural revolution. "-
It became a collision of generations with the emergence of a 
"counter culture",® These features were all present in 
Brisbane during the period of conscription, 1965 until 1972 
when Gough Whitlam carried the Labor Party into power with 
its ant1-conscription platform. The intervening years in 
Brisbane witnessed the same patterns of behaviour that were 
being flaunted in America. 
When President Johnson visited Australia in 1966 marches 
and demonstrations were organized throughout the country on 5 
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October. In Brisbane, twenty-six people were arrested for 
participating in a procession without a police permit. The 
Queensland issue therefore became a dual one with civil 
liberties and anti-Vietnam demonstrators combining forces. 
Several of the groups like the Society for Democratic Action 
(SDA) were dominated by University of Queensland lecturers 
and students. ^ 
The SDA, which Involved several CAS members, founded the 
Foco club in 1968. Members met in the Trades Hall each Sunday 
night and exemplified the American counter culture. Foco was 
the centre of guerrilla theatre in Brisbane with a group of 
actors. The Tribe, who performed their own works as well as 
plays by Samuel Beckett, Jean-Claude van Itallie and Olwen 
Wymark. After some months several members left to Join up 
with similar groups in Sydney and Adelaide.^ Foco club 
began as a "synthesis of guerrilla art forms" but also 
presented poetry readings by Jack Thompson, Tom Shapcott and 
others, folk and blues evenings, underground and foreign 
films weekly and a disco with visiting groups. Along with 
posters, stickers and the weekly Foco Club Newsletter the 
"pseudo-experimental forgery" of Foco failed after one 
year.® It was surmised that Brisbane had not yet developed 
"such a culturally radical carpus of people sufficient in 
number to both subsidise and perform in radical art 
media".® 
Members of the SDA, Foco and the CAS included Paul 
Memmott and J.Leonard Robb who were also students of Mervyn 
Moriarty. Robert Morris, another student of Moriarty, 
assisted them with the painting of a mural in the Trades Hall 
and he was commissioned by Brian Laver of SDA to paint the 
112, Paul Memmott: Nude Lying, 1968 
^ 3 ^ 
113. Mervyn Moriarty: Landscape, c.1972, 
114. Robert Morris, Trees, 
Hills, 1972. 
:.15, Paul Memmott, JITude sitting on 
Seat, 19 
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window of the Red and Black Bookshop in Elizabeth Arcade.'* * 
In 1966, the CAS sub-let The Studio at Kangaroo Point to 
Mervyn Moriarty who held classes there for several years. 
These classes, one for advanced students, a life class, 
several for painting and two child art classes were 
advertised in the October 1966 CAS Newsletter. The above 
students, along with Jennie Pugh, Sheila Mee, Davida Allen 
and Ric (Rick) McCracken were the Young Contemporaries of the 
CAS and students of Moriarty.'^ 
Mervyn Moriarty^s work was still essentially figurative 
in 1966 although his teaching methods were applicable to 
either figurative or abstract tendencies. In April 1967 an 
exhibition of Aspects of New British Art at the QAG 
provided Moriarty with contemporary abstract material to 
discuss with his students. His suggested text for students 
was Paul Klee^s The Thinking Eye and Moriarty used it to 
demonstrate concern for the "visual dynamics of form, line 
and colour". ^=^  An artwork was shown to be a composition of 
forces pulling in different directions, and if the forces 
balanced, the picture would hang together (Fig.112-115). "^ 
In 1967, 120 people - CAS members, CTC students of Roy 
Churcher and Moriarty^s students - travelled to Sydney to see 
the exhibition of Two Decades of An^rican Painting. ^ ^ The 
experience heralded the confirmation of concepts which had 
been filtering in from America for more than a decade. Mervyn 
Moriarty reported in the September 1967 CAS Newsletter of the 
seemingly Inexhaustible number of approaches to art with each 
American painter's approach being justified. The Brisbane 
artists and students were confronted by works of Pollock, de 
Kooning, Gorky, Albers, Stella, Rauschenberg, Rosenquist and 
116, Robert Morris: Interior 
1969, 
117, Leonard Robb: Fall Painting, 
1969, 
11©. Robert Morris: From Mt Barney, 1969, 
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Jasper Johns, to name but a few of the thirty-five artists 
represented. The paintings exhibited showed the variety 
within the Abstract Expressionist movement while they also 
reflected the work done in reaction to it. "^^ It was 
considered to be a conceptually and visually stunning insight 
into aesthetic modernism. 
Mervyn Moriarty and his students came close to being an 
abstract school of painting, as a new alternative to Roy 
Churcher's approach. Their work was still abstracted from 
nature as Paul Memmott's Nude Lying implies although the 
work was created through the abstracting process of * drawing 
the spaces* , (Fig. 112). Trees, Hills by Robert Morris, a 
minimal line drawing published in the July 1972 CAS 
Newsletter, also abstracted nature.(Fig.114) Some members of 
the school shared several exhibitions including one at the 
Rudy Komon Gallery in 1969. The Terrace Exhibition at the 
Reid Gallery in 1969 (Fig.116 - 118) showed the work of five 
artists - Morris, Memmott and Robb being the CAS members who 
also exhibited in the Young Contemporaries at David Jones' 
Gallery in the Valley in July 1969.'^' 
Number 238 Petrle Terrace continued to attract artists 
when Leonard Robb, Paul Memmott and Robert Morris moved in to 
the Alands' vacated flat at the end of 1967. There was always 
difficulty with the rent and they had frequently paid the 
landlord, Jim Splatt, with paintings. ' "-=' After returning 
from London in 1968 Nevil Matthews soon took over the middle 
flat where Molvig and Sibley had been. He held painting 
classes there in his studio and resumed art classes in the 
Architecture Department where Paul Memmott was a student. In 
1972 the CAS considered acquiring the Petrle Terrace premises 
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the 
.^^ without funds even 
for meetings and as a s tudio, DUO 
•I tSi 
dilapidated f l a t s were unavailable. 
. .«n exhib i t ions r e in fo rced in The 1967 B r i t i s h and American exnx 
+ discard p rov inc i a l i sm 
the Australian pa in t e r tha t desire to 
T Th^ Australian Scapegoat, for pseudo-internat ional ism. In J-a« 
^ ^^ ^ +h^ development of the g r e a t Peter Fuller observed tha t the aevex f 
•11 xr "isstunted and occluded Australian vis ion had been t r a g i c a l l y stum:ea 
by the enthusiasm s ince the l a t e 1960s in Aus t r a l i a for t he 
la tes t fads and fancies of the l a t e modernist * i n t e r n a t i o n a l ' 
art". ^- Fuller, on the other hand, advocated "informed 
provincialism". ^ ** 
Others have noted t h i s cont inuing Aus t r a l i an dilemma of 
dependence and independence. Pa t r i ck McCaughey r e f l e c t e d t h a t 
"much of what was welcomed in the general optimism of t he 
moment in tha t decade [1960s] was embarrassingly i m i t a t i v e of 
Anglo-American sources" and executed by young p a i n t e r s who 
had barely begun t h e i r exh ib i t i ng c a r e e r s . ^ ' He was 
par t icular ly r e fe r r ing t o The Field e x h i b i t i o n of 1968 
which opened the new National Gal lery of V ic to r i a . This 
"brashly heralded the ' o f f i c i a l ' acceptance of 
American-influenced Colourf le ld and Hard-edged pa in t i ng and 
sculpture".'-^^ To Bernard Smith, those were "unfor tunate 
young Australian c o l o u r - f i e l d p a i n t e r s who had acquired t h e i r 
p ic tor ia l Americanisms a t second hand i n the London a r t 
schools".^® He mainly l e v e l l e d h i s c r i t i c i s m a t t h e 
"leading prophet of l a t e modernism", the American c r i t i c 
Clement Greenberg who gave l e c t u r e s on " the l a t e s t ideas and 
theories" t o Aus t ra l ian audiences in 1968 inc luding one 
lecture a t the Univers i ty of Queensland which many CAS 
members attended,^"-
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It was to be expected that, due to the dichotomy between 
abstraction and figuration, people were anxious to hear 
Greenberg"s assessment of where art was heading and how he 
perceived the status of Australian art. The August 1968 CAS 
Newsletter presented an article on these issues including an 
extract by Elwyn Lynn reprinted from a N.S.W, Broadsheet 
(undated). According to Lynn, Greenberg considered Australian 
artists did not all subscribe to the clean-edge, hard style 
Ql the sixties and should enjoy their diversity. Lynn 
reported that Greenberg was more 
sensitive to the worrisome feature 
of "over-illustration" by such 
artists as Boyd and Blackman, 
resul-ting in caricature and 
sentimentality; "It's damned 
peculiar how you see those big 
eyes always poppin' out at yuh" t ••••^' 
Dickerson portrayed this feature 
also (Fig.119). Greenberg, however, 
saw Boyd as one of Australia's most Important contemporary 
painters. Alan McCulloch in the Melbourne Herald concluded -
that "what visiting art authorities [including Greenberg] 
want to see here is an art which is unmistakably Australian 
and preferably figurative". •^='*^'  Ironically this stance 
supported the previously condemned Antipodean Manifesto and 
Peter Fuller's "informed provincialism" while rejecting the 
Australian reponse to the strong currents of contemporary 
American practice about which Greenberg was lecturing. 
Nevertheless many Queensland artists, including Nevil 
Matthews, Irene Amos, Mary Norrie, Mervyn Moriarty and many 
119. Robert Dickerson, 
Boy with a Pet, 1950. 
120. Robert Morris: 
Interior of a Frame 
1969. 
122. Paul Memmott: 
untitled, c.1970. 
121. Mervyn Moriarty: Painting 6 
CAS 1968. 
123. Maria Stanton; Midnight Express, 1967. 
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of the latter's students were by the late 1960s dedicated 
abstractionists. In 1969, when Ray Hughes became director of 
the new Gallery 111, he was advocating the "New Abstraction" 
of the Field painters. He identified this approach in the 
paintings by Nevil Matthews and Roy Churcher which were hung 
in the 1968 CAS exhibitions and H.C.Richards Memorial 
Exhibition of the same year. As editor of the CAS newsletter 
in April 1969, Ray Hughes wrote on "Is There a New Art" and 
proceeded in an attempt to demystify the movement and one's 
responses to it. 
Several artists in Brisbane reduced this "new 
abstraction" to minimalism. Moriarty taught and practised the 
concept, exhibiting the contemplative Painting 6 (Fig.121) 
in the 1968 Winter CAS Exhibition at T.CBeirne's Auditorium. 
David Cox contrasted this hinged painting of the "elements 
[of nature] and existence" With that of Nevil Matthews' 
hard-edged "meticulous and coldly pure composition within a 
shining circle". =="-^  Exhibited under the title of Tilt '68 
in the CAS exhibition, it was similar to Expanding Structure 
1968 which was purchased by the QAG from the H.C,Richards 
Memorial Prize in November, •^•® Robert Morris, one of • 
Moriarty's students, was briefly attracted to making minimal 
statements. It was assumed that when a field of colour was 
cut by a horizontal line, it was a landscape, however minimal 
the content (Fig. 120). ^-=® Paul Memmott also experimented 
with op and minimal processes creating "visual dilemmas" by 
applying spacial and colour-field theories (Fig.122). 
More extreme were the works of Bryan Banks who, with a 
Slade education, arrived from England in 1967 and returned 
disillusioned In 1968. For several months he was 
124. Shirley Miller: Nasturlums 
1969. 
125. Mary Norrie: 
Red Square with Stripes, 
CAS 1971. 
126, Deirdre Bennett: Rebound, CAS 1971. 
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vice-president and editor of the CAS and gave lectures on 
problems in looking at paintings. ®'=' His own painting 
involved canvases "which grip the viewer with death-like 
silence and chill of a static black and white geometry" which 
he echoed with his all-black attire,®' Maria Stanton, a 
former student of Jon Molvig and Bronwyn Yeates, won the 1967 
Warana-Caltex award with her black painting. Midnight Express 
(Fig.123) which 'represented' a cabin and windows at night. 
Roy Churcher was another experimental painter with his 
suspended ' sky boxes' and minimal art exhibited in the 1968 
CAS exhibitions.®=^ Gertrude Langer remarked on the "fresh 
appeal" of his minimal Painting '68 "where a resilient 
linear form, red in a blue field, is tensed against the 
rectilinear format."®® Several of Churcher's former 
students also experimented with reduction of subject matter 
to the level of minimal figuration. Shirley Miller painted 
NasturtiuiBS (Fig. 124) with the colour-dominant two-
dimensional flowers overcome by the dark spaces of the 
background. Her Red Road, hung in the 1970 Autumn CAS 
Exhibition, was an unquestionably minimal work of one red 
line across the canvas, as a road across the Australian 
desert when seen from the air.®"- Beverley Budgen also 
responded conceptually to this Australian phenomena of open 
spaces, both urban and desert. She was experimenting with 
large areas of white on the canvas by 1970. The spaces were 
broken by the minimum of line necessary to suggest form. ®« 
Mary Norrie had simplified her work into flat planes of 
colour by the late 1960s and space became an important 
element in her abstract paintings (Fig.125). Deirdre Bennett, 
another of Churcher's former students, exhibited the minimal 
127. Joy Hutton and Rona van Erp at St Mary's 
Studio - preparing for the first Wednesday 
Group exhibition, 1966. 
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128. Beverley Budgen: abstract design for 
greeting card, late 1960s. 
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painting, Rebound (Fig.126), in the 1971 Spring CAS show in 
the Schone11 Theatre foyer. 
These artists had been attending 'hobby' painting 
classes with Roy Churcher at the CTC. When one of these 
painting classes was cancelled by the college, several more 
women artists joined the Wednesday painting group at the CAS 
Studio at Kangaroo Point, At the instigation of Irene Amos 
who had Joined the Wednesday painters from Bronwyn Yeates' 
classes, they consolidated to form the Wednesday Group in 
1965 with the aim of holding a group exhibition, ®'=' Ten 
women, all CAS members, contributed to the first Wednesday 
Group exhibition (Fig.127) at the Moreton Galleries in July 
1966,®'' 
From this time their paintings developed more personal 
characteristics as they continued to paint, share mutual 
criticism and exhibit as a group until 1973.®® The 
Wednesday Group, who continued as CAS members, frequented the 
Vacation Schools of Creative Arts at the University of 
Queensland and several also went to the Armidale Summer 
Schools, Their Wednesday Group exhibition catalogues declared 
they were an "association of artists who by group work and 
continuity of effort have sought Individually and 
collectively to advance their art". ®'^  Hand-made greeting 
cards (Figs,128) which were given to other members 
demonstrated their friendship and dedication, Irene Amos, who 
was the most prolific and conceptually advanced member of the 
Wednesday Group, was the first to hold a solo exhibition,'*'^ ' 
This was at the Kennlgo Street Gallery in 1966. Within a 
decade Joy Hutton (1972), Beverley Budgen (1973), Alison 
Coaldrake (1973), Joyce Hyam (1974), Shirley Miller (1975) 
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and Conty Robinson (1976) all held solo exhibitions in 
Brisbane galleries, Dorothy Akers and Deirdre Bennett 
continued with group exhibitions whereas Rona van Erp opened 
the Reid Gallery in 1969 and ceased painting. 
In 1967 when Irene Amos went overseas, the remaining 
members of the Wednesday Group invited Roy Churcher to 
suggest ways to structure their own approach to learning. He 
proposed that they each prepare and present classes for the 
other members, using Maurice de Sausmarez Basic Design: the 
Dynamics of Visual Form.^* This was primarily a 'learning 
to see* text which rejected conventions while encouraging the 
acceptance of the idea that "only information which is 
derived from our own experience can be considered valid for 
us and for our expressive resources", "-==• Sausmarez referred 
to this as an "attitude of mind, not a method" and the artist 
must therefore be sensitive to changes and shifts of 
emphasis,"-® In February of that year the Wednesday Group 
drew up an Ideas and Rules for Guidance of Group concerning 
such issues as commitment and attendance, publicity, leave of 
absence and number within the group which then stood at 
eleven. They were reluctant to commit themselves to any 
executive formalities which would have permitted them to 
apply for financial assistance but might have restricted 
their independence. Individually, these artists continued to 
be responsive to changes in aesthetic modernism by 
abstracting forms, experimenting with two-dimensional shape 
and space and the reduction of content towards minimalism. 
Even though Brisbane artists did not literally "paint 
themselves off the canvas as others had done earlier in 
America", for some it appeared to be the death of painting 
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with the advent of post-object or conceptual art, performance 
art, film and three-dimensional structures which could not 
even be classified as sculpture. In Australia these were 
Immortalized by the American artist Christo who came to 
Australia in 1969 to wrap up the coast of Little Bay in 
Sydney Harbour with plastic.""- Hordes of tourists swarmed 
over the plastic fabric cliffs while it weathered sea winds, 
fire attacks and conservationists' condemnation. There was no 
shocked response from an Australian society which was 
adjusting Itself to the new generation of conscientious 
objectors, civil rights demonstrators and the invasion of 
American culture. Most of the art activities were now seen to 
be shifting towards the domain of youth. "-^^ 
As the CAS in Queensland had encouraged and disseminated 
an awareness of the American abstract expressionist and 
colour-field movements, it was prepared to experiment with 
these newer areas of visual expression. Although the CAS 
Introduced its readers to American 'happenings' and 
assemblage in 1962 in a long article, The Collage Explosion 
by Lawrence Alloway, curator of the Guggenheim Museum in New 
York, no developments in this direction occurred until the 
late 1960s."'" Even a perceptive reader of that CAS 
Newsletter would have found the 'happenings' of Kaprow and 
the room-sized collages of others inconceivable in Queensland 
when European and Australian aesthetic modernism was the 
"living art" of the early 1960s. 
It was also apparent that the new younger members of the 
CAS were creating a different emphasis within the Society. In 
1968 they organized the Young Contemporaries group who then 
gained representation on the committee with art students 
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Robert Morris and David Ryan. '^'^ The CAS had always 
attracted younger members and encouraged their contribution 
but earlier proposals in 1966 to form a Student 'Action* 
Group met with little response,"-® Several members did take 
the initiative to produce the Society's first "Involvement" 
when Bruce Gardner, Sue Fein and Norman Staines painted on 
one canvas spontaneously and simultaneously to music at a 
Twelfth Night Theatre function in 1966. The series of 
paintings sold to an amazed and enthusiastic audience.'*^ 
By the late 1960s, three groups In Brisbane were 
involved with post-object art and creative audio-visual 
experiments. The CAS, Foco and the architecture students of 
the University of Queensland. As the Architecture Department 
had continued since 1961 to employ artists (Bronwyn Yeates, 
Nevil Matthews, Milton Moon, Roy Churcher and Mervyn 
Moriarty) to teach undergraduates on a part-time basis, 
associations with the CAS were reinforced.®^ All three 
groups had been associated with making and showing 
underground films. In 1967 the CAS screened an underground 
film made by the architectural students with a cast of 
hundreds (students) filmed in an old warehouse at North 
Quay.^ '^ In September 1968 the Young Contemporary group of 
the CAS also presented an evening of Australian and overseas 
experimental and underground movies In the church hall above 
the CAS Studio,'^ "=-- There were original audio-visual 
presentations at CAS evenings, one where twelve projectors 
were showing slides to create multl- and dissolving Images on 
great rolls of newsprint hung as partitions in the church 
hall. «^-® At the University* s Schonell Theatre there were 
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A SCAR ON THE MIND 
shows like A Scar on the Mind f 
(Fig.129), a new emotional 
drama of war using brass and 
strings which accompanied 
hand-painted film by Paul 
Memmott. The film was 
projected onto a multi-
coloured fluted steel screen. 
The audience was in darkness 
for the second part - the 
reading of five letters 
written by a soldier in 
Vietnam to his wife, each 
tracing the "growing insanity 
SCH«NELL THEATRE TUfS"OCT 3-11 INC SUN $1 of a man Insulated from love 
129. Paul Memmott, poster. and brutalized by constant 
violence" . *-""• 
In May 1971 the CAS presented the widely publicized 
Smoke as Art hy Cllve Murray White at Number five oval at 
the University of Queensland. Billed as the "first Brisbane 
experience of situation art" its purpose was 
to create an awareness of a manner of thinking in 
relation to the experience we may or may not call 
art, a manner of thinking that has engaged the 
activities of a great number of artists working in 
places and countries, but not as yet, ours.*'*'-" 
Terry Smith described the results of the ignited canisters of 
smoke-producing chemicals as one of the most Important of 
many of the post-object art manifestations in Australia in 
the past two years. He Interpreted the seven-minute smoke 
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sculpture as a landscape undergoing "transformation" before 
the spectators* eyes.'"'* 
The CAS followed this in September 1972 with another 
"spectator-participant something more of what a park and 
painting and the mixture of the two is all about", ^•"=' There 
was to be kite-flying in Albert Park but instead the 
'happening* resulted in Ric McCracken spreading large sheets 
of orange plastic across the grassed slopes while Robert 
Morris nailed coloured boards on trees. *^® Some 
'participants' slid down the plastic and others contemplated 
the boards! 
In the same year in Sydney, the New South Wales branch 
of the CAS staged an exhibition The Situation Now: Object 
and Post-Object Art. This was a result of Terry Smith having 
been invited by that CAS to offer suggestions, in 
consultation with Tony McGllllck, in relation to exhibitions 
for a proposed CAS gallery in Sydney. The second activity was 
to be a series of installations, each of three weeks duration 
by consecutive artists like Alexander Danko, Tim Johnson, 
Peter Kennedy and others, alternating with "straight 
shows". ^ '^  The latter never eventuated due to funds having 
been redirected (or misdirected) and therefore creating a 
hostile reaction from Terry Smith in their CAS Broadsheet of 
October-November 1971: "Through this kind of timidity, the 
CAS confirms its irrelevance to contemporary art in this 
country". Conversely, it was the lack of 'timidity' which was 
creating problems within the Queensland branch of the CAS. 
During May in the final year of operation of the 
Queensland branch of the CAS, Tim Johnson of the New South 
Wales CAS was invited to talk and hold workshops in Brisbane. 
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130. Cartoon in CAS Newletter, August 1972, 
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The CAS bulletin for April 1973 explained that 
because of the controversial nature of Tim's 
previous visit and the resultant disturbances, Tim 
has agreed to give a special lecture to outline his 
aims and attitudes to the CAS members and anyone 
else who is interested. 
These "disturbances" had such a resounding impact that former* 
CAS vice-president Bill Carr who was a lecturer in the 
Architecture Department of the University of Queensland was 
required "to face a charge of 'misconduct' before the 
Dismissals Advisory Committee. "*^-'^' Carr was deemed to be the 
one responsible for assisting architecture students, Paul 
Memmott and others, to organize Art Experience Week at the 
University in July 1972.'^ '' Four artists from Sydney, 
including Tim Johnson, were invited to enact investigations 
into erotic behaviour and response, with sex as the 
stimulus. "^-'-^  Laurie Thomas provided a sympathetic review. 
One Man's Art is Another's Erotica in which he gave credit 
to the validity and seriousness of the demonstration of human 
responses toward breaking taboos.'^ -"' 
Many CAS members were shocked and disgusted at the 
direction the Society was taking by condoning Tim Johnson's 
"art experience" and by sponsoring his visit to Brisbane in 
1973. Some members were even more disturbed by the August 
1972 CAS Newsletter which portrayed Tim Johnson's Erotica on 
Campus in explicit cartoon form (Fig.130). It appeared that 
this was to be the emphasis encouraged by the Young 
Contemporaries and many older members chose to disassociate 
themselves from the Society. It seemed that post-object art 
had back-fired in Brisbane with the subsequent demise of the 
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Queensland branch of the CAS in November 1973,*^ "-
The activities and meetings of the CAS by the 1970s were 
Increasingly directed towards younger members and post-object 
art was seen by them to be an appropriate media to express 
their social concerns. Patrick McCaughey subscribed to this 
interpretation of 'cause and effect' that 
in an era of Intense political protest, artists 
and critics alike were concerned that the practices 
of art should lend themselves to the protest 
movement which centred around the Australian and 
American Involvement in the Vietnam War. The Issues 
extended rapidly and embraced such diverse and 
important matters as Aboriginal land rights, 
women's rights and struggles and protests against 
educational and cultural institutions deemed to be 
unsympathetic or unresponsive to the new movements 
of the day. ^"~"' 
Clearly aesthetic modernism, particularly abstraction, was 
not the vehicle for maximum social impact upon apathetic 
institutions; therefore art experiences emerged where 
spectators could become participants. 
Surprisingly it was an institution, the QAG, which 
confronted the Brisbane public with its first exposure to 
•anti-art* in June 1968 with the Marcel Ducijamp exhibition. 
The CAS capitalized on the occasion with lectures and debate. 
Roy Churcher gave a lecture at the QAG to open minds to the 
•statements^ made by Duchamp during and since World War 
I.^ '^^  Duchamp^s copy of Mona Lisa adorned with moustache and 
beard, his bicycle wheel on an up-side-down stool, and the 
urinal on its back were examples of •ready-mades^ which then 
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challenged local conventions of aesthetic modernism in 1968 
as dramatically as they did in Europe and America from 
1915.'""-^  Duchamp's ideas had much in common with assemblage 
and Junk sculpture which was revived in America during the 
1950s and 1960s in association with pop art,*^ -® In the May 
1966 CAS Newsletter a notice recommended a report on the 
latest art movement on the West Coast of the U.S,A, 
"Funksville" .'''"-^  Funk was "an aesthetic quality or response"; 
that which Involved "anti-taste" and "non-formality".^** 
The movement was "not concerned with the arty transformation 
of junk" and the materials of funk were soiled, broken, 
rotten or torn.^'' The movement did not seem to Interest 
local artists. 
Even after the exhibition of American screen-prints in 
1966, the 1967 visit to Two Decades of American Painting 
and the Duchamp exhibition, pop art had little impact on 
Brisbane artists. Consumerism, the essence of pop, was an 
assumed aspect of life in the 1960s receiving little artistic 
comment in Brisbane, The American response exhibited in 
iSydney Included canvases of Jackie Kennedy, the Ford car and 
an enormous mass of untinned spaghetti and tomato sauce.^» 
Pop art had already produced a greater following in Sydney 
than in Brisbane. The April 1967 CAS Interstate Exhibition at 
David Jones' Gallery in the Valley received a review titled 
"Op, pop and fun art" although these approaches were not by 
Brisbane artists.'''® The latter were reprimanded in the May 
1967 CAS Newsletter; members were reminded that "the CAS must 
press on with its efforts to bring to the public notice work 
that is truly contemporary." Frederic Rogers in return was 
very disturbed that the exhibitors had "so strenuously 
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striven to attain a conscious ' with-lt-ness'! " ='"• Rogers 
suggested that "some of this work is daub" and thought the 
exhibition was "mainly notable for its formidable lack of 
discipline" . '^^^ 
Twelve months after the Duchamp exhibition, the QAG 
offered the public Three Trends in Contemporary French Art 
in June 1969. The categories were irrelevant as most of the 
creations defied the traditions of 'painting' or 'sculpture'; 
these were "new art forms, new materials, new 
experiences".''*^ '^  Delicate constructions in transparent E 
materials reflected coloured light set in continuous motion. 
Breathing on another "set the images really racing."^'' The 
exhibition involved "practically every manifestation of 
contemporary art from sheer abstraction to kinetic 
contrivance" ."''® Due to these contemporary trends, Roy 
Churcher saw the greatest difficulty for the CAS was in 
meeting this change where "the most advanced work at that 
time wasn't happening in painting".'=^^ It was clearly 
happening in other forms, including performance. 
When the CAS professed its aims "to encourage and foster 
the development, appreciation and recognition of Contemporary 
Art and Thought", the Queensland branch did not neglect the 
majority of its artists who continued to fulfil these goals 
on canvas.®':* Terry Smith had declared that "object and 
post-object art were not necessarily alternatives (although 
many artists feel them to be so), that the implication that 
post-object art was the historically Inevitable replacement 
of object art was a crude simplification",®' 
After acceptance by Brisbane artists of the "new 
abstraction" in the late 1960s, CAS exhibitions reflected the 
133. Maria Stanton: Theisa. 1969 
132. Irene Kindness, 
using 'found objects' 
c.1972. 
Ic4 . Yvonne M i l l s - S t a n l e y : Please Reverse, 
CAS 1971. 
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diversity of youth and maturity with most experimentation 
occurring in the area of hard-edge, op and minimal art. The 
illusion of depth had largely been replaced by two-
dimensional painted surfaces, whether these were hard-edged 
or expressive. The use of collage and experimental materials 
was becoming more frequent, especially for textured or 
sculptural effects. Nevil Matthews, Maria Stanton, Brian 
Hatch, Madonna Staunton and Irene Kindness were CAS artists 
who experimented with surface textures. The art of Irene 
Kindness was "a compound of the palette, the bitumen 
paint-pot, and malleable synthetic resins - with an electric 
Sander" . ®=^  The visceral Vision, Sound, Thought iFlg. 131'> is in 
textured oils while Life to a Foetus Small eventually ends in 
Death to aii(Fig.l32) used 'found objects' including 
hand-made nails and a blade from the outback, string, paper 
and fibre-glass. She exhibited these experimental figurative 
and abstract works in CAS exhibitions from 1967. Madonna 
Staunton's collage constructions were developed in the 1970s 
as were Brian Hatch's "industrial" images using polystyrene. 
Maria Stanton•s collage, Theisa (Fig.133), incorporated 
materials like glass, film, plaster and acrylic. Photography-
also appeared in the 1971 CAS Interstate Bxhibition with 
Please Reverse (Fig, 134) by Yvonne Pennisi (Mills-Stanley), 
Artists who had begun their exhibiting careers with the 
CAS in the early 1960s, having been to private classes and 
vacation schools for many years, had mostly thrown off tutor-
influences by 1970 and many were exhibiting independently of 
the CAS. Brisbane was by then offering them far more 
opportunities for solo and group exhibitions than had existed 
a decade earlier. Articles had appeared since 1964 declaring 
135. Ruth Cilento: Guitar 
Player, 1968. 
136. Ruth Cilento: Secrets, 
c.1966. 
137. Ill Musgrave Road, Red Hill; (1988) 
138. Downstairs, 111 Musgrave Road - Ian Reece's 
Studio where CAS held functions; (renovated, 1988) 
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"Brisbane's [Art] Boom" and claiming in 1969 that "Art's in 
Fashion In Brisbane, Now: 8 Private Galleries where 2 
Struggled".®® The "two" which had struggled in the 1950s 
and early 1960s were the Johnstone Gallery, one of the 
leading galleries in Australia and the Moreton Galleries 
whose fortunes had fluctuated. The new Grand Central Arcade 
Gallery opened in 1963 with some prestigious exhibitions 
through its connections with Rudy Komon.®"-
In 1966 the opportunities for local artists increased 
with the opening of the Kennlgo Street Gallery and the Design 
Arts Centre. The latter opened in Elizabeth Street, under the 
directorship of Lillian Hitch, to offer both solo and group 
exhibitions but it also offered a "space-rental" service 
whereby an artist could contract to rent wall or shelf space. 
The main purpose of the Centre was "to provide a selling 
outlet for those hundreds of art workers whose skills might 
otherwise remain unheard of".®^ 
When Dr.Ruth Smout (Cilento) opened Kennlgo Street 
Gallery, as owner and director, she was able to offer young 
artists their first one-person shows. Many of these were CAS 
members. She regarded very highly the " worth of self-
expression" which was "constantly threatened by our changing 
social structure with its heavy weighting towards 
materialistic values".®^' Ruth Cilento was an accomplished 
sculptor herself (Figs.135, 136) who appreciated and enjoyed 
the company of artists. She saw that Brisbane was still a 
"closed shop" for young artists working in any media when the 
Johnstone and Moreton Galleries mainly exhibited well-known 
painters from the South where Brisbane artists had to go to 
get "on the circuit".®^ 
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The Kennlgo Street Gallery ce&sed when Ruth Cilento 
leased the premises to Franz Beak-Gow in 1968, Soon after, he 
was asked to open the 1968 CAS Winter Exhibition at 
T,C.Beirne where he declared he was determined "to stir the 
art world to action in Queensland".®® He created a stir, 
but only for the owner who resorted to selling the premises 
in 1970.®® 
In 1969 Ruth Cilento purchased the Hungarian Club 
building at 111 Musgrave Road, Red Hill (Fig.137) which she 
leased to Ray Hughes and Ian Reece who became joint directors 
of Gallery One Eleven (Gallery 111). They had earlier been 
students of Bronwyn Yeates at Sedgebrook Street and when she 
left Brisbane early in 1967, Ian Reece took over her classes 
but offered them at Berry Street, Spring Hill, with the 
assistance of Narelle Cutcheon. ^ "^^^  In 1968 Ray Hughes was 
transferred out of Brisbane by the Education Department and 
pondered his future in the art world. ^ '^ He had been a 
member of the CAS since 1966 and had avidly learned from 
those around him, especially Roy Churcher, before finding his 
niche at Gallery 111.^ =^^  He agreed that "a lot of your 
reading of pictures comes from being arOund when artists are 
talking about them. It really hones your eye'.^ ®^ After 
several months he became sole director of the gallery 
upstairs while Ian Reece and Narelle Cutcheon held art 
classes downstairs. 
In August 1969 Ray Hughes became editor of the CAS 
newsletter and Ian Reece became vice-president of the CAS at 
the Annual General Meeting which voted unanimously to move 
the CAS headquarters from Kangaroo Point to the downstairs 
studio (Fig, 138) at 111 Musgrave Road.'^ '^  Ian Reece then 
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held the CAS life class in his studio every Monday night 
without instruction, many of the artists having begun life 
classes in the 1950s. At the close of 1971 all three parties 
were affected by the Brisbane City Council notifying Gallery 
111 and Ian Reece that "their premises are an infringement on 
the City Council by-laws and one or other will have to cease 
business as they constitute a multi-purpose dwelling".-^® 
Ian Reece moved his classes to Milton where the life class 
survived until the late 1970s.-''*^ - Ray Hughes opened his own 
gallery in 1972 at Enoggera Terrace, Red Hill, under the name 
of Ray Hughes Gallery. 
The Reid Gallery was also opened in 1969 by CAS member 
and former Wednesday Group member, Rona van Erp. She offered 
more Queensland artists the opportunity to exhibit whereas 
Ray Hughes looked more to young southern artists. Terry Smith 
summed up his controversial Impressions in 1971 by dividing 
the Brisbane gallery scene into 
an establishment, prestige gallery (Johnstone 
Gallery), an equally unadventurous tasteful gallery 
on a smaller scale and open to young artists (the 
Reid Gallery), and a "new painting" gallery, 
devoted to the work of younger artists, and selling 
at lower prices without prestige commissions 
(Gallery 111). Anything important that comes out of 
Brisbane in the next few years will happen through 
Gallery lll.'^" 
Debate followed in several CAS newsletters concerning the 
presumed criticism about the different galleries. Terry Smith 
replied in the July 1971 CAS Newsletter, repeating his words 
to Rona van Erp, that the "nice catalogues, plush carpet. 
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high prices and musak amount to prestige promotion and an 
atmosphere not conducive to the consistent display of 
•adventurous art^". » 
Nevertheless, no other gallery at the time was imparting 
an appreciation of the arts where music, lectures, poetry 
readings or play readings were performed in the gallery 
concurrently with an exhibition which suggested the same 
'language'.'^ "® Brisbane patrons have become used to this 
integrated concept at the QAG on the south bank although some -
would recall that Robert Haines attempted the idea in the 
1950s.'^ ^^  
The Craftsman's Market which opened in 1962, and also 
the Design Arts Centre, more frequently gave space to the 
three-dimensional arts - sculpture, ceramics, jewellery and 
fibre, Joy de Gruchy, a fine arts and economics graduate from 
South Africa and London, had opened the Craftsman's Market 
with several goals, one being 
to sell artists' work on 
* consignment and to hold four 
or five exhibitions a 
year,'""":* Supplies from 
artists of pottery, jewellery, 
batik and weaving, were 
erratic and Joy de Gruchy 
found she needed to supplement 
stock with other forms of 
contemporary design. During 
the 1960s these were imported 
from Scandinavia (Fig.139) 
139, Interior. 1967. which offered the most avant 
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garde and exciting designs, ":*'' 
In March 1968 the QAG presented the Design in 
Scandinavia touring exhibition for which the Craftsman's 
Market simultaneously mounted the commercial exhibition of 
Arabia ware, Orrefors glass, Riya rugs and Marlmekko on 
fabrics. ^':*^' The local arts soon became an adjunct although 
exhibitions continued with the work of Carl McConnell, Hatton 
and Lucy Beck, Edit Richards, Peg Mecham, Aase Pryor, Frances 
Wildt, Hilda Pavlu, Pam Wilson and later, Milton Moon. These 
became more frequent in the gallery in the 1970s. The purpose 
of the Craftsman's Market was "to support creative endeavour" 
of local artists, Scandinavian artists and those from other 
places. "='® Joy de Gruchy, a CAS member until the Society 
ceased, was the first in Brisbane to introduce the latest in 
Scandinavian and Italian design, to set certain standards in 
contemporary design and educate a clientele who were also the 
patrons of art frequenting Brian Johnstone's exhibition 
openings. During the 1970s these contemporary European 
designs became more widely available in Brisbane, 
When these galleries were considered along with the city 
retail exhibiting venues for hire and several other 
short-lived galleries, the 1970 Brisbane art scene offered a 
wide variety of opportunities for art work of any media or 
movement to be exhibited,"'-"^ This was a sign that Brisbane 
was reaching cultural maturity but it also affected the 
exhibiting role of the Queensland branch of the CAS as more 
members turned to solo and group shows in commercial 
galleries, Gertrude Langer noted the continuing absence of 
"some of the best local contemporary artists" who had earlier 
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been exhibiting members and the increasing lack of Interstate 
exhibitors whose support ceased after the 1971 Spring CAS 
Exhibition in the Schonell Theatre foyer, ' «*^' In 1973, she 
continued to call for "young new talent with fresh ideas" but 
even these were already being offered their first group or 
solo exhibitions by the private galleries in Brisbane. "^ '^' 
This "young new talent" was apparent with the formation 
of the Young Contemporaries within the CAS in 1968. It was 
decided to offer them the first CAS exhibition of 1969. There 
was some apprehension as to the possible quality of such a 
public show but some of the students - Davida Allen, Paul 
Memmott, Robert Morris, Jennie Pugh, (James) Leonard Robb, 
David Ryan, Ian Smith, Cameron Wighton and Ray Hughes -
ensured the success of the exhibition at David Jones' 
Auditorium in the Valley. Frederic Rogers observed that the 
exhibits were 
sufficiently Imaginative to encourage the belief 
that we have in our community a hard core of bright 
young men and women rapidly approaching the stage < 
at which they will have something really serious to 
say in the development of Australian art. "^ '^  
Roy Churcher took the opportunity to berate the Institutions 
which failed these artists by training teachers and 
commercial artists to perpetuate local standards while 
neglecting to offer a total education in any of the fine 
arts,'"='® Within two years this situation was to change. 
There had been several exciting exhibition venues found 
by CAS secretary Joy Schoenheimer and president Roy Churcher, 
the most accessible to the public being the S,G.I,0. Theatre 
foyer in October 1969 and the T.A.A. airport terminal in 
140, Student with Roy Churcher at CAS 
Exhibition, Art on Paper, 1968. 
142. Roy Churcher: [Still 
Life], 1969. 
141. Roy Churcher: [Figures], 1971. 
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September 1970. Both venues endeavoured to bring art into an 
environment where large crowds passed."-''^ The CAS also 
introduced the Art on Paper exhibition concept to Brisbane 
in June 1968 (Fig,140), This was held at the Don Mclnnes 
Studio where underground films had been screened earlier. In 
conjunction with the many private galleries, the CAS 
succeeded in disseminating aesthetic modernism but found it 
was not in a position to compete with them, commercially. 
After a decade of CAS membership several artists like 
Roy Churcher, Nevil Matthews, Irene Amos, Brian Hatch, Veda 
Arrowsmlth and Mervyn Moriarty continued to support the CAS 
exhibitions while simultaneously holding their own solo 
exhibitions. Long-term CAS president, exhibitor and tutor, 
Roy Churcher had held one-man shows at the Design Arts 
Centre, Gallery 111 and the Ray Hughes Gallery by 1973, He 
always maintained colour as the means of structure but 
ventured more into minimal art in both abstract and 
figurative statements. The two-dimensional areas of pure 
colour continued to remind viewers and critics of their 
Matisse-quality (Fig.141, 142) while the experimental nature 
of the artist always dominated the body of his work. ^  "=* 
Nevil Matthews ceased to exhibit with the CAS in 1972 
when he began working on the commission for the stained-glass 
windows which were to dominate the entrance foyer of the new 
Mayne Hall at the University of Queensland. He had already 
held a dozen one-man shows In several capital cities but 
continued to serve on the CAS committee until 1973, On his 
return from London in 1968 he was considered to be Brisbane's 
leading exponent of the "new abstraction". With his impecable 
colour-field and op art creations on canvas and constructions 
143. Irene Amos: Making Music, CAS 1966 
145. Irene Amos: 
drawing, 1973, 
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In aluminium, coloured wood and polyvinyl acetate, he 
remained personally unallled to any style.''' 
A dedicated CAS committee member and loyal CAS exhibitor 
for twelve years, Irene Amos had not only held several solo 
exhibitions in Brisbane and regional galleries since 1966, 
but in January 1970 she also became a tutor at the Armidale 
sumner school at the invitation of Rapotec. ^'=^  Her work was 
unceasingly experimental in media, forms and concepts. The 
free, expressive abstraction of Making Music (Fig. 143) *'M 
which was hung in the 1966 CAS Autumn Exhibition was also 
apparent in the paintings in her Kennlgo Street Gallery 
exhibitions of 1966 and 1967 (Figs. 71, 144). Irene Amos moved 
on to explore "biomorphic processes in strong painting and 
elegant drawing" (Fig.145) by the final CAS exhibition of 
1973.'''® The Introduction of tissue paper into softly 
floated colours (Fig.70) was exhibited in the 1968 CAS winter 
exhibition, opening an avenue of experiment which she 
continued into the 1980s. ' ' "-
While Irene Amos managed the Kennlgo Street Gallery for 
its owner/director Dr.Ruth Cilento in 1966 and 1967, Brian 
Hatch held his first solo exhibition there. This followed his 
studies in New York in 1966 where he continued to incorporate 
a variety of printing and painting techniques into his 
principal subject matter - landscape. This was often so 
highly abstracted that only the essence was perceptible as in 
Mountain Glow (Fig.146) and the Kline-influenced Winter 
Snows (Fig.147) which were exhibited at the Kennlgo Street 
Gallery. He exhibited minimal works (Fig.148) and prints with 
the CAS while serving on the committee until 1972 when he 
held one-man exhibitions in Brisbane and Toowoomba. Brian 
146. Brian Hatch: 
Mountain Glow, 
1967. 
147. Brian Hatch: Winter Snows, 
1967, 
148, Brian Hatch: JSiue Lagoon, 1969 
149. Veda Arrowsmlth: 
Raindrops, 1965. 
150. Veda Arrowsmlth: Caves of Uluru, 1967. 
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Hatch achieved simplicity of form whereas Veda Arrowsmlth's 
work was visually complex. Her third one-woman exhibition 
opened the Kennlgo Street Gallery in February 1966 displaying 
a variety of approaches (Fig.149).''® In October 1968 she 
ventured to exhibit paintings from the Genesis series and 
Central Australian series in New York. Her Central Australian 
series (Fig,150) portrayed Aboriginal mythology and 
Incorporated ochres into the paint. The 1969 CAS Spring 
Exhibition at the S,G.I,0. Theatre saw Genesis -Fourth Day 
hung at the entrance to the theatre. ^  ' *-^  In the 1970 CAS 
Spring exhibition at the T.A.A. terminal, Veda Arrowsmlth had 
returned to collage with which she had experimented earlier 
using tissue paper and Asian wallpapers,'''' Living at Gold 
Coast, her commitment to the CAS was through its exhibitions 
from 1962 to 1971, In 1972 she held solo exhibitions in 
Melbourne and Adelaide, the latter being her tenth in as many 
years. 
Mervyn Moriarty had been a force within the CAS as an 
exhibitor until 1969 and then a vice-president and committee 
member of the CAS between 1967 and 1973. He held one-man 
exhibitions in Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne and then Brisbane 
during the 1960s, culminating in the 1969 opening exhibition 
of the Reid Gallery. At that time Gertrude Langer noted that 
he had "absorbed the ideas of minimal art, geometric 
abstraction and colourfleld, but avoids the brittleness of 
rigorous hardedge geometry".''® His impact on aesthetic 
modernism also came through his students in the CAS and, from 
1971, through his Flying Art School, Eastaus. His classes 
in Brisbane continued from the last CAS venue in Bowen Street 
and then from his Mt.Nebo studio, Ric McCracken, the young 
151. Joyce Hyam: Autumn, 1972. 
153, Mary Norrie: Fish, 1969, 
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CAS president for the last two years of its operation, and 
former student of Mervyn Moriarty, assisted the latter with 
classes,''® A correspondence course of booklets was 
produced for the new art school and the concepts and methods 
of aesthetic modernism were disseminated throughout 
Queensland, 
The twelve year commitment to the CAS by those who had 
already achieved Independent success must be considered as 
a magnanimous contribution to the dissemination of aesthet'ic 
modernism. It was this long-term dedication to the Society as 
an exhibiting body which gave it a sense of continuity. 
Nevertheless, there were artists who were emerging from 
student status and were not to have their first solo 
exhibitions until the 1970s, if at all, but who had supported 
the CAS exhibitions and activities for the same period. 
Several of these artists were Wednesday Group members or 
former students of Roy Churcher. 
Joyce Hyam had studied with Bronwyn Yeates, Andrew 
Sibley and at Jon Molvig^s life classes but had also attended 
vacation schools throughout the 1960s, and several since 
then. As a Wednesday Group member and art Instructor at 
several Institutions, she painted and tutored concepts of 
contemporary design while exhibiting in most CAS shows from 
1962 to 1973, Joyce Hyam was also a member of the RQAS and in 
1972 Alan Warren, the newly appointed head of the CTC, 
awarded her painting. Autumn (Fig,151), a RQAS prize for a 
traditional painting. Controversy followed as the painting 
was not considered 'traditional' but Warren declared that it 
was "the only painting that sang" , ' ^ '^=' Other Wednesday Group 
members, who were students of Roy Churcher and long-term CAS 
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exhibiting members were Dorothy Akers, Deirdre Bennett, 
Alison Coaldrake, Joy Hutton, Shirley Miller and Conty 
Robinson. ' ^-' 
Joy Hutton was a full-term member of the CAS. An active 
committee member and treasurer from 1965 to 1968, she 
participated in CAS and Wednesday Group exhibitions while 
attending vacation and summer schools. After a printmaking 
course with David Rose in 1971 she concentrated on and 
developed the method to gain wide recognition in the 
field (Fig, 152), 1^ '^  Her exhibits in the 1971 CAS Spring 
show and 1972 CAS Autumn show were her earliest prints and 
were acknowledged with praise from Gertrude Langer, ' ^•® 
Shirley Miller also turned more to printmaking during the 
1970s after a study period in London in 1972. Her earlier 
painting became more experimental, two-dimensional and 
minimal after classes with Ian Sime in 1963, Roy Churcher in 
1964 and Mervyn Moriarty in the late 1960s respectively. She 
ceased to exhibit with the CAS and the Wednesday Group when 
she left for London, Although her paintings and prints 
encompassed abstraction and a wide variety of subjectmatter, 
the moods of nature predominated. 
Nature has also been the major source of inspiration for 
Alison Coaldrake who began her career drawing botanical 
illustrations. The lush tropical foliage of Queensland became 
the source of abstraction from the late 1960s although she 
continued to experiment with land forns, their colours and 
the sweeping techniques of portraying them. She contributed 
the latter to the Influence of Roy Churcher.'==•"• She 
continued to exhibit in CAS exhibitions and with the 
Wednesday Group until her visit to Japan in 1973, when both 
154. Joy Schoenheimer: Suburbia, 
1970. 
155, Madonna Staunton: oil 
sketch of RQAS model, c,1959. 
156. Madonna Staunton: first working 
collage, c.1968. 
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groups ceased to function. 
Mary Norrie who exhibited in maet CAS exhibitions began 
taping for hard-edge results when she attended classes with 
Nevil Matthews at Petrie Terrace in the late 1960s (Fig.153). 
Her first solo exhibition in 1970 saw her labelled as "a 
devotee of the New Abstraction, concerning herself with 
colour for its own sake and with the integrity of the flat 
surface". '^^ Her Red Square with Stripes (Fig. 125) which 
was exhibited in the 1971 CAS Interstate Exhibition indicated 
concern for colour gradation whereas the abstract concepts 
were more advanced in the interlocking forms in her painting 
exhibited in the 1973 CAS Exhibition. 
Although a later participant in CAS activities and 
painting classes with Roy Churcher, Joy Schoenheimer was 
immediately coerced into an executive role in the CAS in 
1967. Her dedication to the totality of the cause until 1973 
was boundless. Her immersion in painting resulted in 
cheerful, two-dimensional environmental abstractions 
(Fig.154) but she also experimented with hard-edge, as in her 
shaped triptych, J?ed, ' =^^'- This was hung in the foyer of 
the Schonell Theatre In the 1971 CAS Interstate Exhibition 
and was offered to the theatre after being praised for its 
appropriate position. She has since moved, even more 
successfully, into three-dimensional forms in clay. 
The enigma of the CAS was Madonna Staunton, who in all 
her eight years of exhibiting in CAS shows, was never 
identified by Gertrude Langer in any review. With her mother, 
Madge Staunton, she was active within the RQAS and it has 
been suggested by some artists that one could be 
disadvantaged if seen to have divided loyalties. ' ^=-=' Her 
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mother was her original tutor where she acquired the skills 
(Fig.155) and sense of perception she continued to exploit.-
After classes with Roy Churcher in the mid-1960s she 
experimented with two-dimensional works like Easter 1967 
(Fig.98) which was exhibited in the 1967 CAS Autumn show and 
was also selected for the CAS Interstate Exhibition in 
Melbourne that year. The CAS also selected one of her 
paintings, along with two others, to send to the CAS "black 
show" in Melbourne in 1970 but Madonna Staunton's was the 
only one of the three that was hung.'--"'® 
While suffering an Illness in the late 1960s and unable 
to paint, she turned to collage, recalling her attaction as a 
child to the variety of textures in her homely 
environment. '-'-^-'^  In about 1968 she assembled a callage (Fig. 
156) using CAS newsletters (which this author recognized with 
anguish). It is clear that her work was not short of 
recognition within the CAS but it took the perceptive eye of 
Roy Churcher in the 1960s and the faith of Ray Hughes to give 
her the opportunity of a solo exhibition in 1976. It was then 
that Gertrude Langer declared that "Madonna Staunton of 
Brisbane has been hiding her light for years and now 
surprises with a first one-person exhibition" t ' ®':* 
There were many other dedicated CAS artists who 
exhibited for fewer years but with equal enthusiasm. Many of 
these members had joined the CAS during its closing year^ 
whereas others had left the Society earlier. The absence of 
one noticeable group of artists who had withdrawn from the 
CAS was observed by Gertrude Langer in her review of the last 
CAS exhibition in 1973 that "one could expect from a CAS show 
the inclusion of work other than painting and drawing",'®' 
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The potters, sculptors and artists working with silver, 
fibre, enamelling and other materials had all been Involved 
in forming associations to represent their activities. The 
significance was twofold. Firstly, as an indication of 
cultural change occurring in Brisbane, these arts had gained 
in popularity and recognition as being more creative and** 
therefore of more 'value' than mass produced items, 
Scandinavian design was an exception here. As with the CAS, 
the associations promoted creativity as well as craftsiaanship 
and aimed to educate their members on world standards, '®^ * 
Secondly, the increase in interested people resulted in an 
artificial division between the arts which increased at a 
time when the modernist concepts behind the arts were more in 
unison than ever before. This division was exacerbated by the 
necessity for organized 
councils or associations to 
apply independently for 
government funding.^ ®® Xm 
1969 Verlie Just returned to 
Brisbane from the United 
States where she went on a 
ten week scholarship to study 
jewellery making and design 
(Fig. 157) '®'*. Her 
determination led to the 
formation of the Queensland 
branch of the Crafts 
Association which held its 
first exhibition at the 
157.Verlie Just, 1969. Design Arts Centre in 
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November 1970. The exhibition included creative silver 
jewellery by Verlie Just, Francis Wildt, Mervyn Muhllng and 
Don Ross, The latter had seen minimal art in New York in 1966 
and returned to Brisbane to rethink his role as an artist. He 
began interpreting his three- dimensional concepts into 
sculptured Jewellery and within a few years had ceased 
painting. ' ®-^  
Verlie Just had also been struggling to have Queensland 
law changed so as to enable artists who hand-made functional 
itene to be allowed to exhibit them in galleries, along with 
paintings, outside retail trading hours. '®'^=^  She began her 
campaign in 1966 and partly succeeded in 1970 when a 
parliamentarian accepted the invitation to open the Craft 
Association exhibition in the evening. ^~'^ Her successful 
seven year campaign to remove restricted trading hours from'^ 
art galleries culminated in the establishment of the Town 
Gallery. She organized an evening opening in April 1973 which 
became the first legal function of its kind in Brisbane.'®® 
The formation of State branches of the Crafts 
Association, of which Queensland and Tasmania were the last • 
in 1970, was a prerequisite for the establishment of a 
national body which could then become a member of the World 
Craft Council.'®® The Craft Council of Australia was formed 
in July 1971 with Marea Gazzard as the chairperson of 
council. ' "•'=' 
The newly formed Queensland Society of Sculptors also 
held its first exhibition in 1970. The City Council permitted ^  
Brisbane's first open-air sculpture exhibition to be staged 
in the City Square. Under the presidency of Leonard Shillam, 
the exhibiting members included those who had received 
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training annually at the Arts Council's Vacation Schools at 
the University of Queensland. Several exhibitors were CAS 
members - Frank Lambert, Moya O'Brien and Dorothy O'Brien -
as was Ton Rombouts who wrote about the exhibition as "an 
unusual cultural 'happening'" for Brisbane.'"' No 
free-standing three-dimensional works were exhibited in CAS 
exhibitions after 1970 except Joy Schoenheimer's Enfolded 
Chair where the "defunctionalize object becomes charged with 
emotion".'"•== This was exhibited in the Schonell Theatre 
Foyer in October 1971. 
The Queensland Patters' Association was founded mainly 
by young potters who held their first committee meeting in 
March 1968 at the CAS Studio at Kangaroo Point under the 
presidency of J.McGrath. Many of these were students of 
Milton Moon and David Smith who both encouraged the formation 
of the Association but neither joined, '"-® The Association »> 
gained stability through the long-term membership of several 
potters like Maggie MacNaught, Bill Reid and Janet Crompton. 
The Association used temporary venues for many years, renting 
St.Mary's Studio from the CAS for six months and then a 
variety of other premises. They offered classes and organized 
exhibitions and sales from their workshops and presented 
collections for exhibition by invitation. No pottery was 
displayed in the CAS exhibitions after 1968 although the 
original nineteen members of the Potters' Association were 
not CAS numbers, ^  "•"-
These associations and the Queensland branch of the CAS 
began receiving subsidies from the Queensland Government 
after the appointment of Arthur Creedy as Director of 
Cultural Activities in 1968, The position was established 
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as a part of the portfolio of the Minister for Education and 
Cultural Activities, The Director was to provide advice and 
information and to prepare a plan for the development and 
extension of cultural activities in Queensland.'"-*^ Two 
interdependent reasons can be proposed for this unexpected 
appointment by a government renowned for its earlier 
resistance towards promotion of the arts. 
Firstly this research has Indicated a cultural change In 
Brisbane where the demand for 'cultural activities' was 
exemplified by the activities of the CAS and the mushrooming 
of other exhibiting bodies during the 1960s. These were in 
every way paralleled by the other creative arts as attendance 
at the Arts Council *s Vacation Schools would testify.'"-*^ 
The enthusiasm and competition which drove the amateur 
theatre groups to such heights culminated in the formation of 
the Queensland Theatre Company in 1970. The Queensland 
Symphony Orchestra with its Youth Concert Series was 
presenting the forerunner to the Proms. The Lisner Ballet 
Company had become the Queensland Ballet Company in 1962 and 
the Queensland Opera Company was registered in 1969,'"-'' 
The second reason proposed to explain the appointment of 
a Director of Cultural Activities was the Queensland economy 
which flourished from the mid-1960s. The people of Queensland 
had been told that schools and colleges were the priority 
before the sudden economic growth during the second half of 
the 1960s.'"-® To proceed with the 'cultural' demands of the 
decade which included a new gallery and cultural centre and a 
new college of art, the appointment of the Director was 
necessary to oversee the complexity of those demands. 
Russel Ward declared that the effects of a healthy 
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export trade in primary and secondary products created in 
Australia, relative to its population, one of the strongest 
and best-balanced economies in the world by 1966.'*^ '-' 
Queensland's mining and manufacturing production almost 
doubled between 1962 and 1968, mainly due to the major Influx 
of foreign mining capital during the 1960s. "^ '' With this 
boom in minerals and consequent growth of capital Investment, 
Queensland's economic position began to change as markedly as 
its population growth."^ '-"' Ross Fitzgerald noted that in the 
period 1966 to 1971 Queensland's urban population increased' 
by 13.67 per cent while its non-urban population decreased by 
one per cent.'*^® A New South Wales study on urban 
development found that the range of choice of social 
amenities tended to increase systematically with urban size 
while cultural facilities were seen to have been provided 
only when the urban centre could economically justify their • 
provision. '' '"" 
Brisbane in the 1960s therefore was forced to expand its 
total Infrastructure economically, socially and culturally. 
Before 1968 no State Government report made reference to the 
arts and no monies had been allocated by the Government to 
'cultural activities* except to specific areas like the Art 
Gallery and Museum, the State Library and^ Conservatorium of 
Music. In the year Arthur Creedy took up duty to promote the 
creative and performing arts, grants to 'cultural 
orgaijizations' amounted to approximately $200,000. Ten years 
later when he resigned, the amount had risen to S2.6 
million. '^ '^^  
The intervening decade, 1968 to 1978, witnessed the 
emergence of up to fifty-five craft groups which claimed 
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government assistance. Fine arts groups numbered thirty-eight 
with another fifty-three community arts groups being granted 
assistance. '^**^  In 1968 the first survey in Queensland of 
the visual and performing arts organizations was undertaken 
by the Director of Cultural Activities. The Brisbane area, to 
a radius of 50 miles, was surveyed in the fields of 
literature, drama, opera, ballet, music and the fine 
arts. "^"-^  These were recorded and updated in a twice-yearly 
publication of the List of Cultural Organisations in 
Queensland and of National and State Organisations outside 
Queensland but all did not receive funding."^ ''® 
In 1968/69 only twenty metropolitan organizations 
received financial assistance from the Queensland Government 
and, with the exception of the RQAS, the monies were for 
music and theatre. The Craft Association of Queensland, the 
Half Dozen Group of Artists and the Queensland Potters* 
Association received assistance in 1969/70. It was not until 
1970/71 that the CAS received its first grant of S200, 
followed by $400 then $800 in the year the Society was 
disbanded. The Queensland Society of Sculptors received their 
first grant in 1970/71 and the Flying Art School in the 
following year. The largest recipients were the Queensland 
Arts Council, the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust, the 
newly formed Queensland Theatre Company and the Queensland 
Symphony Orchestra. ' *^'^'' 
This was a culturally changed city by 1970 in which the 
arts were becoming a recognized and valued ingredient of 
community life. It was also apparent that the involvement and 
responsibility for the arts was shifting from the community 
into the arena of the Establishment. The problem of the quest 
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for a new art gallery was a glaring example. 
It will be recalled that Robert Haines presented his 
impressions of a new art gallery (Fig.1) on taking up office 
as Director in 1951. He resigned over the same issue in 1960 
When the Government planned to include a commercial venture, 
a Hall of Pioneers, in the cultural centre to be built in the 
Botanic Gardens, In anger at the Government*s plan, Harold de 
Vahl Ruben temporarily removed from the QAG several of his 
paintings lent for an "indefinite time" . ^'"•^•' 
Laurie Thomas arrived at the QAG in 1961 with new Ideals 
but the same board of Government appointed trustees with a 
limited knowledge of art.'*^ "-' They were also limited 
financially with an endowment of o65,500 for acquisitions and 
exhibitions while government expenditure on the QAG amounted 
to £14,500 in 1960/61. This compared unfavourably with 
£46,042 expended on the National Gallery of Adelaide and 
£73,662 on the Art Gallery of New South Wales. ""-^= By 1968 
government expenditure on the QAG had only increased to 
$58,625."^® Coinciding with pressure on the Queensland 
Government over the new art gallery, the trustees succeeded 
in raising the endowment to $41,000 in 1968 but it returned 
to $24,000 in 1969. "=•"• Funds were then directed into 
'cultural activities' and little more into the QAG until 
1972/73 when government expenditure amounted to $94,649 in 
addition to $483,500 to acquire land on the Brisbane River at 
South Brisbane. "^^ 
The Governor, Sir Henry Abel Smith, commented in 1963 
that Queensland should have a new art gallery as soon as 
possible but this was refuted by the Education Minister, Jack 
Pizzey who claimed "all available works money for education 
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purposes had been 'ear-marked' for proposed new secondary 
school and technical college advancement".'*^^" It was the 
period that the baby 'boomers' were reaching high school. In 
January 1965 Laurie Thomas again raised the issue of Robert 
Haines* resignation and claimed "the time has come to re-open 
the whole question ... to get a new gallery". ' *^ " He had -
Just experienced the farce of demounting the QAG collection 
to hold a touring exhibition of Australian sculpture and was 
about to re-hang the gallery's paintings. Again Pizzey 
replied "its a question of priorities"."^-® 
The antagonism had surfaced again, fuelled by Elwyn 
Lynn's description of "Australia's quaintest museum where 
only a fraction of its best works can be seen" . "^"'^  Sir Leon 
Trout became QAG chairman of the board of trustees in May 
1965 after the death of Sir Roslyn Philp. Renewed meetings 
between Pizzey and the QAG trustees during 1965 abandoned the 
Botanic Gardens site as being too close to the new expressway 
and the search and controversy began again. ''"^' Trout, 
meanwhile, declared his parochialism at the opening of an 
exhibition of representational paintings of old Brisbane 
buildings when he remarked that "people today seemed to like 
vulgarity in art. It was refreshing to see paintings that 
were pleasing to the eye, instead of the visual modern day 
art which was planned to shock the viewer" .'''' 
Antagonism Increased when Laurie Thomas remarked that 
neither the Education Minister who was responsible for the 
Art Gallery nor Sir Leon Trout had "the vaguest idea" of what 
a cultural centre for Brisbane would entail. He was 
reprimanded before the board of trustees. '-^-^  In November 
1966 Trout wrote an article supporting the concept of a 
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cultural centre causing architect, John Dalton, a CAS 
executive member, to reply in a long article entitled "action 
on new art gallery advocated: too much time waste". He 
concluded that "the Contemporary Art Society of Australia, 
Queensland Branch, supports any move to achieve the building 
of a new Gallery and implores the trustees to get on with the 
job".'"® Laurie Thomas resigned with his bitter remarks on • 
the "lack of art consciousness" of the Queensland Government 
that failed to realize that "art is a part of 
education" . '"''"-
The appointment of a new director was equally 
controversial, especially when the local artist and director 
of the Moreton Galleries, James Wieneke, was proposed. 
Anticipating a time of change, Vida Lahey insisted it was 
"doubly important that the best possible choice of a new 
director should be made to meet the challenge of the 
future".'"*^" And so the protests and resignations began. Roy . 
Churcher, as CAS president, issued a statement that 
the Job of presenting the work of local and * 
international artists, both historical and 
contemporary, called for a good deal of » 
scholarship, a live attachment to the present and 
the highest standard of taste.... 
We implore the responsible members of government to 
think seriously in their choice of a Director for 
our State Art Gallery, '""''" 
With only technical education, many were concerned at 
Wieneke's lack of qualifications and experience while others 
recalled his conservative tastes. James Wieneke was appointed 
as director of the QAG in May 1967 and apparently neither 
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short-comings were detrimental to the progress of the years 
which followed.'"" This was possible because the position 
had always been powerless in relation to the trustees. 
It became even more so with the call, world-wide, for a 
Director of Cultural Activities. This coincided with Jack 
Pizzey being appointed Premier and Alan Fletcher becoming the 
new Minister for Education and Cultural Activities.''-^'' 
Arthur Creedy, as Director of Cultural Activities, 
became the force behind decisions concerning the new art 
gallery. He had gained a master of arts degree and lectured 
in English literature at Leeds University gaining "experience 
in art, drama, music as a producer, singer, librettist, 
actor, dramatist and critic".'®"^' When the position was 
announced in March 1968, the CAS reacted with suspicion 
towards "a cultural 'Big Daddy* that might tell someone else 
what is good for them"!'®' They soon recognized an ally 
when on arriving in Brisbane Creedy immediately moved in to 
meet the artists and attended a CAS meeting. He was 
considered to be interested and supportive and several months 
later he contributed to a presentation of James Joyce 
readings for CAS members at the Studio. ' ®^--
Two months after arriving in Brisbane Arthur Creedy 
began cautiously asking for more money, commenting that 
culture is not commerce. It never has and never 
will pay for itself. It has to be regarded as a 
service to the community - a service as essential 
to the hearts and bodies as electricity, water and 
housing. ''®® 
He was in Brisbane in November 1968 for the opening of the 
H.C.Richards Memorial Prize and heard Bernard Smith's 
158. Site chosen for the new Queensland Art Gallery, 1969. 
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scathing attack on the situation at the QAG and art 
throughout the State.'®"- Three days later on 15 November 
1968, the acting premier Gordon Chalk, announced that he had 
initiated an investigation into the future of the QAG.'®'-^  
He discussed with Sir Leon Trout an increase in the present 
Government endowment and a long-term plan for the new 
gallery. Trout had asked the Government to provide a site 
near the city centre. '®®-
At that time many favoured the Bligh Plan for the 
redevelopment of the old market site in Roma Street which 
included a new gallery.'®" On 20 November the Lord Mayor, 
Clem Jones, announced that he opposed the old Roxaa Street 
markets site of two acres as it would be too small and would 
create traffic difficulties.'®® By March 1969 several other 
sites had been proposed. Joy Schoenheimer recalled Arthur 
Creedy discussing the problem of sites and, being unfamiliar 
with Brisbane, Mark Schoenheimer pointed out that the 
Government would not have had the money to buy inner city 
property. He suggested it should be on the south side of the 
Brisbane River because the land would be cheaper there. ' ®'^^ 
On 2 April 1969 it was announced that the new QAG would 
be built on the south bank near the southern approach to 
Victoria Bridge at a cost of about $7 million (Fig. 158). ' ®'=' 
The subject died out of the newspapers and the CAS 
newsletters. No mention was made in the latter of the 
momentous decision on the QAG, This exemplifies the point 
that a * contemporary' or current issue ceases to be so as 
soon as it is accepted. Or as Roy Churcher put it to CAS 
members in the June 1970 Newsletter that once an idea is 
accepted by the Establishment the danger is that it is almost 
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the Establishment already,''^' The Brisbane Establishment 
had acknowledged its commitment to the new QAG and the 
project regained an aloofness. But there were other battles 
to be fought, 
Dennis Pryor remarked that "the CTC art department under 
Cyril Gibbs was a place of indescribable reaction - and that 
was all to the good - it gave everyone [in the CAS] something 
to rebel against" ,''^='" The content of courses during the 
1960s changed very little, i'^ ®^ In 1965 and 1968 the CAS 
newsletter editors reviewed the Annual CTC Art Students' 
competitions. The students' work seemed to be "smothered in 
convention which, while it often has its merits, needs 
tempering by Individual zest" . ^  ®'^  In 1968 the "revered 
temple of out-moded values" continued to produce "second-hand 
ideas indifferently rehashed in acres of acrylic" . ^  ®*^  In 
1970 the CAS again found it was losing its ground to the 
cultural changes occurring in Brisbane. 
It was announced in February 1970 that the art school at 
Brisbane's CTC, "long criticized as 'old hat', would begin 
the year with a new, progressive attitude. Two new courses 
were to be offered - Associate Diplomas in both Graphic 
Design and Fine Arts'^. ^  ^ "' The latter course which was 
previously neglected was to be the first major recognition of 
the art school as a centre of education and not Just 
instruction. Site and plans for a new college of art were 
obtained in 1970 and the creation of the College of Art as a 
separate entity in 1971 demonstrated the recognition of art 
education in Queensland.''^ """ This was followed by the 
appointment of Alan Warren as principal of the new College of 
Art in George Street. '•^ ® The college at Seven Hills opened 
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to students in 1974, the same year that the QAG closed at 
Gregory Terrace and was relocated at the M.I,M. Building 
temporarily.'-^'^' The Queensland Cultural Complex and the 
College of Art were under the jurisdiction of the Education 
and Cultural Activities portfolio. Although not attached to 
the Cultural Activities branch, both continued to serve the 
cultural needs of the community. '•^'•'^•"^ 
In 1970 the office of Supervisor of Art was created 
within the Department of Education and revision of the art 
syllabus to grade ten was begun. ••"='^-" It was becoming common ' 
jargon to refer to "liberal art policies" to reflect the "new 
liberal mentality", with a new art syllabus also being 
introduced at teachers^ training colleges. ^•"•'-'^' The still * 
life compositions in pencil and A Day at the Beach in 
watercolour were replaced in the classroom by contemporary 
concepts In a variety of media. This was possible after the 
final external Senior Examination was held in 1972 and 
school-based assessment under the Radford scheme was 
introduced. ^='^*® 
Another major development in art education for which the 
CAS had been crusading was the introduction of a Fine Arts 
course at the University of Queensland. The first course, 
Renaissance Art, was introduced in 1971 under the lectureship 
of Nancy Underhill. It was Initially an interdepartmental 
course within the Arts Faculty with the aim to develop 
teaching and research in the fine arts. ^••••'"- The CAS invited 
Nancy Underhill to talk to members on the "relevance of 
Renaissance Art and thought in 1971". ^•'••"^^ The Fine Arts 
course and the University art collection were in receipt of 
financial support from private benefactors. Similarly the 
159. Brian Johnstone in the courtyard of the Johnstone 
Gallery, with Robert Dickerson's painting in the annex. 
160. Ian Fairweather in his hut on Bribie 
Island, 1970. 
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Darnell/De Gruchy Prize was instigated privately in 1969. Joy 
and Graham de Gruchy contributed a proportion of the prize 
money while the University contributed the rest. ^'^^•'^"^  The 
purpose of the award was to bring works of art by 
contemporary artists to public attention and to acquire one 
or more works for the Darnell Collection at the University of 
Queensland. ^='^'"'' This had become the largest Australian art 
collection in any Australian university. Since the 
establishment of the University Art Museum in 1976 there has 
been a special commitment to acquiring Queensland art and "to 
survey experimental contemporary works" . '-'•^® 
Cultural developments which had culminated in changes to 
the societal Infrastructure inevitably produced some 
easualities.'=='^ '^  The Moreton Galleries closed in December 
1970 after twenty-five years of operation. The former 
director, James Wieneke, was instructed to sell the gallery 
as a condition of his acceptance of the QAG directorship. 
Unable to sell, he did not renew the lease on the gallery 
premises.-'o Two years later the twenty-two year operation ; 
of the Johnstone Gallery ceased (Fig,159), The event was 
unexpected and eight hundred "farewell" Christmas cards 
announced the closure, •«^' ' The Queensland branch of the CAS 
was another casuality. It had largely lost its purpose as the 
Establishment usurped its role. Many of the causes for which 
it had been fighting were in the process of being implemented 
by 1973, i 
No claim can be made that parochialism had ended. An 
American educationalist, Dr.F.Indorf, suggested that "in some 
cases the education authorities [in Queensland] had to be 
driven into the 20th century literally kicking and 
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screaming" .=^='-^- Censorship battles relating to contemporary 
art, theatre and musicals were rife during the 1970s, 
illustrating the unchanging nature of provincial 
attitudes.-"'® Even the councillors on Bribie Island began 
to interfere with the life-style of the recluse Ian 
Fairweather by objecting to the standard of his dwelling 
(Fig. 160). 
Not all aspects within the CAS contributed to its 
decline. Terry Smith declared that the Sydney CAS lecture 
programme "reached an all-time low In 1970 as the typical 
reporting back after a trip overseas ceased to interest an 
audience with many other ways of gaining this 
information".'^'"- This does not seem to have been the 
situation in Brisbane although the custom was the same. In 
1967 Milton Moon showed slides of new art galleries in Sweden 
and modern ceramic developments in America.--'^' Don Ross 
also presented slides in 1967 to illustrate his talk on 
"Aspects of the International Art Scene" .='• "=• A film, 
"Around the World in Twenty-five Minutes with Richard Werner" 
was screened in June 1969.'^ '•" In the same year Verlie Just 
showed slides on her study tour to Haystack in America, =^='® 
She presented a second slide evening on the New York gallery 
scene in 1970,=^'® Roy Churcher presented a dissertation, 
"Civilization", on returning from his travels after winning 
the Itallo-Australlan cultural prize in 1972. ^•^-^'•' These * 
'tour talks' could not be considered as excessive nor could 
the Brisbane lecture programme be described like the CAS 
programme in Sydney as reaching "an all-time low". 
Roy Churcher as CAS president always obtained a 
stimulating variety of speakers, both Australian and 
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international, Before field and minimal painting dominated 
artists' work from the late 1960s, John Rigby gave a lecture 
"Face to Face: the Problems of Contemporary Portraiture" to 
the CAS in 1967.^ ^^ '^' 
Portrait painters were sustained by a workman-like 
and dignified tradition, but the waning of that 
tradition left the painter face to face with his 
sitter, dependent on his personal response to the 
features before him, on his power to peer deeply 
into the character,,.. Only the sitter of wit and 
humility will good-naturedly accept the unmasking 
what the best portraitist can lay bare. •-^•'•'^  
The human image could not be ignored any more than "The 
Dynamics of Image in Nature and Art", the title of Mervyn 
Moriarty" s talk in 1968. ^•••=-® He spoke to CAS members as a 
painter and teacher concerning one's responses to nature and 
its influence on the artist's vision. ••=-^'^-
- Southern speakers at CAS functions like Tim Johnson in 
1973 presented particular viewpoints of the younger artist 
whereas Tony McGillick, a more widely travelled painter, was 
one of the 'field' exhibitors at Gallery 111 in May 1969 
when he talked to CAS members. While in Brisbane he gave his 
"views, attitudes and notions on, about and from the Sydney 
Art Scene" ,-^==*^  Dr. Harold Taylor of New York was one of the 
International speakers who was in Australia to lecture for 
the Australian Society for Education Through Art. A leader in 
promoting "radical change in the whole style and purpose of 
aur colleges and universities", he spoke to CAS members in 
fey 1971. SSB:.^  
Films continued to attract a significant CAS audience in 
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Brisbane - usually a larger audience than for lectures. As 
well as underground films, there were others on Negro Art, 
Bach illustrated by Braque, Manet, Matisse, Cubism, Kinetics 
and special CAS programmes of avant garde films at the 
Schonell Theatre in 1973. 
The CAS monthly meeting programme offered up until mid-
1972 was largely of a similar standard since the Society's 
formation in 1961 although the topics were of contemporary 
concern. ^-••'••'" The internal aspects which contributed to the 
decline of the Queensland branch of the CAS could not be 
attributed there. 
Simplistically, four areas within the CAS seemed to 
develop weaknesses. The continuing problem of not having 
permanent premises for CAS activities finally created a sense 
of defeat. The resignation of Roy Churcher after nearly eight 
years as president placed the CAS into less experienced hands 
during a vulnerable period of transition. The increased 
consumption of alcohol dominated the closing years of the 
CAS. There was uncertainty over the role of the Federal body 
which was formed in 1972, 
The CAS experienced a reasonably stable period during 
the years 1963 to 1969 when the Society rented St Mary's 
Studio at Kangaroo Point. An advantage at that premises was 
the church hall above, which was available for some CAS 
functions. Nevertheless, there was pressure from the church 
during the late 1960s to temper activities. The GAS had 
sublet the Studio to Mervyn Moriarty for classes and to the 
newly formed Queensland Potters^ Association for six months. 
As the number of members was reduced from the initial 
membership of over one hundred and fifty to sixty five in 
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1973, Income from membership fees was reduced therefore 
creating a continuing financial problem with rent and 
electricity at the Studio and later premises. The proposal 
that the Queensland branch of the CAS terminate tenancy at 
the Studio, Kangaroo Point in order to take up tenancy at the 
Studio, Gallery ill, Red Hill was agreed to at the Annual 
General Meeting on 8 August 1969.-•"-'••® 
This seemed to be a successful move until the end of 
1971 when the CAS was again obliged to consider finding 
another premises. The 1971 November/December Newsletter 
announced that 
various members are no doubt aware that there has 
been a good deal of hot talk, enthusiasm, 
cowardice, sitting on the wall, forebodings of a 
bad future from a worse past ... on whether we 
should move home. 
Their considered move was given impetus by the City Council 
issue mentioned earlier. Ideallstlcally some members proposed 
the purchase of premises although the financial state of the 
CAS was most unreliable. They moved out of 111 Musgrave Road 
in mid-1972 to 58 Bowen Street, City. This was a warehouse 
found for the CAS by Arthur Creedy and rented from 
L.J,Hooker. It was due for demolition in an area which became 
Cathedral Square in 1988.-'^"=^ -^  The Annual General Meeting 
held there in June 1972 was the last presided over by 
long-term president Roy Churcher who then left for Europe. In 
his final president's report he stated that 
the Queensland Branch has to make a decision as to 
what it is and whether it is worth having.... In a 
way the CAS stands for nothing, propagates nothing. 
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(we can't carry on about "Contemporary Art" 
anymore).... The solid core of CAS at the moment 
can be counted on a couple of hands, and really 
they support it as an institution alas - with a 
sense of loyalty. The only source for future energy 
for the CAS is from the young.'-®'^ * 
The young did attempt to resurrect the ailing CAS under the 
presidency of Ric McCracken with efforts to establish the 
premises as a CAS activities venue. They suggested new moves 
to make the Society a viable organization again - to ask 
"what is the new art society" not "what is the new art".^=®' 
Plans to transform the new premises were temporary and by 
November they were having meetings at St Mary's Studio again, 
with the consent of Jopie Ventnor who was then leasing 
it.^®^ The final activities of 1973 were there or at Ric 
McCracken's house at Moggill Road, Taringa. Mervyn Moriarty's 
printing press was at Taringa and material for the CAS and 
Eastaus was printed there.^®® 
Most organized CAS parties were so successful that the 
CAS gained its early social reputation on the strength of 
those functions. These were Christmas parties at the 
Boulevarde, a "Nautical Xmas Party" to Bishop Island, a fancy 
dress party, a Greek evening, parties at private homes and at 
St Mary's Studio. =^®"- These were a high point until 1967 
when many who had shared their enthusiasm had left the CAS 
and/or Brisbane. There were still successful CAS parties but 
these were less frequent, less innovative and the composition 
of members was more diverse. These had always been drinking 
I^rties but the licence taken by older members was soon 
extended by those younger. The baby 'boomer' generation lived 
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by "we want the world and we want it now".-'®'- By 1972, 
functions at Bowen Street had degenerated. 
Monthly meetings and committee meetings had also been 
run on red wine. At the conclusion of the monthly meeting or 
a CAS exhibition some members would party-on for many hours. 
Such functions took a great deal of organization, operation 
and cleaning-up. ="'®*^' Roy Churcher recognized that "the whole 
nitty gritty of the organization of the day to day running of 
the CAS and its funds Just fell to a few people". •^'-=''" 
Therein lies a flaw. In the early 1960s there were more 
members and more volunteer workers for hanging paintings, 
collecting 'door-money', delivering, hiring, collecting and 
setting up equipment, transporting guest speakers, making 
phone calls and writing letters and newsletters.--®® 
By the late 1960s and early 1970s this volunteer work 
fell to those who could be "counted on a couple of hands" who 
held the CAS together through their "sense of loyalty" and 
who had not drunk too much by the end of the function. 
Several of these members believed that the CAS policy of 
serving large volumes of flagon wine contributed greatly to 
the demise of the CAS - "if you set the scene for decadence, 
you will probably attract it"!^®® 
The committee meetings were apparently no different from 
any others run by creative people, except again the red wine 
interfered with the process of business. Nevertheless it was 
important that the "ideas people" like Roy Churcher could 
dominate the proceedings as long as there were others like 
Joy Schoenheimer who could "pick up the ball and run with 
it". ^:'*o CAS committee meetings did degenerate into drinking 
parties with little apparent organization or executive 
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behaviour, but "good ideas people cannot be expected to 
behave like accountants".^"-' Several business-minded people 
were usually on the committee including the honorary 
secretary and honorary treasurer to keep the CAS viable. Many 
of those volunteer committee members with their "sense of 
loyalty" and selflessness provided the necessary workforce 
for all CAS functions (Appendix I). 
The situation of organization therefore had always been 
delicate and, as mentioned earlier, the Young Contemporaries 
who "wanted the world" were reluctant to dedicate their time 
to the "nitty gritty".-^ "^•-" The organizational aspects had 
always been aggravated by the internal power struggles in the 
CAS but the dedication to the role of the CAS and its 
"promotion of contemporary art" provided a unifying cause. 
When Roy Churcher declared in 1972 that the CAS could not 
"carry on about contemporary art anymore", he implied that 
the increased awareness of the arts in the community and 
tangible developments within the Establishment had negated 
that CAS role and with it, the sense of purpose that unified 
such a diverse group of people. Terry Smith had observed that 
"partly through the efforts of the CAS of NSW and Vic. 
•modernist' art had ceased to be an issue of contention by 
the early 1960s (to put it generously late)" . ""•"•® He noted 
the same in Brisbane in May 1971 where a "safe combination of 
•modernisms* without penetrative analysis or risks" were 
being exhibited. ^•'-'•"-
A Federal Contemporary Art Society was established in 
1972 with the aim of having a voice at the national level 
within the new Federal Council for the Arts.-*"-'^  This was 
the outcome of a conference of State CAS representatives held 
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in 1970 in Hobart. ^="-*"' In 1972 the Commonwealth Art Advisory 
Board gave the Federal CAS "generous financial support for 
three years" for which they were to produce "an improved and 
effective Federal Broadsheet". -»="-" This new structure with a 
Federal committee and a Federal Broadsheet tended to remove a 
degree of local responsibility. The Federal Broadsheet was 
issued infrequently and the branch monthly newsletter became 
a sporadic publication. 
The monthly newsletter had been invaluable as an 
information diary of local events including exhibitions, 
competitions, vacation and summer schools and certain musical 
and dramatic productions. In December 1972 Volume 1, number 1 
of the Queensland Cultural Diary was issued by the office 
of the Director of Cultural Activities. That role of the CAS 
newsletter was admirably usurped and extended; that issue of 
the monthly Diary claimed to have been the first of its kind 
to be produced in the Commonwealth. 
That the Queensland branch of the CAS was perceived to 
be irrelevant by 1972 was clearly a recognition of the 
cultural changes which had occurred. Cultural achievements 
were emanating from within the metropolitan centre at the 
community level and through the Establishment. ^="-® For 
creative activities and their institutions to be generated 
from within the city of Brisbane was an indication of 
cultural change. Another response was one of dejection at the 
decline of the sub-culture of the 1950s and 1960s and that 
special relationship that its members shared. The 
recollections were sentimental, of a time that could never be 
re-lived. ••-"-® 
In 1972, Phyllis Woolcock wrote on the death of Jon 
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Molvig which was indirectly important to the CAS, She 
declared "there is no other way to describe the creative gap 
and, for some, the leaderless limbo in the art scene in 
Brisbane" since his death in 1970. "^•^'•» But this was a 
sentimental void as her article Life in the gap that Big 
Pappy left indicated. •='*^' She surveyed the activity in the 
Brisbane art scene of 1972 and a reader would conclude that 
the "range of choice" was consistent with a metropolitan * 
aggregation, and culturally there was no " gap" .-•=*--= 
Arthur Creedy was spokesman for "the current revolution 
in all the arts" which he suggested was "a protest against a 
dehumanized culture, and clash between the warm idealism of 
human nature and the cold calculi of scientific 
technology" . =^*"® In 1970 he pronounced the "100-year arts 
drought" was being broken by support at all levels. *=**"- He 
wrote a lengthy, analytical and extremely perceptive article 
for the November 1970 CAS Newsletter on the cultural role of 
the CAS. He noted that "the groupy tend to be groovy ... but 
when a society generates isolationist and patronizing 
attitudes towards the non-contemporary ..• then such 
attitudes are promptly reciprocated". He proposed a freer 
less suspicious interchange between societies. This had 
always been Roy Churcher*s vision but one which was 
constantly thwarted. ^=*^'"V The interaction between the arts in 
Brisbane had resulted in a stage production of The Seven 
Deadly Sins. Poet Tom Shapcott, composer Colin Brumby and 
painter Mervyn Moriarty created the production. "~*^'^» Writer 
David Rowbotham concluded in 1971 that the arts had become a 
major industry in Queensland and the prospect for the new 
decade could be fairly spectacular.-•"'^ '" Evidence for that 
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optimism was high for the first time in the history of 
Brisbane and even though Arthur Creedy saw a role for the CAS 
to lead the "striking developments in the audlal, visual and 
tactile methods of disseminating works of art", the Society 
itself attempted but failed to meet the challenge.-"'*^ ® In 
1973 the Federal CAS received notification of a meeting to be 
held in November to consider disbanding the Queensland CAS. 
That decision was taken and Queensland CAS members were 
offered the opportunity to continue their association with 
the Federal CAS. -"«^® 
In 1970 Roy Churcher had experienced a "gentle 
revelation" which he explained in the June 1970 CAS 
Newsletter. Being a painter he confessed to having 
"ridiculously overlooked the whole nature of the art object 
in any society". He outlined what art objects are and who 
purchases them. He concluded that there "has to be an 
alternative to the art of the Establishment which in Brisbane 
is only provided at times by private galleries.... Wouldn't a 
Museum of Modern Art be splendid! We might then even manage 
to be more gracious with the efforts of our Establishment for 
safeguarding our past while we blunder along into the now" , 
» This "gentle revelation" came to fruition with the 
opening of the Institute of Modern Art at 24 Market Street in 
July 1975. Most of its founding members were former CAS 
people who revived the social and intellectual functions in a 
flexible atmosphere free from the restraints of the 
Establishment. =«='=•<•-' The Institute received a founding grant 
of $2,500 followed by $10,000 in 1976.^ '*=^ ' The Institute of 
Modern Art appointed Robert Jadin as its founding director. 
Since then its survival as a viable alternative to the 
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Establishment-controlled QAG has been dependent on the 
generous financial assistance from the Directorate of 
Cultural Activities, that is, the Establishment.--'^ -'^ ' 
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CONCLUSION 
The Queensland Branch of the Contemporary Art Society 
was formed in September 1961 in response to the emergence of 
aesthetic modernism in Brisbane. The major objects of the 
Society - to disseminate modernist concepts and promote 
"living art" - were successfully pursued. This success 
contributed to its own demise. 
The efforts of many artists during the 1950s, and 
several in the late 1940s, have been acknowledged as central 
to the accumulation of modernist concepts and practice in 
Brisbane. These artists were mostly products of provincialism 
who actively chose to introduce elements of internationalism 
to Brisbane. They witnessed or contributed to the earliest 
attempts to disrupt aesthetic conventions of imitation. These 
innovations were apparent at the Johnstone Gallery, in 
touring European exhibitions at the Queensland Art Gallery, 
at St Mary's Studio, Kangaroo Point and with the the Younger 
Artists' Group of the Royal Queensland Art Society. It 
Involved people who worked essentially in a vacuum. They were 
responsible for laying the foundation for increased 
participation in the contemporary arts. The evidence of their 
efforts was seen with the Influx of artists and modernist 
sympathizers to Brisbane from the latter half of the 1950s. 
With the arrival of Jon Molvig and Roy Churcher, as 
artists and teachers, a network of artists and art students 
with related modernist goals was established before 1960. 
They had created a sub-culture with ant1-Establishment 
alliances. The sub-culture thrived on the denigration of the 
polarities of aesthetic modernism, from abstraction to 
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figuration, within its own movement as well as the 
denigration of institutionalized art outside the movement. 
This ant1-Establishment stance seemed valid in parochial 
Brisbane and paralleled the actions of artists in Melbourne 
who, in 1938, had unified to resist the Academy of Art. The 
artists in Brisbane consolidated to form the Contemporary Art 
Society in 1961 with the object to encourage and foster the 
development, appreciation and recognition of contemporary art 
and thought. The emergence of "contemporary art and thought" 
had been in a vulnerable situation with no public or 
Institutional support. The formation of a Queensland branch 
was an acknowledgement that aesthetic modernism, in its 
provincial appropriated form, had emerged in Brisbane. 
The role of the Contemporary Art Society was primarily 
twofold - to remain 'contemporary' in its fostering of 
aesthetic modernism through exhibitions, and to disseminate 
that which was 'contemporary' through its programme of 
lectures and art-related activities. These roles were found 
to be admirably fulfilled, although by a smaller and more 
diverse composition of members after 1967. 
The early 1960s was a period of exciting artistic 
activity in Brisbane with the introduction of many avenues 
for participation in the arts. In the visual arts, the 
participants were predominantly Contemporary Art Society 
members. The local and regional art competitions were 
frequently won by its members. The exhibitions in new 
galleries in Brisbane were often by its members. The Vacation 
School of Creative Arts was frequented by Contemporary ^ Art 
Society members who also tutored there from its inception in 
1962. These activities and galleries might not have 
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flourished, and some might not have been instigated, If it 
were not so apparent that there existed an organized body of 
participants in the Contemporary Art Society which advertised 
and encouraged involvement. 
The emergence and dissemination of aesthetic modernism 
was also attributed to private teachers in Brisbane during 
the 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s. The practice of aesthetic 
modernism was a process which could not be achieved through 
traditional training acquired through the art institutions 
where limited vision was rife. Aesthetic modernism was only 
taught by a few and it was apparent that (except Molvig) 
these teachers and their students were the Contemporary Art 
Society. 
While Brisbane was experiencing an artistic high point 
by the mid-1960s, the developments coincided with economic 
and societal changes in Queensland and Australia. A new 
infrastructure was evolving to accommodate the cultural 
changes which culminated in the appointment of the first 
Director of Cultural Activities, the decision to build a new 
Queensland Art Gallery on the south bank and a new College of 
Art at Seven Hills. This cultural progress eliminated the 
role of the Contemporary Art Society as the disseminator of 
the concepts and practice of aesthetic modernism. This role 
was primarily assumed by the 'converted' Establishment. As 
there were no radical changes in Establishment personnel, the 
assumption here was that the conversion resulted from the 
boom period, both artistically as well as in the Australian 
economy and Queensland mining. The art community and art 
institutions were seen to reap the financial benefits and 
undergo transformations relative to metropolitan growth, s 
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The Contemporary Art Society had attempted to remain 
contemporary by appropriating American influences of the late 
1960s and post-object art of the seventies. The latter 
reflected the cultural changes which accompanied 
anti-conscription, civil liberties demonstrations and a 
greater freedom of thought and action in Western pluralist 
societies. During this period of change, the Contemporary Art^ 
Society was bequeathed to a group of Young Contemporaries who 
found that they were unable to keep the Society functioning. 
The decline and the cessation of the Queensland Branch of the 
Contemporary Art Society in November 1973 were attributed to 
both the external cultural forces usurping its role and to 
internal adversities. The Society in its present form had 
outlived its need. 
In 1975 the Institute of Modern Art arose from the 
legacy of the Contemporary Art Society, Queensland Branch. 
Through this subsidized society and venue, expressions of 




CAS EXECUTIVE MEMBERSHIP 1961-1973 
1961 PRESIDENT Dr Bernard Schaffer 
Sept.- VICE-PRESIDENTS..,Donald Ross, Roy Churcher 
SECRETARY , . . , Ian Still 
TREASURER Dianna Bennett 
COMMITTEE . Dr Gertrude Langer, Bronwyn Yeates, 
Tony Morphett, John Rigby, Arthur 
Gunthorpe, Andrew Sibley (EDITOR). 
1962 PRESIDENT Dr Bernard Schaffer 
Aug.- VICE-PRESIDENTS,..Roy Churcher, Don Ross 
SECRETARY Ian Still 
TREASURER Don Mills 
COMMITTEE.., Bina Donley, Arthur Gunthorpe, 
Milton Moon, John Rigby, Andrew 
Sibley, Bronwyn Yeates, Tony 
Morphett (EDITOR). 
1963 PRESIDENT Prof. C. F. (Val) Presley (ACTING) 
undated VICE-PRESIDENTS...Don Ross, Roy Churcher 
SECRETARY Ian Still 
TREASURER Don Mills 
COMMITTEE. Irene Amos, Arthur Gunthorpe, Milton 
Moon, Bernard Milton, John Rigby, 
Andrew Sibley, Bronwyn Yeates. 
1964 
(no record of AGM or elections) 
1965 PRESIDENT Roy Churcher 
Mar.- VICE-PRESIDENTS.,.Bill Carr, Nevil Matthews 
SECRETARY Joan Carr 
TREASURER Joy Hutton 
COMMITTEE Irene Amos, John Dalton, Don Mills, 
Ian Still, Richard Werner, Bronwyn-
Yeates, Graham de Gruchy, John Rigby, 
Nancy Underhill (EDITOR), Bruce 
Goodslr (student member) . 
1966 
Nov.-
PRESIDENT, . Roy Churcher 
VICE-PRESIDENTS... 
SECRETARY Geoffrey Diggles 
TREASURER. Geoff Gummer 
COMMITTEE , . Irene Amos, Joy Hutton, 
Kindness, Shirley McLeod, 
Pugh, Joy Schoenheimer, Hal 








PRESIDENT Roy Churcher 
VICE-PRESIDENTS...Mervyn Moriarty, Bryan Banks (EDITOR) 
SECRETARY Joy Schoenheimer 
TREASURER Geoff Gummer 
COMMITTEE ..Verlie Just, Joy Hutton, Irene 
Kindness, Raymond Lewis, Geoff 
Morrison, Betty Pugh, Jenny Pugh. 
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1968 PRESIDENT Roy Churcher > 
July- VICE-PRESIDENTS...Mervyn Moriarty > (EDITORS) 
SECRETARY Joy Schoenheimer 
TREASURER Pam Prescott (Carnelio) 
COMMITTEE Creina Alroe, Ainsley Cox, Verlie 
Just, Raymond Lewis, Betty Pugh, 
Madonna Staunton, Norman Staines, 
Robert Morris and David Ryan (young 
contemporaries) 
1969 
Aug.- PRESIDENT Roy Churcher 
VICE-PRESIDENTS...Nevil Matthews, Ian Reece 
SECRETARY Joy Schoenheimer 
TREASURER George Timms 
COMMITTEE Madonna Staunton, Ben Timmers,-* 
Creina Alroe, Jennifer Mulr Smith, 
Annette Binstead, J.Leonard Robb, 
Cameron Wighton, Ray Hughes (EDITOR). 
1970 PRESIDENT Roy Churcher 
VICE-PRESIDENTS. . . Ian Reece, Nevil Matthews 
July- SECRETARY Joy Schoenheimer 
Narelle Cutcheon (ASSISTANT) 
TREASURER George Timms 
COMMITTEE Creina Alroe, Brian Hatch, Maria 
Stanton, Tom Rombouts, Max Smith, 
Rhonda James and Jennifer Mulr Smith 
(EDITORS). 
1971 PRESIDENT Roy Churcher 
July- VICE-PRESIDENTS...Ian Reece, Nevil Matthews 
SECRETARY Yvonne Pennisi (Mills-Stanley) 
TREASURER. ........ Jennifer Muir Smith 
COMMITTEE Jtark Crocker, Mary Wallace, Brian 
Hatch, Joy Schoenheimer, Max Smith, 
Sally Sellers, Narelle Cutcheon 
(Reece), Richard McCracken (EDITOR). 
1972 PRESIDENT Ric (Rick) McCracken 
June- VICE-PRESIDENTS. . .Peter Stocker ^ 
SECRETARY Kathy Sims 
TREASURER Valerie Weaver 
COMMITTEE Mark Crocker, Robert Morris, Tony 
Jeffries, Rod Horsborough, Creina 
Alroe, Roy Churcher, Nevil Matthews, 
Mervyn Moriarty. 
1973 PRESIDENT Ric McCracken 
April- VICE-PRESIDENT. .. .Valerie Weaver 
SECRETARY Kathy Sims 
TREASURER Max Smith 
COMMITTEE Peg McCracken, Roy Churcher, Alexis 





Emergence & Dissemination of Aesthetic Modernism - CAS 
ARTIST: DATE of interview: 
1950s: artists, galleries, exhibitions (which were innovative, 
stimulating or controversial) 
1950-60: prejudices 8s parochialism? (in education, the public, 
the QAG trustees) 
1950-60: OWN style? philosophy? media? influences? (teachers,-
study schools, European 
or Australian artists) 
OWN contribution to Modernism? 
Origins of CAS -
OWN Role in CAS -
Perceived Role of CAS ( i t s i n f l u e n c e / i m p o r t a n c e ) : -
Who/what was MOST i n f l u e n c i a l In t h e Emergence/Disseminat ion 
of Modernism 
within B r i s b a n e : -
Jon Molvig: 
Roy Churcher: 
Brian Johns tone : 
Laurie Thomas: 
Gertrude Langer: 
wi thin t h e CAS:-
1968-73: Decline/legacy of C.A.S. - cultural changes:-
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APPENDIX III 
CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY EXHIBITIONS: 1962-1973 
CAS 1, [Autumn Exhibition], Hardy Bros. Gallery, April 1962. 
CAS 2, National Exhibition, Finneys* Auditorium, October 1962. 
CAS 3, Autumn Exhibition, Finneys^ Auditorium, April 1963. 
CAS 4, Annual Interstate Exhibition, Finneys^ Auditorium, 
October 1963. 
CAS 5, Annual Local Exhibition, Finneys^ Auditorium, May 1964, 
CAS 6, Annual Interstate Exhibition, Finneys^ Auditorium, 
September-October 1964. 
CAS 7, Autumn Exhibition, Finneys' Auditorium, April 1965. 
CAS 8, Interstate Annual Exhibition, Finneys' Auditorium> 
October 1965. 
CAS, [Winter Exhibition], Finneys* Auditorium, June 1966. 
CAS Spring Exhibition, T.C.Beirnes* Auditorium, November 1966. 
CAS Interstate Autumn Exhibition, David Jones^ Valley Gallery, 
April 1967. 
CAS Spring-Warana Exhibition, T.C.Beirnes^ Auditorium, 
September 1967. 
CAS Winter Exhibition, T.C.Beirnes* Auditorium, July 1968. 
CAS Annual Interstate Exhibition, T.C.Beirnes' Auditorium, 
September-October 1968. 
CAS Young Contemporaries 1, T.C.Belrnes's Auditorium, July 
1969. 
CAS Interstate Warana Exhibition, S.G.I.O. Theatre Foyer, 
October 1969. 
CAS Autumn Exhibition, David Jones' Valley Gallery, April 1970. 
CAS Annual Interstate Exhibition, T.A.A. Airport Terminal, 
September 1970. 
CAS [Autumn] Exhibition, Schonell Theatre, May 1971, 
CAS Interstate Exhibition, Schonell Theatre, October 1971. 
CAS [Autumn] Exhibition, S.G.I.O. Building, May 1972. 
CAS [Autumn] Exhibition, Young Australian Gallery, May 1973. 
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